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ABSTRACT

This dissertation attempts to study slope stability

problems induced by human intervention on the Island of Oahu.

The selected area for the study is the eastern half of Oahu

where much of the slope stability problems have occurred.

As a background to the problem, the factors that cause

unstable slopes are examined as they occur in nature and as

they are caused by human intervention in various parts of

the world. Attention is then directed to the landslides

which have occurred on Oahu, particularly to 23 cases in the

study area. The study was undertaken with a view to develop

a suitable empirical model in slope stability.

To achieve this objective, the variable factors which

contribute towards unstable slope conditions were isolated

and evaluated. These factors were determined as slope, soil,

geology, rainfall and proximity to streams or sea. With

three subdivisions in the soil factor, i.e., soil depth,

soil type and shrink/swell the total number of variable

factors determined as causing unstable slope conditions were

determined as seven in number. However, after a multiple

regression program was run, it was found that geology and

shrink/swell contributed very little to the model over and

above the contributions of the other variable factors and

therefore, they were dropped from the model.

Each variable was divided into categories and these

were ranked according to their landsliding potential.



A numerical value was allocated to each category based on

the frequency of sliding units in each. The total number of

sliding units in the 2) cases of landsliding were 142. An

equal number of random units were obtained from the study

area and they were also evaluated according to their categ

ories in the seven variables. A multiple regression program

was written with a sub program where each sliding unit value

was entered as "1" and a random unit value was entered as

"0". The percentage probability of sliding was obtained

from the computed values and a sliding probability scale was

constructed with numerical values 0 to 6. The 0 denotes

stable slopes and the 6 denotes slopes with 100 percent

sliding probability.

The stUdy area was covered with a grid system, each

grid one half inch square on the Topographic Quadrangles of

Oahu of the 1124,000 scale. Data for each grid square was

assembled as for the studied and random units and these were

programmed using the regression equa.tion to obtain computed

values. According to the computed values, the sliding

probability values were obtained for each square from the

constructed scale and these probability values were incor

porated in a landslide probability map covering the study

area.

The empirical model is intended to help minimize slope

stability problems by affording a method to evaluate slopes

before modification. The landslide probability map is in-
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tended to help select sites which are least susceptible to

slope stability problems. Both model and map are of little

use in minimizing potential slope stability problems if a

suitable Grading Code is not in force. The Hawaii Grading

Ordinance, though fairly comprehensive is found to lack cer

tain restrictions which need inclusion in the Ordinance if

future slope stability problems are to be avoided. In the

light of the cases of studied landslides, these restrictions

are ~numerated and are suggested for inclusion.
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PREFACE

In nature there is no slope stability problem. If a

na~~ral slope becomes unstable, it is a manifestation of a

certain stage in the evolution or modification of landforms

through the natural process of weathering and erosion.

Slope stability becomes a problem when man occupies them and

makes changes on them according to his requirements and when

he finds that slopes do react to his changes in such a way

that his very life and his material wealth are in jeopardy.

However, some slopes that man may use may be unstable though

he modifies them little if at all - example - campers in

Madison Canyon, North of Yellowstone.

The need to live on or off the slopes has become an

inescapable reality in mountainous countries such as switzer

land and Austria or Sweden and Norway, to name only a few.

On an island such as Oahu, the need to live on slopes has

become increasingly felt because of a rapidly expanding

population with the resulting exhaustion of all available

flat land. Man's use of steeper slopes of Oahu is almost

mostly for residential purposes. The pattern of residential

development on Oahu has taken two principal trends - one to

move along the valley bottoms; the other to climb the scarp

faces of spurs. Both these development trends apparently

have produced few slope stability problems so far because

Valley bottoms have low slope angles and spur scarps have

outcropping bed rock. When developments started to utilize
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the intermediate slopes rising from the valley bottoms, signs

of trouble began to appear.

Slope stability on a problem scale on Oahu has become

evident along three valleys - 1. Wailupe (Aina Haina develop

ment), 2. Palolo (WaiJmao development) and 3. Manoa (scat

tered developments). OUt of these, Aina Haina and Waiomao

developments have given the communities concerned, the state

and the utility companies the greatest amount of problems.

These, however, do not exhaust the areas where unstable slope

conditions have become manifest. Many more instances of

slope distress have been reported to the City Engineering

Division, but no action is contemplated because they are

within private property. Only a few instances have found

their way into local papers as news reports. Therefore it

is reasonable to assume that the problem of slope stability

is much more widespread than is generally known.

The main reason why slope stability problems on private

property are not publicized may be the fear of lowering

property values. Since the average home owner is not a

person with vast resources, he should have some legal pro

tection in the event of slope problems developing on his

property.

This dissertation is~ an outcome of the foregoing con

siderations and its scope and purpose can be summed up as

follows I
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1. To examine the extent, nature and the causes of slope

stability problems on Oahu. Becausa of limitations

imposed by time and ~esources, the study area had to

be limited to only a portion of Oahu. The portion

selected is the area covered by the 7i minute topog

raphic quadrangles of Koko Head, Honolulu, Puuloa,

Mokapu, Kaneohe, Kahana and Kahuku (Fig.l). Selection

of this area for study is because of the occurrence of

the greatest concentration of population and hence the

largest number of developmentsl and the occurrence of

the largest number of slope stability problems on Oahu.

2. To develop and tryout an empirically derived slope

stability model which is capable of predicting any

slope stability problems that may occur in modifying

the soil covered hill slopes of Oahu for human occupancy.

To my knowledge, no such model has been developed any

where before to derive inspiration from. The variable

factors which the model is based on are those which

produce slope stability problems on this island and

therefore, the Validity of this model is limited to

this island and other areas which have similar variable

factors. Because of the similarity of slope, soil,

climatic and geologic conditions of the rest of the

Hawaiian Islands, this model could be used to ascertain

the slope stability conditions of the other islands too.



Fig. 1 Landslide study Area and
Urban Growth Area

--------------------------------

....
><
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3. To compile a slope stability map for the area under s~~dy

to indicate the degree of slope stability to be expected

in any given location. This map is intended to assist

the state, the developeI' and the home buyer to pin-point

at a first glance the areas having potential slope

stability problems. It is not intended that development

should not be attempted in hazardous areas; but the in

tention is to draw attention to potential problems so

that caution may be exercised or adequate precautions

may be taken. Such precautions should eliminate or

minimize potential damages should a problem subsequently

arise on a developed site.

Since slope stability is the fundamental element in the

scope and purpose of this dissertation, the nature of slope

stability will be examined in some detail. Factors affect

ing the stability of natural slopes and man's activities in

aggravating or initiating unstable conditions on natural

slopes will be discussed as a preliminary to the major

objectives of the dissertation.

The assistance given by the City Engineering Division

(Structural), by supplying some relevant data on the Waiomao

and Aina Haina landslide areas, is gratefully acknowledged.
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CMP~RI

BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM

Nature of Slopes. A slope is the basic element of landforms

in the Lithosphere. The steepness or gentleness of slopes

together with their spatial arrangement, produce the basic

landforms - plains, plateaus, mountains and valleys. A

mountain and a valley could be two landforms on either end

of a single inclined slope. Plateaus and plains are formed

of slopes of a gentler disposition, occurring at different

elevations - one closer to sea level, the other higher up.

Slopes are as varied as their foundation materials and

the forces acting upon them through a span of time. There

fore slopes may be as varied as.

a. the rock materials underlying them

b. the stratigraphy modifying or accentuating them

c. the climate influencing them

d. the kind and intensity of the geomorphic processes
acting upon them

e. the nature and extent of volcanism or diastrophism
changing them or creating them

f. the amount or time that had contributed to their
formation.

Slope Angle. If unconsolidated loose materials such as loose

sand, rock fragments and pebbles are allowed to fall freely,

each kind assumes a characteristic slope angle termed the

'angle of repose'. The gentleness or the steepness of this
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angle is dependent on a number of factors such as shape,

size, roughness, density and the height of fall of the

particles and also on the degree of saturation and slope

curvature. Van Burkalow (1945) came to the following con

clusions as a result of her experiments based on the above

factors.

1. Shape of fragmentsl Higher angles of slopes were found

to be associated with fragments the more they deviated

from perfect roundness or sphericity. In other words,

the less rounder or spherical the fragments became, the

greater was the tendency to form steeper angled slopes.

2. Size of particles. Burkalow's findings in this respect

were in conflict with the findings of her predecessors.

Her findings were that larger fragments formed gentler

slopes. Most of the earlier workers have found that

there was an increase in slope angle in direct propor

tion to the size of fragments (Table 1.1). Also some

workers have found that the decrease of slope with frag

ment size terminated at a critical size and thereafter,

increased with the decrease of fragment size. In

Table 1.1, it can be seen that in the experiments con

ducted byStiny and Winkler, that the slope angle began

to increase when the fragment sizes became smaller than

0.2 Mm.

3. Roughness of fragmentsl Slope angle was found to in

crease with the increase in roughness. This is because
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of the resistance a rough surface would offer to sliding.

This was an area of general agreement with the findings

of the others.

4. Density of fragmentsl This was another area where there

was no agreement. Burkalow found that an increase in

the density of fragments was reciprocated by a decrease

in slope angle. Table 1.1 shows that the results some

workers obtained were opposite to those of Burkalow and

one worker's results showed that slope angle was indepen

dent of the density of materials he used. Burkalow's

contention that when the density is higher, the gravita

tional pull is higher and therefore lower slope angles

result, is a reasonable stand. However, density of

fragments could be compensated with greater angularity

or roughness of fragments, and therefore~ a higher slope

angle could be maintained.

5. Height of fall of fragmentsl Slope angle decreased with

the increase in the height of fall. Results obtained by

the others showed agreement.

6. Degree of saturation. It was found that addition of

water to the fragments up to a point, incraazed the angle

of slope. This is a proven fact specially in the case of

loose sand. At op'~imum moisture conditions, sand behaves

. as a cohesive material and can maintain higher angles of

slope, but when sand is completely saturated, this co

hesion by hygroscopic water breaks down and the sand
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flows like a liquid.

7. Slope curvature. The curvature that is capable of high

angle slopes was found to be the concave slope and this

was the finding of other workers as well. In a concave

slope there is a better grain to grain contact, hence

the ability to maintain steeper angles of slope.

Burkalow' s experiments with varions kinds and si:M~s

of fragments have shown that slope angles in the loose

materials can vary between 12 and 54 degrees. However,

slope angles up to 90 degrees could be maintained when the

fragments are bonded, i.e., cohesive, or when larger frag

ments are mixed with finer materials. Indurated material

such as rocks can maintain vertical ~lg1es and even over-

hangs. Under natural conditions, much loose material is

found in stream beds and on the sea coast, around inland

water bodies and in arid and frigid climatic areas. In

streams, the loose materials comprise the bed load and the

various angles of repose maintained by the materials in

accordance with the longitudinal profile of the stream,

have no relationship to the natural angle of repose. Along

stream bankS, particularly in the flood plain areas, loose

material very often can be seen piled up as natural levees.

Where mountain gorges open into piedmont areas or where

mountain torrents join up with other streams, loose materials

exist in the form of alluvial or colluvial fans or terraces.
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Around inland water bodies or along coastal zones loose

materials are agglomerated into many forms such as beaches,

spits, bars and dunes. Under arid conditions, these mater

ials may accumulate in the form of sand dunes, or as talus

at the base of hills and inselberg type of erosional rem

nants. Arid conditions are not conducive to consolidation

of rock fragments due to lack of moisture. Since spalling

or exfoliation is a continuous process in arid environments,

natural angle of repose of rock fragments could be encoun

tered here. In frigid climates where summers and winters

alternate, congelifraction (frost shattering) is an annual

happening and the scree or talus slopes are annually supplied

with fresh rock fragments. But because of the action of

meltwater during summer and the loading with snow and ice

during winter, rock fragments on slopes generally maintain

a lower angle of repose than the natural angle of repose.

Slope Forma The slope form is a composite of several

factors operating in a given situation. The influence of

one factor however, may be pre-eminent in a situation and

the slope form will be a reflection of that single factor.

As an example, the monadnock type of rock residuals which

are found in various parts of the world could be cited.

in this case, the slope form is a function of rock resis

tivity to erosion and weath~ring.
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Besides the continental drift controversy, the biggest

controversy of this century in Geomorphology devolved around

slopes. The slope form was one of the areas of contention

and the two principal contenders were W. M. Davis with his

concept of downwasting of slopes and Walther Penck with his

concept of parallel retreat of slopes. In 1939 a symposium

on Walther Penck's ~ontribution to Geomorphology was held

in Chicago and in this symposium the areas of conflict in

the views of Davis and Penck on this subject were discussed

(Von Engeln 1940). It was pointed out that Penck had dealt

with or.ly one aspect of slope development - th~,t resulting

from fluvial erosion; whereas Davis had presented his views

on other aspects - glacial, aeolian and marine. At the

symposium, Penck's concept of parallel retreat of slopes

was generally appreciated and concrete support for it was

given by Kirk Bryan with his own findings on slope retreat

(Bryan 1940).

Yi Fu Tuan (1958, p. 214), making an analytical study

of Penckian and Davisiart concepts of slope retreat, pointed

out that with rega.rds to that r views on the period of waning

development of slopes, there was no great conflict. He

strengthened this by pointing out that in subsequent works,

both Davis and Penck had expressed complementary ideas on

this acpect.

Other ideas of slope development independent of Penckian

and Davisian concepts have been put forward by a large number
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of investigators. Some of the works noteworthy for their

general treatment are. Wood (1942) and King (1953). still,

the study of slopes remains a complex subject. This is be

cause slope forms could be as varied as the factors .which

influence them and on the other hand, different factors

operating in different places could produce similar slope
.

forms. For example, a pronounced upper convexity in a slope

profile can be produced under widely varying conditions

(Chorley 1964 1 p. 71). A large number of resea~chers have

conducted slope studies in various parts of the world and

have come up with interpretations of slope form development

pertinent to their areas of study: but so far, there is no

consensus to say that under a given set of conditions, only

a certain type of slope form can result.

A study conducted by Meyer and Kramer (1969) showed

that the concave slope is the most stable out of four slope

forms studied. Their study was in connection with slope

form and sediment yield. The selected slope forms were -

convex, uniform. complex and concave, one set with 10 percen"t

slope over a length of 200 feet and the other set with

5 percent slope over a length of 400 feet (Fig. 1.1). Each

set was subjected to 50 periods of erosion and the least

change was found to be on the concave slope form (Fig. 1.2).
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NATURAL SLOPES

Natural slopes exist in a state of dynamic equilibrium

with the forces and processes responsible for the evolution

of landforms. This equilibrium is maintained by a slow

process of adjustment to these forces and processes acting

on a slope, by such forms of change as flow, creep and

erosion. During a human life span, these changes are so

infinitesimal that they are imperceptible to the naked eye.

Even so, such changes spread over a geological span of time

can obliterate the mightiest mountain without any trace.

However, occasional slope failure and other sudden move

ments do occur on natural slopes as a method of releasing

accumulated strains over a long period of time, after which,

equilibrium is restored until stresses are built up for

another sudden movement, and so the process goes on.

In an attempt to classify natural slope forming

materials on a broad basis, the following could be enumer

ated.

1. Massive rock materials - rock outcrops or rock resid=

uals, igneous or metamorphic, jointed or massive.

2. Extruded volcanic materials - such as basalt, tuff,

ash or cinder, exhibiting jointing or successions of

laminar flows.

3. Indurated sedimentary materials - either bedded such

as shale and sandstone; or massive such as some lime

stones.
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4. Cohesive materials - such as silts, clays and loess.

5. Non-cohesive materials - such as clean sand, talus

colluvium and scree.

6. Frozen water - such as continental ice sheets or ice

caps, snow and ice on mountain slopes.

Slope Stability.

In the natural state, a slope formed of uncons~lidated

material is able to maintain itself at a particular angle

because of the friction exerted by grain to grain or frag

ment to fragment contact. This is called frictional resist

ance. When a slope is formed of cohesive material, it has

cohesion in addition to frictional resistance. Cohesion is

the binding of soil grains by a cement such as lime or by

electrical attraction as in valence bonding. In the case

of a slope on solid rock, cohesion alone is operative.

The ferce that acts against the stability of a slope

is the gravitational force proportional to the weight of

the slope forming material. In a slope formed of cohesive

material such as soil, the forces that strive to maintain

the slope are cohesion and frictionr together these are the

shear resisting forces. The force that strives to cause

slope failure, i.e., the gravitational force, is called the

shearing force. Since slopes are at an angle to the hori

zontal, the weight acting on a slope is not perpendicular

to the slope, but at a tangent (Fig. 1.3). When these two
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opposing forces are equal, the slope is no longer stable.

but is considered to be at a point of failure. This is ex

pressed by the equation.

s = c + p tan p
where. s = shearing resistance

c = cohesion

p = weight normal to the slope

tan p = tangent of the angle of internal friction

If the slope is stable, the resisting forces will be greater

than the shearing forces. This is expressed as a safety

factor of the slope, e.g.,

s.f. (safety factor) - resisting forces
- shearing forces

When the resulting ratio is greater than unity, the slope is

considered to be stable - the higher thibiTalue, the more

stable the slope.

However, it should be noted that in certain situations,

shearing forces induced by gravity are supplemented by other

forces such as seepage pressure in soil under saturated con

ditions and expansive pressure in jointed rock under freez

ing conditions. Such conditions and the fact that slope

forming materials in the natural state are heterogenous with

out exception, and the fact that soil behavior under labora

tory conditions is very much different from their behavior

under natural conditions, make it extremely difficult to

make slope stability predictions with a very high degree of

accuracy.
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Factors Affecting Slope Stability.

All agents of laildform denudation ~~d the forces of

tectonism and volcanism affect the stability of slopes in

some manner depending on the environment and on the kind of

slope material on which they operate. Seldom can a single

factor be credited with a particular slope stability condi

tion; instead, such a condition would be the result of a

number of factors acting jointly. However, in the following

pages an attempt is made to examine these factors separately

and examine the contribution of each factor to the stability

conditions on slopes. The factors selected for examination

are only those which have a bearing on stability conditions

on the slopes of the Hawaiian islands.

1. Relief

2. Slope Material

3. Water

4. Temperature

5. Geology

6. Tectonism

- slope angle

- a. loose - granular or fragmented

b. cohesive - soils and clays

c. rocks - massive and jointed

- a. meteoric - rain

b. running - streams

c. marine - waves and currents

d. subsurface - soil water

- heat and cold

- stratified rocks - horizontal and
inclined

- faults

7. Seismic activity - earthquakes
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8. Volcanism - extrusive forms - cinder. ash. lava. tuff

9. Vegetation - root systems

1. RELIEF

In areas of high relief. steep slopes are more

common. On steep slopes. shear stress is much greater

than on gentler slopes and therefore, the thickness of

soil material that can develop is limited to a shallow

weathered zone. In humid regions such shallow soils

support a short vegetation cover. However, tree growth

on steep slopes with shallow soil depth is not uncommon

in the tropics. When the vegetation is of the shallow

rooted type, it is of little assistance in anchoring the

soil to the bedrock. When the soil becomes fully satur

ated, the weight of the biomass is added to the shearing

force and gravitational sliding takes place. These

slides are termed debris slides or soil avalanches.

Wentworth (1943) investigated soil avalanches on

the island of Oahu and found that they were of maximum

intensity on slopes with an angle of elevation between

42 and 48 degrees. He noted that the soil mantle sub

jected to sliding was usually one or two feet thick and

very rarely reached a depth of three feet. He also

noted that the sliding material was of uniform thickness

from top to bottom of slides and therefore no significant

change in the slope angle was made by the removal of the

slope material (Fig. 1.4). The cause of slope instabil-
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Fig. '1.3 - Forces Involved in a Slope of
Granular Material

This figure illustrates an embankment of granular
material with its surface sloping at angle _ to the
horizontal.

Consider an element of the. embankment of weight w.
Force parallel to slope = Wsin ~

Force perpendicular to slope = Wcos6

(Smith - Elements of Soil Mechanics)

Fi9. 1.4 .-[);norams &110"';"(1 diiJrrrllrc bcltrrcn (A) hlllmpR, and (/1) .~uil
a1'olllnrhc&

'(Wentworth 1943)
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ity he attributed to the increase of weight in the soil

mass up to about 500 pounds per cubic yard when the soil

became saturated.

Gifford (1953) observed similar avalanching on

Exmoor, England during the storm of 1952. He noted that

the sliding was associated with 'wet' vegetation. The

process of stripping of the slopes was similar to that

observed by Wentworth. In this case, the soil mantle

was removed exposing the rock below. After the slides,

a good deal of see~age was seen to issue from the inter

face between the rock and the soil mantle at the head of

most scars. According to Gifford, the cause of sliding

could have been pore pressure developed by moisture

acting along the rock-~urface.

2. SLOPE MATERIALS

a. Loose materialsl Granular and fragmented materials

which are not cemented together are termed loose mat

erials. Sand, rock fragments and disjointed rocks in

the form of boulders fall into this category.

Strength of loose sand depends on its frictional

resistance and if some moisture is present, on the co

hesion exerted by capillary tension of this moisture.

When saturated with water, this capillary tension is

eliminated, pore pressure is increased and the fric

tional resistance becomes zero.

Slopes on loose sand are subject to spontaneous
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liquefaction, which is a method by which sand is trans

formed into a liquid. This happens when the sand

structure breaks down and the pore water is released.

Coastal slides which have occurred in the province of

Zeeland, Holland from time to time, are the best known

slides of this category. Between 1881 and 1946, no

fewer than 229 slides were registered. The total area

lost to these slides during this period amounted to

2.65 million square meters (Koppejan et al., 1948,

p. 90).

Liquefaction can occur due to vibrations set up

by blasting or by earthquakes or due to the raising

and subsequent lowering of the ground water level.

The slides of Zeeland were attributed to the latter

cause. Slides were seen to be common dv.ring high

tides coinciding with storm conditions. Another con

tributory factor was recognized as the steepening of

the sand slopes by erosion during these periods of

storms and high tides.

Rock fragments accumulate as talus at the base

of mountains or hills usually under arid or dry con

ditions. Under frigid conditions, they accumulate as

scree. Boulders may be present in both climates.

Since any fragmentation of rocks is accompanied by

the release of rock flour, these fragments usually

contain fine material to a greater or lesser degree.
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These fines give the rock fragments and boulders a

certain amount of cohesion. With periodic wetting

and drying or freezing and thawing, movement takes

place downslope as talus creep in the case of rock

fragments or as rock creep in the case of boulders.

The fines within the rock fragments or boulders

assist in this slow movement in one or more of the

following ways.

1. The fines become plastic and deform with a

greater downslope component because of the

weight of the rock fragments or boulders.

2. The fines reduce friction between rock frag

ments or boulders and provide them with a

sliding surface.

3. In cold climates, when water freezes in the

pore spaces of the fines, the volume is in

creased causing a heaving of the rock mass.

When this happens, the cohesion and the

frictional resistance of the mass is increased.

When thawing takes place, the volume decreases

and the water gets squeezed out aided by the

pressure of the rock materials. The downward

movement of the rock materials upon melting of

the frozen pore water, results in a net down

slope movement (Fig. 1.5 A).
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Fig. 1.5 - . Four causes of creep. (A) H~a\"e of frost lifts boulder per
pendicular to slope from position I to position 2. Subsequent melting
allows it to settle downward to position 3 by gravity; in moist soils
coherence tends to make particles settle nearer original position, at
J'. Downhill falling of frost crystals tends to carry boulder to position
<C. (B) In heating and cooling the greatest cxpJnsion is IOIt'aI'J the
downhill side and grl:3teSt contraction from the uphill side (42,47).
(C) In the formation and in the closing or filling of desiccation
cracks tllcTc i~ grcater movement downslope t!UIl up. (D) ProJlI ... t~
of disintet;rJtion fall or rolt downslope from t!u:ir source.

(Sharp, 1938)
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If upon wetting, the fines within the rock masses

undergo only plastic deformation, imperceptible move

ments may take place as talus or rock creep. If sat

uration of the fine~ leads to a pore pressure build-up

in excess of their shearing resistance, or if the

water liberated during thawing builds up sufficient

seepage pressure to cause laminar flow, the rock

masses may move rapidly as debris slides or rock

slides (Fig. 1.6 B & C).

b. Cohesive materials. Soil material formed of alluvium,

colluvium, clays or loess are cohesive and they have

both frictional resistance and cohesion. Shear

stresses imposed on the soil are counteracted by

these forces. Therefore at equilibrium conditions,

the opposing forces are expressed by the equation.

s=c+ptan~

where. s = shear stress

c = cohesion

p = normal pressure

p = angle of internal friction

When the soil is fully saturated, i.e., when all the

voids are filled with water, normal pressure is coun

teracted by pore water pressure. When the two become

equal, i.e.,

when p =u (pore pressure),
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frictional resistance is at zero, i.e.,

p - u = 0

When soil is in a saturated condition, stress calcu

lations should include the pore pressure component 

thus.

s = c + (p - u) tan p
In the above situation, if p - u = 0, then s = c.

In other words, the shear stress is counteracted only

by cohesion. Any increase in shear stress will cause

the slope to fail.

Soil, when saturated and when the shear strength

is exceeded by gravitational stresses~ movement takes

place in a variety of ways depending on the material

involved and the size of the soil mass, such as.

Landslide. This term is loosely applied to include

most of the movements listed below: but it appears to

be appropriate for movements involving a large area of

at least a few acres in extent. The material involved

may be soil, rock or a mixture of both. A definite

plane of sliding or rupture is present. The movement

is usually rapid and the moving mass may be broken up

to a greater or a lesser degree dependi~~ en the

momentum gained, distance travelled, cushioning effect

o~ the air trapped under the mass, irregularity of the

terrain on which the mass moves and the cohesiveness

of the mass. Landslides have certain characteristic
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features which are shown in Fig. 1.7.

Slumps This is a form of landslide, the chief charac

teristic of which is the presence of one or more rota

tional plan~s of rupture. The slump movement can be

very slow or fairly rapid, depending on the rapidity

with which the strength of the slumping material is

lost. Stiff clays and shales deform over a long

period of time. Therefore slumping in these materials

can be a very slow process. Slumping often exhibits

a retrogressive failure on slopes which results in the

development of terrace-like features at different

levels of the slope. A slump may also exhibit earth

flow features at its distal end produced by liquefac

tion of the rotating material which undergoes remold

ing (softening by kneading) in the process (Fig. 1.8).

The requirements for slumping stated generally

are - (a) a scarp face, (b) weak material forming the

scarp face and (c) saturation of the material.

Slumping is preceded by tension cracks which develop

into curved rupture planes.

In a study conducted by Bradford et al., (1973)

in gully stability in loess soils of the lower

Missouri river basin, a number of factors affecting

gully stability were enumerated. The factors were 

(a) angle of internal friction, (b) water table,

(c) tension cracks and (d) infiltration. It was



Fig. 1.7

Nomenclature of the ports of 0 landslide
- (see drawing at right) -

MAIN SCARP- A steep surface on the undisturbed
ground around the periphery of the slide, caused by
movement of slide material away from the undisturb
ed ground. The projection of the scarp surface under
the disturbed material becomes the surface of
rupture.

MINOR SCARP- A steep surface on the disturb"
ed material prO<luce<1 by differential movements within
ttle shding moss. . .

HfAQ- The upper ports of the slide material
along tfie contnct between the di5turbed material and
the main scarp.

TOP- The highest point of contact between the dis
turbc(Jrnal~ria' ond the moin scarp.

fQOT- The line of inlcrzeetion (sometimes buried'
bet ,', ....0 Ij~:? IO~'•.Jr port of fLe surface of rupture and
the C(IQrnol qrr;'Jr.d sur foc!.'iE.-The (I,Jf'};n of (k~l)rt"d malcrial most dis
t~nt ,ron I:-:e mOln ~O:Grp.

TIP- The point on the toe most distant from the top of the slid~.
rLANK- The side of the landslide.
CROWN- The material that;s still in place, practically undisturbed,

and adjacent to the ',ighest ports of the main scarp.
ORIGINAL GROUND SURFAC£- The slope that existed before the

mOvCIncntWfiich,s oc,nq cOllsw,Jrcd took place. If this ;s the surface of
an oldcr landslid~ that fact should be stated.

LEFT MID nl9HT- Compass dircctions are preferable in describ
;"9 (] $f~ufi'-rll;J1ifandleft are used they refer to Ihe slide as viewed
from the crown.

(Eckel. 1958)
N
\1\
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found that when the angle of internal friction was

less than or equal to 350
, vertical, saturated or

near saturated ~211y walls failed if the water table

existed at the base of the wall and if cohesion of

the saturated soil and hydrostatic pressure was zero.

According to the computed values in Table 1.2,

it was seen that gully slopes should fail when the

water table is 110 cm below the toe of the slope.

However, in studies on gully walls of the U.S.A., it

was found that the water table exists above the toe

of the gully slopes. This led to the conclusion that

the loess has a degree of cohesion contrary to the

general acc~ptance that cohesion in loess is zero.

Table 1.2

Computed Factors of Safety as Affected by Change in
water Table for a Slope Height of 300 cm

Wet density,
, g/cm3

surface toe

Angle of
friction,

,5'

degrees

Suction at
soil surface,

,5H*

em in water

Computed factor
of safety

Simplified Bishop

1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95

25
25
25
25
25

300
330
360
410
450

0.60
0.72
0.83
1.00
1.14

* Water suction, Pl' is assumed to be a linear function
of height above water table. Cohesion, c, is equal
to ,51 tan p'. Water table at toe of slope, ,50 = o.
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Tension cracks ordinarily did not seem to affect

gully stability. However, when their influence in

saturating the soil durir~ rainfall was considered,

they became significant in gully stability. When the

infiltration rate increased, it was found that the

safety factor decreased (Table 1.3).

Table 1.3

Computed Factors of Safety as Affected by Infiltration

Wet density, Angle of
friction, Infiltration

surface toe p' rate

g/cm3 degrees em/hour

1.65 1.95 25 0.0
1.65 1.95 25 0.6
1.65 1.95 25 1.2
1.65 1.95 25 1.8

Computed factor
of safety

Simplified Bishop

1.14
1.08
1.02
0.96

Slip. This term is usually applied to a movement

involving a few hundred cubic yards of soil. It is

a landslide on a small scale occurring on road cuts

and embankments. The soil may be completely trans

located or may move in a circular fashion as in a

slump. However, the term 'slip' is used in describ-

ing a large landslide in Folkestone Warren of south

England.

Creep. Creep is an imperceptible downslope movement

of soil material, rock fragments or even boulder size
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rocks which occur in every climatic environment

whether humid, arid or frigid. In humid climates, in

a cycle which moves from saturation to swelling fol

lowed by dessication and shrinking, the soil particles

on a slope end up with a downslope displacement under

the influence of gravity (Fig. 1.9, 1.10). This creep

which starts essentially as a surficial movement is

transmitted to deeper layers because of the drag im

posed by the moving surficial soil on the lower layers

and because creeping soil does not move along a shear

plane (Fig. 1.11). If the movement were to take place

along a shear plane, the lower layers would not be

affected by drag. The creep movement often extends

to over 15 feet in depth (Sharp, 1942, p. 317).

In dry or arid environments, creep is by a cycle

which involves heating, expansion, cooling, contrac

tion. The downslope movement is influenced by grav

ity as explained above; but the material involved is

only the fragmented material on the surface (Fig.1.5B).

In cold environments the cycle consists of freezing,

heaving, thawing, saturation. Soil creep in cold

environments is not a continuous process as in the

humid or arid environments. Therefore slope terrace

formation is common, which is an indication of the

seasonal nature of soil advance.

In climates where there are marked wet and dry
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ROTATIONAL

Fig. 1.8 - Characteristics of a Rotational Earth Movement

(Eckel, 1958)
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Fig.1 .10 -a, Theoretical path of a soil pa~lick ,:1:t.:r Davison); h, act 'I;',: path of .. sOil!,arlich: (after
Davison);" predicted velocity pWlilc Crom Davislon :ih'ury; J, lJn:uictcu velocity !lrofi:c fr.lln pr~~enl theory.

(Kirkby, 1967)

Fig. 1•11 - Dia~rammatic section of er<:eping soil. The coal and day
thin abruptly and arc drawn out down slope, cowring the lower bcd~.

(Sharpe, 1942)
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seasons, terraces of very small dimensions can be

seen forming on slopes which are products of soil

creep activated seasonally.

Soil Avalanche. As discussed earlier, this form of

slide involves only a shallow depth of soil and

occurs on steep slopes. The soil is removed in

stripes along slopes and therefore it is a planer

type of slide.

Mud Flowa Weakly bonded soil containing fine mater

ials such as in a mixture of fine sand, silt and

some clay, when saturated with water turns into a

viscous liquid and flows down slopes as a mud flow.

Places which have sparse vegetation and long dry

summers and which receive occasional heavy precip

itation are suitable locations for mud flows to

occur. Several parts of the state of California

have this problem during heavy rains coming after

a drought.

The l~lrgest mudflow to have occurred on these

islands during historic times took place on April 2,

1868 on the island of Hawaii. The mudflow was the

product of saturated Pahala ash which exhibited

thixotropic qualities. Since the m~jflow was set

off by an earthquake, it will be discussed in more

detail under that topic to follow.

On the south east coast of east Maui, ancient
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mudflow debris crops out near Kaupo. This is consid

ered to be the largest single mass of mudflow debris

discovered so far on the islands. The debris has a

thickness of more than 350 feet and is exposed in

patches over a width of about 2.5 miles. Large blocks

of rocks, some as much as 50 feet across, are included

in the debris (stearns and Macdonald, 1946, p.107).

Clays I Clays are the most troublesome materials to

be encountered when considering slope stability or

foundation stability. Clay particles are infinit

esimally small to begin with, they have complex struc

tural make-ups, a variety of ionic combinations, dif

ferent mineralogical compositions and often unpredict

able behaviors under stress conditions. Clays have a

very low rate of permeability; but they have a very

high affinity to water. This is specially so in the

montmorillonitic clay group.

Montmorillonitic Clay. This clay group has a 211

sheet structure, i.e., a sheet of octahedra of oxide

and hydroxide of aluminum sandwiched between two

sheets of tetrahedra of silicon exide (Fig. 1.12).

In this system of sheet arrangement, two tetrahedra

sheets are placed close together; but they have no

mutual attraction and therefore, they maintain a dis

tance between them. This space is taken up by water

or by water and cations. In the presence of water,
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this space is enlarged and when there is little water,

this space is reduced. This leads to the swelling and

the shrinking of the soil. The Montmorillonitic clays

have a high shrink-swell potential and therefore,

these clays develop shrinkage cracks during dry per

iods and the cracks get closed up by swelling during

wet periods. The characteristic shrink-swell poten

tial of this clay has a very adverse effect on slope

stability.

Illitic Clay. Illite is non-expanding even though it

has a 2.1 structure of octahedra and tetrahedra sim

ilarly arranged as in Montmorillonite. The reason

for the non-expanding nature of this clay group is

because the contiguous tetrahedra sheets are held

together by ions of potassium or magnesium with

electrostatic bonds,(Fig.t.13}. 'TIhe presence of

water or the lack of it does not make any change in

the space between the neighboring tetrahedra sheets.

Kaolinitic Clay. This has a 1.1 sheet structure,

i.e., a tetrahedra sheet alternating wi.th an octahedra

sheet. Since these two kinds of sheets hold each

other very tightly, expansion or adsorption of water

is minimal (Fig. 1.14).

Strength of Clays. Strength of clays depends on the

frictional resistance offered by clay particles when

subjected to stress. Frictional resistance is a
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direct function of thp. clay structure which in turn

results from the flocculating patterns with which the

clay minerals are joined up and initially precipi

tated in a liquid medium such as water. Principally,

this may be in two forms. an edge-to-face arrangement

or a parallel arrangement. The edge-to-face structure

is the result of opposite charges on the clay parti

cles - negative on edges and positive on faces

(Fig. 1.15). A certain amount of structural alter

ation takes place during compaction and if the clay

is remolded, disruption of the structures takes place

and the frictional resistance is reduced. The degree

to which this occurs is called the sensitivity of

clays. When shearing takes place, the clay along

the shear plane could achieve a high degree of sensi

tivity and lose a substantial amount of its frictional

resistance.

Cohesion, the other parameter of strength in

clays, is by ionic bonding and electrical attraction

as exhibited during flocculation. The degree of co

hesion is directly related to the moisture adsorbing

capacity of clays. structural breakdown and the con

sequent liberation of moisture could produce a very

low cohesive strength and during such situations, the

clay flows like a viscous liquid.
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sensitive Clays I A unique type of clay is found in

Norway and Sweden to which the term 'Quick Clay' is

given because of its propensity to rapid break up or

alternatively, to its sensitivity. When ruptured,

the slopes of this type of clay give rise to a series

of retrogressive slides resulting in a mass of clay

flowing out as a viscous liquid. Slopes of very low

angles, as low as 5 degrees, formed on this clay,

have ruptured and proceeded to slide in the presence

of stress conditions (Holmson, 1953).

c. Rocks I

Massive Rocksl Massive rocks such as granites and

gneisses break up by a method known as spalling or

exfoliation. This involves the removal of curved

slabs o£ rock sometimes about 50 meters thick from

the upper surface of massive rocks (Haefeli, 1953,

p. 144). Thermal expansion and contraction of the

rock up to a critical depth is given as a cause for

this type of rock break especially in dry or arid

climates. Thermal expansion and contraction may

not be the cause for the initial appearance of

cracks in the rock at depth which facilitate ex

foliation later on. They could be produced by

compressional and tensional forces developed in

the process of cooling of the rocks below surface.
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Also planes of separation in the rock are developed

by 'unloading' when the overburden covering the rocks

is removed by erosion.

Thermal expansion and contraction can enhance

the system of cracks over a long period of heating

and cooling in arid or dry environments. After the

initial pla~es of weakness have been formed by com

pressional and tensional forces or expansion and

contraction as described above, water seeping through

the planes of weakness causes chemical weathering,

which facilitates exfoliation. The final result is

the appearance of rectangular blocks of rock on the

smooth and curved slopes of massive rocks. In time,

these blocks slip down the rock slopes by gravita

tional sliding. No more than a few blocks are in

volved in this type of sliding at one time at the

most, and since this occurs largely in sparsely

populated areas, their damage potential is low com

pared to other types of slope failures.

Jointed Rockz Jointed rocks contain a system of

joints both vertical and horizontal. Water moving

through these joints causes weathering and separation

into blocks. Weathering over a period of time will

produce thick deposits of soil in the joints. Satur

ation of the deposits of soil during periods of

heavy precipitation will induce the build up of pore
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pressure which would be sufficient to move the blocks

a little away at a time. If the jointed blocks are

on the face of a precipitous wall, they will be seen

perched precariously on the face, making a rock fall

imminent. If block separation takes place on an in

clined plane, assistance in addition to the soil

factor is obtained from gravity. Should the inclined

plane be of some sedimentary layer such as clay or

shale, block sliding is facilitated.

Block separation in jointed rock may also be

occasioned by tree growth. Soil which forms initially

in joints invites plant growth. To begin with, tiny

roots are sent along the vertical joints and as the

plants grow, the roots thicken and set up pressures

to widen the joints. Trees with tap root systems are

the best for this purpose; because a tap root is like

a wedge, tapering towards the ground and thickening

towards the trunk. As the roots thicken, the joints

widen and the blooks get separated further and further

and probably falloff a cliff or slide down a slope.

Vegetation growing on jointed rock is a common

sight. Sometimes the vegetation may actually prevent

the blocks from falling off, at least temporarily, if

the blocks are of some size where the roots can weave

a network around them. It is not such a rare sight

to see blocks of rock on cliff faces held in place
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only by the roots of trees.

In limestone, which exhibits jointing, percolat

ing water moves along the joints both horizontally

and vertically until it reaches the ground water level.

Since solution is the prevalent form of weathering in

this type rock, solution grooves are etched along the

joints with larger solution caverns occurring at the

zone of the ground water level. water percolating

into the caverns, gradually dissolves the cavern

roofs, until the slope above is undermined. Per

colating water may also join up to form underground

streams either at the ground water level or along an

impervious layer on which the limestone is resting.

Tunnels or tubes develop along such underground

streams by solution and when these are gradually

enlarged, the ground collapses, producing linear or

circular depressions.

In cold environments, block separation in jointed

rocks is achieved by water freezing in the joints.

Freezing water expands by more than 9 percent of its

volume and exerts a pressure of about 2000 pounds per

square in~h. Alternate freezing and thawing move the

blocks further away from their origin until they are

ready to move downslope by gravity.

Slopes on jointed rock are subject to massive

slides involving several million cubic metres of rock
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or minor slides involving one or a few large blocks

of rock. Depending on the nature of rock dislodge

ment from slopes and the amount of material involved,

these slope failures are classified as rockfalls,

rockslides or block slides.

Rockfalls: Either a large block of jointed rock

falling off from a cliff face or a large mass of rock

falling from a steepened slope could be called a rock

fall. The largest rockfall ever to have occurred on

the earth is believed to be the Saidmarreh rockfall

of Iran, date unknown. The rock formation on which

the fall had taken place was the folded and uplifted

Asmari limestone of Eocene age. Harrison and Falcon

(1935) who made a study of these folded strata were

of opinion that deformation continued on the strata

after uplift leading to the formation of 'flaps' and

'cascades' which ended in rupture of the overlying

beds. They called this 'gravity collapso'(Fig. 1.16).

Saidmarreh rockfall could have been a gravity

collapse. The rocks had fallen from a height of

5000 feet from the north-eastern flank of Kabir Kuh

in western Iran. The volume of displaced rock was

estimated to be between 4 and 5 cubic miles which

covered an area of about 64 square miles. One notable

fea.ture of this fall was that the rock mass had trav

elled across the flanking valley and climbed over a
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hummock having an elevation between 1500 to 2000 feet.

In Hawaii, rock falls are quite common along the

high sea cliffs and on the walls of calderas and pit

craters. Such falls become frequent during earth

quakes when loose rocks are dislodged from the cliff

faces, as was the case at Kilauea and Mokuaweoweo

calderas.

On the high sea cliff between Kalaupapa Penin

sula and Waikolu Valley on the north coast of Molokai,

rock falls have been numerous for many years in the

past (Macdonald and Abbott, 1971, p. 189).

Boulder Slides. These slides occur when detached

blocks of rock from jointed rock or exfoliation domes

slide down slopes. An example of a boulder slide is

reported from Nigeria where the boulder was a

weathered block of rock which originated from an

exfoliation slab. The boulder about 8 metres in

girth and 5 metres in height had slipped from the

edge of an exfoliation surface and moved down an

inclined slope of about 30 degrees without rolling.

The immediate cause for the displacement of the

boulder was thought to be the pore pressure developed

in the soil material under the rock after a heavy

rainfall (Burke and Durotype, 1970, p. 735; also

Fig. 1.17).

Even though boulder slides as described above
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are uncommon in the Hawaiian islands, rolling boulders

from rocky slopes occur from time to time. On Oahu,

such boulders have damaged a number of hillside homes

in recent years.

3. WATER

Water is the single most important factor in affect

ing slope stability. If not for the presence of water

in some form or some degree, more than 95 percent of the

mass movements and various types of slope failure would

not occur. Water acts in many ways in producing unstable

conditions on slopes. Some of these are enumerated

below.

i. by increasing the weight of soil material on

slopes. A unit of soil contains a certain percentage of

pore space filled with air. When saturated, the pore

space becomes filled with water and the added weight is

equal tOI

volume of pore space (cu. ft.) x 64 lbs.

because one cubic foot of water weighs 64 pounds.

ii. by reducing the effective stress in the soil.

Effective stress is the grain to grain contact in the

soil. It is this contact which gives the soil its fric

tional resistance. In a saturated condition, when

pressure is applied to a soil, the pressure is borne

by the water and not by the soil grains. This creates
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a condition where the soil could give way when a shear-

ing stress is applied.

iii. by dissolving the bonds in soil material as in

loess. Loess is a weakly bonded material. When water

is added the bonds are quickly dissolved and the loess

turns into a mud flow.

iv. by softening materials such as clay. Clay ad-

sorbs water and becomes plastic. Under extreme condi

tions of saturation, the clay may exceed the plastic

stage and become liquid.

v. by producing seepage pressure. When water begins

to flow through the soil from a high point to a low

point, a hydraulic gradient is established. The water

which moves between the soil grains exerts a pressure

on them sometimes resulting in their removal and the

subsequent weakening of the frictional resistance of

the soil.
.....," .... 1....... ~~ ,_.~ ...... _1__ ....

u,J u..... OOV..L v .... ui5 .L v..-n.o sucn as 1.J.rnes"'{;oT1e. \'later

percolating along joints in limestone dissolves the rock

underground causing the ground to collapse.

vii. by chemical alteration of clays and shales and

other soft rocks.

viii. by producing expansive pressure in soil and rock

0,(1 freezing.

ix~ by eroding bases of slopes and removing lateral

support as by running water, waves and currents.
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x. by leaching out minerals and weakening the soil

structure as in quick clays.

a. Meteoric Water. Water in its many forms, whether

above ground or underground is supplied by rainfall

or snow. After a heavy rainfall, the soil gets

saturated, the ground water level in most cases

rises, tile volume of water in streams and rivers

increases giving them greater erosive power. A

heavy precipitation imposes a good deal of strain

on slopes and those which have been weakened over

a period of time end in failure.

The strains imposed on slopes by heavy precip

itation may be in the form of soil saturation reduc

ing frictional resistance; as seepage removing

basal support; as erosion removing lateral support

and as many other forms by which slope stability is

threatened.

b. Running Waterl All streams and rivers and other

forms of channelled water fall into this category.

The basic activity of running water is erosion 

both vertical and lateral. The result of erosion

is the oversteepening of slopes or the undermining

of slopes. In either case, material lying above

the zone of erosion becomes unstable resulting in

slumps or slides.
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c. Waves and Currents. The principal erosional feature

produced by waves and currents are the cliffs. The

initial stage of cliff formation is a notch cut by

the waves on a land sloping down to the sea. Further

undermining would cause the portion of land above the

notch to collapse by gravity and this process will be

repeated until high cliffs are formed. Currents are

not directly responsible for the formation of cliffs;

but they aid the waves by removing eroded mQterial

from the foreshore which otherwise would hinder wave

erosion.

Cliffy coasts are subject to slips, slumps or

landslides depending on the material forming the

coasts and their stratigraphy. Slumps are common on

cliffs of thick sedimentary deposits such as clay or

marl whereas in sedimentary beds dipping towards the

sea, landslides are a greater probability.

In January 1941 a large slide occurred on the

sea cliff of the Honopue valley on the northern coast

of the island of Hawaii, during heavy rains. The

landslide debris built a fan into the sea about two

miles in length. Since 1941 a greater portion of the

fan has been removed by wave erosion (stearns and

Macdonald, 1946, p. 51).

Cliffs on this stretch of the coast of Hawaii

are often subject to landslides because of thin,
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saturated ash beds occurring between lava beds.

d. Subsurface Waterl The principal ways in which water

gets into the soil is by rainfall and by melting

snow. In the soil the water may exist in a number

of forms according to the environmental conditions

prevailing at any given time. The variation of these

forms with time imposes stress conditions to which

the soil makes constant adjustments. On slopes these

adjustments become visible as slow or rapid movements

of soil material such as creep, flow or rupture.

The conditions in which water exists in soil arel

1. Hygroscopic I Hygroscopic water exists as a fine

film around the soil grains holding them together at

a very high surface tension, as high as 10,000 atmos

pheres. In this condition, cohesive soils feel dry;

but attain high soil strength because of the pUll

exerted by hygroscopic water (Fig. 1.18). Clay in

this condition exhibits shrinkage cracks because of

the horizontal and vertical stresses imposed by

surface tension in the hygroscopic water (Fig. 1.19).

Swelling and shrinking in the presence or absence of

water respectively are common to any type of cohesive

soil or clay; it is only the degree of swelling or

shrinking that is different. On slopes this alternate

swelling and shrinking gives rise to a slow downslope

movement of soil material termed creep.
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2. Moist. A moist condition in soils is present

when the voids or pore spaces are partially filled

with water. In this condition, loose sand attains

a certain amount of cohesion by water spreading

round the graln3 a~d developing a fairly high sur

face tension. The force with which the grains are

held together is called the contact pressur~

(Fig. 1.20). It is in this condition that the

sand attains its highest slope stability.

When cohesive soils become moist the binding

force exerted by hygroscopic water lessens; but

the soil still maintains a high shear strength and

slopes are stable. In clays, the shrinkage cracks

begin to close under moist conditions because of

swelling and with a further increase in moisture,

clays begin to soften~

3. Saturated I In the saturated condition, all the

pore spaces become filled with water and whatever

cohesion was operating because of surface tension

ceases to exist. Sand slopes become unstable and

slopes with cohesive soils reach a point of low

frictional resistance. The weight of slope forming

material increases according to the saturated weight

of a unit of soil. Therefore the weight of water in

the soil material is added to the forces producing

shear stress in the soil.
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Fig. 1. 17 -Diagrammatic sketch illustrating the boulJer slide. Weathering along near horizontall:nloading
joints and perpendicular steep joints has separated boulders on the hill top. Fore~t trees brow in tbe ,tee?
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Soil flows, earth flows, debris avalanches,

solifluction and mud slides are all associated phen

omena manifesting themselves under saturated condi

tions.

Clays when saturated lose most of their fric

tional as well as their cohesive strengths and assume

a high plastic or semi-liquid state when subjected

to stress. Clays such as montmorillonite begin to

expand and pressures are set up in the clay masses

affecting overlying soil strata. Slumps and slips

are common slope failure features associated with

weakened clays.

4. Seepage: When this condition occurs, water begins

to flow through the soil material. This is because a

hydraulic gradient (water movement from high pressure

area to a low pressure area) has been established

within the soil material. Water moving through the

pore spaces exerts a pressure on the soil grains which

is termed 'seepage pressure'. This pressure tends to

lessen the frictional resistance of the soil. water

moving in between the soil grains also tends to dis

solve the binding material of the soil grains which

in turn reduces the cohesive strength of the soil.

Landslides, slumps and earthflows are features

of slope instability produced by seepage of water

along a weak interface developed in soil at depth.
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Soil Strength and Moisture Content.

A study was conducted by Chancellor and Vomocil

(1970) to determine the relationship between the

moisture content and the intrinsic stress of seven

different soils listed in Table 1.4 and thereby find

the failure strength of the soils. For this purpose

a soil strength model was developed taking the follow-

ing into consideration.

(a) Experimentally derived knowledge that when a soil

is drained its intrinsic stress is.

6r = M 1'e. In which

1\1 = Constant, dependent on arrangement
of soil particles

te = Soil moisture suction at which
drainage occurs

(b) Continuous soil water as contributing to intrinsic

soil stress. Experiments have indicated that in

trinsic stress at tensile failure for structures

with undrained pores was equal to the soil mois

ture suction required to produce air entry or

drainage for the pores.

(c) Relationship between the stress values developed

in the drained and undrained pores of various

sizes and the actual level of tensile failure

stress.

From the model an equation was developed to

graphically illustrate the relationship between



intrinsic stress and moisture content up to 15 bars

of pressure. Values of the intrinsic stress of the

seven soil types were experimentally determined by

examining the tensile and compressive stresses of

the soils of various textures and at various moisture

contents. The results between the measured and pre

dicted values are shown in Figure 1.21 and Table 1.5.

The findings of the model area

(a) Measured and predicted values of intrinsic

stress varied little in respect of some

soils: but varied greatly in respect of

others.

(b) Did not indicate satisfactorily the intrin

sic stress increase with the increase in

soil moisture suction in the soils.

(c) Indicated which soils would be expected to

show low levels of intrinsic stress.

(d) Generally indicated a correlation between

increase in soil moisture suction and in

crease in intrinsic stress.

4. TEMPERATURE

Temperature affects slope stability conditions

principally in two environments - the cold and the arid.

In cold environments, stability of slopes is affected

by the freezing and thawing of water in soil and rock



Table 1.4 SOIL CIJARA<::'I'ERISTICS

Percentages Pw
.

pw• Test
Soil

Sand Silt Clay 1/3 bar 15b.u sample Ku
porodty

Yol" .ilty chi)' 10.6 48.0 41.-\ 32.9 17.9 0.520 0..".',
Yol" fine s.mdr. I",,", 49.0 32.1 11l.9 25.2 1" " 0.415 0.71
Columbiol silt Ollm 53.2 41 ..; ·;.3 22.7 11.6 0..538 0.35
Columbi.. loam 43.0 43.2 J3.6 20.1 1•• 0.397 0.38
1I111rvin silty day huu 3.5 5.3.6 40.9 34.9 11.3 0.46.; 0.19
PlInnch" d.ay-a 14.5 33.4 .')2.1 3J.l 20.0 0.468 J.OO
Panache c~y-A 16.3 3.;.6 46.1 28..'; 17.4 0.464 0.76

• Pw is the pt'r..ent lIloisture ,,,,,,t...n! on " wl"i/:ht basis. Values ",'i"nl arc for ..,mples drained hy ~~

or 15 hars "nil m"i,ture sudi"n. Duta for Cululllhia luam ILlIll for MlU'"iu silty clay Iullm were
ubt.nnl'<! from IId,·rrn..e (Ii).
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Table 1.5 Il'iTRINSIC STRESS-BARS

bar 13 ban
SOU

__________..!:E~xpe~~ri;!!m!.!e:.!:n!.!;tn1~ ~P~r~ed~ict~ed= ...;E=_xpe=n~·m=cn=Ia1=- ..:P.:"'~,=lk~

Yolo silty clay 0.43 0.46 1.11 0.11)
Yolo lin" sandy loam 0.33 0.45 0.91 0.•4

~l~~l: ~~~~oam gl~ gi~ g.;~ ~:~~
Marvin silty clay Im,m 0.54· 1.03· 0.81 1•.')11
Panache clay-» 0.52 0.43 0.82 1.111
Panacbo clay-A 0.43 0.33 0.13 0.6:1
Mean 0.38 0.49 0.1Y 0.111

• ValullS for Marvin silty clay loam are a! a soil moisture suction of 2 bars instead of 1 I~...

( Chancellor ~ Vomocil, 1970).
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Fig. 1.21 - Measured and predicted values of intrinsic stress for seven
agricultural soils. The plot of Pv indicates the

moisture re lease characteristics.
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under different temperature conditions. This was dis

cussed earlier under the topic ·water'.

In arid environments. the forces acting are those

produced by temperature changes - expansion and contrac

tion. Slopes of massive rocks in these environments

are affected by causing slow disintegration by the

initiation of tension cracks on their surfaces. In the

case of rocks such as granite, the process operating is

exfoliation whereby curved slabs of rock separate from

the main rock. The thickness of these can be as much

as 50 metres and therefore it is reasonable to assume

that these could have been formed as zones of weakness

due to unloading when the overburden was removed by

erosion and not so much by the present temperature

fluctuations (Haefeli, 1953. p. 144). The vertical

cracks that subsequently occur on such slabs could be

the result of temperature changes in the environment.

The horizontal cracks of slab separation and the

vertical cracks produced on the slabs together break

up the rock slope into smaller blocks and these move

down the slope by gravitational sliding. Alternate

heating and cooling in these environments assist in

gravitational sliding because blocks of rock lying on

an inclined plane when SUbjected to alternate expansion

and contraction imperceptibly move downslope until

gravitational pull overcomes friction, at which point,
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the movement becomes rapid (Fig. 1.5B).

5. GEOLOGY

The term 'Geology' used in this division is with

regards to the nature, attitude and succession of the

subsurface rocks - particularly the sedimentaries. In

the majority of large landslides which have taken place

around the world, the cause of sliding was the position

of a weak layer in the stratigraphic system of the

particular location. In the U.S., certain stratigraphic

units have inherent characteristics which result in

unstable slopes. These are given in Table 1.6.

Shales, clays and weakly bonded or loose sand are

the commonest materials which form these weak strata.

Lava flows, limestone, sandstone and other jointed rocks

overlying weak strata set the stage for slope instabil

ity and when other conditions lead to a loss of strength

in the weak strata or when the weak strata are under

mined, disruption of slopes and subsequent mass movements

take place. Horizontal strata as well as inclined strata

are susceptible to mass movement under the stated condi

tions. A few examples of these types of slides are dis

cussed below.

Horizontal Strata.

a. Folkstone Warren Landslips. Folkstone Warren is an

area between Folkstone and Dover in England. The area
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Table 1.6

Stratigraphic Units Susceptible to Landsliding

Region and
State

Northeast

Vermont

Maine

Middle East

New Jersey

Delaware
West Virginia

Ohio

Illinois
Pennsylvania

Southeast

No. Carolina

Florida

North Central

Iowa

Kansas

South Central

Geologic Series
or Formation

Glauconite beds in
Cretaceous sediments

Upper Cretaceous clays such
as Merchantville and
Woodbury

Talbot/Wicomico; Wissahickon
Conemaugh; Monongahela;
Dunkard

Ordovician shales and
limestones; Conemaugh;
Monongahela; Dunkard

Conemaugh; Monongahela;
Catskill; Wissahickon

Blue Ridge Province

Miocene-Hawthorne

Des Moines Series (Pennsyl
vanian)

Maquoketa (Ordovician)
Pierre shale, Graneros shale,
Dakota formation

Description

Pervious mat
erial beneath
clay or soil

Soft clays

Sand or gravel
overlying
clay strata

Fire clays

Shales

Jointed sur
faces filled
with mangan
ese

Fullers earth
type clay

Texas Tertiary lava, tuffs & agglomerates
Animas sediments
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Table 1.6 (continued)

Stratigraphic Units Susceptible to Landsliding

Dakota on Morrison

Payette; Triassic sediments

Fort Union; Denver, Arapahoe Glacial till;
ground mor
aine

Region and
State

Mountain

Montana

Idaho

Colorado

New Mexico

Pacific

Geologic Series
or Formation

Pierre shale; Bearpaw shale;
Graneros shale; top Dakota
sandstone

Precambrian Belt sediments

Description

Clay shales,
bentonite,
serpentine

California

Oregon

Franciscan; Pico; Rincon Serpentine;
clay shale;
Quaternary
alluvium

Eagle Creek volcanic breccia Basalt talus
resting on
breccia

Washington Nespelem silts; Astoria
siltstone; Eocene shales

(Eckel, Landslides and Engineering Practice p.220)
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consists of horizontally bedded sedimentaries with chalk

at the top, Gault clay in the middle and Lower Greensand

in the bottom. The Chalk and the Gault clay outcrop

form a cliff on the channel coast (Fig. 1.22a). In the

middle of the nineteenth century a railway was constructed

through the area. Before and after the railway construc

tion a series of huge landslides took place at different

points in the Warren. In 1915 a landslip occurred in

volving nearly the whole stretch of the Warren blocking

the railway. In 1937 another slide took place over an

area of about 35 acres (Fig. 1.22b).

Since the cause for the slides was not quite evi

dent, borings had to be made to find the sub-surface

conditions. The slip surface of the sliding material

was found to be at the base of the Gault clay and strength

of the clay in this region was found to be only a fraction

of that of the undisturbed clay. According to Ward (1954,

p. 186), the slippages were mainly due to the erosion of

the Gault at the toe. Other suggested causes area water

seeping through the chalk builds pore pressure in the

joints of the chalk which causes it to fracture and slide

into the Gault. This probably leads to unloading of the

clay causing it to swell and soften and lose its strength

in the process.

The cause of sliding advanced by Terzaghi (1950,

p. 104), has wider geological ramifications. He has
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noted that in the 1937 slide, the toe of the Gault

slipped along the Greensand layer for a distance of

70 feet with little deformation (Fig. 1.22b). Prior

to the slide, no change in the external conditions for

the equilibrium of the slope was noticed. Therefore he

concluded th~t decrease of resistance against sliding

was due to an increase of the hydrostatic pressure on

the base of the sliding body.

The piezometric surface for the Lower Greensand

was found to be 27 feet above sea level when borings

were made in 1939. The elevation of the piezometric

surface was also found to vary seasonally according to

the variation of rainfall. There was no possibility

for the rainwater to get into the Greensand because it

was covered by Gault clay which has a low permeability.

Therefore Terzaghi deduced that the variations of the

piezometric elevations were caused by similar variations

in the water table at a point where the Greensand out

cropped. This location was found many miles north of

the Warren. The periodicity of the sliding which took

place in the Warren was seen to coincide with heavy

rainfalls in the areas where the Greensand outcropped.

b. Block Slides of St. Ranhael, Telemly. The cliffs

of St. Raphael overlooking the bay of Algiers are formed

of sedimentary beds underlain by crystalline schists.

On the top are Lithothamnium limestones, horizontally
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bedded, succeeded by a thin bed of Glauconite marl.

Below the Glauconite is a thick layer of marl succeeded

by a bed of sandstone (Fig. 1.23). During periods of

increased rainfall, blocks of limestone b~eak off, sink

into the marl and start slipping downhill damaging the

residential areas below. Years of greatest damages are

given as 1829, 1845, 1942 and 1943 (Zaruba and Mencl,

1969, p. 71). After the 1943 slide which involved a

limestone block of about 5000 cubic yards, inter

disciplinary research with the assistanc£ of geologists,

geographers, geochemists and soil scientists was carried

out in order to determine the cause of sliding.

The investigation showed that the cause of sliding

was due to the weakening of the marl by a process of

chemical reactions described below (Drouhin et al.,

1948, p. 105). Glauconite is a compound of iron and

potash disilicate, which, when in contact with ground

water, replaces Ca ions with K ions in the water thereby

increasing its pH. The alkalinized water percolating

into the marl defloculates the marl and the fine par

ticles are carried away in suspension. The water content

in the marl increases with a reciprocal decrease in the

strength of the marl until it turns into a viscous liquid.

The limestone blocks become undermined and slip into the

semi liquid marl and begin to slip downhill (Fig. 1.23).
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c. Chuska Mountain Landslides, Landsliding on the

eastern flank of Chuska mountains, northwestern New Mex

ico has taken place in the form of block glides. Chuska

mountains are formed of a bed of weakly cemented sand

stone capped by a well cemented caprock of Chuska sand

stone. Both caprock and the bed of weak sandstone have

a thickness of about 1000 feet and they overlie a thick

bed of Cretaceous shales. Detached blocks of sandstone

are seen to lie at three different elevations, the lowest

elevation being the farthest from the sandstone escarp

ment (Fig. 1.24).

Watson and Wright (1963) believe that these slides

have taken place during a pluvial period of lower tem

peratures of the Pleistocene. According to them, the

more plentiful moisture available during the Pleistocene

assisted in the separation of sandstone blocks along

vertical joints and caused them to slide down and out

by a process of block gliding. The mechanics of gliding

is thought to be by the water flowing out along the base

of the blocks and removing the weakly cemented sand by

'piping'. Piping occurs when downward percolating water

is arrested by an impermeable stratum and made to flew

out of a weakly cemented medium. The seepage pressure

induced in the process dislodge~ the weakly cemented

grains and these are flushed out with the water. In

the case of the Chuska sandstone, the piping had taken
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place along the Cretaceous shale, which had formed the

impermeable base.

The foregoing are three examples where a weak

stratum in each case had contributed to slope instability,

each in a different way. The principal cause in the

first was pore pressure; in the second, softening and

in the third, piping.

Inclined strata.

Some of the largest landslides in the world have

occurred on inclined strata. Unlike in the horizontal

strata where block by block detachment or a small section

of the slope is involved at a time, the inclined strata

have the added advantage of gravitational sliding because

of which a whole section of a mountain side can move at

the same time. A few examples are given below.

a. The Gros Ventre Slide. This is one of the most

well known slides; it occurred in Wyoming in 1925 on

inclined strata. A river valley is cut in a series of

sedimentary formations dipping south - north at angles

of 15 to 21 degrees. The slide took place on Tensleep

sandstone forming a spur of Sheep mountain. The Tensleep

sandstone was underlain by clay beds of the Carboniferous

strata (Fig. 1.25).

The sliding is attributed to heavy rainfall and

snow on the Gros Ventre mountains a few days prior to

the day of sliding, leading to the saturation of the
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clay beds underlying the Tensleep sandstone formation

(Alden, 1928, p. 347). The slide material blocked the

Gros Ventre river forming a dam of about 225 to 250 feet

high and creating a lake of about 11,000 acres. The

volume of the slide material was estimated to be about

50,000,000 cubic yards (Alden, ibid., p. 349).

b. The Shimbar Valley Landslide: This is a prehistoric

slide which occurred in the Shimbar Valley, Bakhtiari

country in south Iran. The formation involved in the

sliding was 1500 foot thick Asmari limestone (Lower Mio

cene), overlying a formation of Eocene clays. The debris

involved in the slide was calculated to be about 600

million tons. Just as in the case of the Gros Ventre

slide, the debris of the Shimbar valley slide created

a natural dam across the Shimbar river (Busk, 1926, pp.

355-356).

c. The Flims Landslide: This landslide located near

Flims in Switzerland is considered to be the largest

landslide to have occurred in Central Europe during the

Pleistocene. The slide took place on a mountain slope

formed chiefly of marly limestones dipping 7 - 12 degrees

towards the Rhine. There was no separate plane of weak

ness unlike in the other cases cited; instead sliding

took place along a bedding plane which had been reduced

to a state of failure after the retreat of the valley

glacier probably in the Riss/Wurm interglacial (Zaruba
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and Mencl, 1969, p. 79).

The scarp left after the slide is at an elevation

of about 1000 metres and the mass involved in the slide

i.s calculated to be in the neighborhood of 12 cubic

kilometres. The river was dammed up forming a lake which

had drained away later when the river cut a channel in

the rock debris to a depth of 400 metres (Fig. 1.26).

6. TECTONIC MOVE~mNTS

Movements resulting in crustal deformation by

folding faulting or warping are tectonic movements.

Folding of the crust creates both tensional and com

pressional forces which normally weaken the rocks which

are being subjected to these forces. Slopes formed of

such rock exhibit jointing or fissuring which may not

be obvious to begin with; but which may become quite

prominent with weathering. Faults if accompanied by

displacement vertically, bring into prominence steep

slopes within a short period of time or if the fault

movements are secular, steep slopes mayor may not occur

depending on the rate of erosion with uplift. But the

net result of tectonic movements is to create or over

steepen slopes.

Tectonic movements involving sedimentary strata

are bound to produce unstable slopes while the movements

are in progress if they are of sufficient rapidity or

amplitude, or with the passage of time if the movements
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are secular. According to Jeffreys (1931, p. 440) when-

ever folding produces an elevation of over 3 kilometres,

either fracture or flow must set in; the result of which

would be to spread out the elevated rock over the sur-

rounding country.

Faulting: In most cases faulting involves vertical

placement. When this happens quite rapidly, slopes are

oversteepened and become unstable specially where the

slopes of the up-throw sides consist of weak sedimentary

material. Even if the movements are slower, slope in-

stability may occur as the vertical displacements grow

up to critical heights; this is specially so in dry

climates where fluvial erosion is slower. Slides along

the San Andreas rift can be cited as examples.

Where horizontal displacements have taken place,

slope failures along the fissures take on the aspect of

progressive failures, i.e., moving away from the fissures.

These slope failures in certain cases encroach upon resi-

dential areas causing damage to property. In the San

Francisco Bay region some property owners have the

harrowing experience of seeing their backyards being

consumed by landslides which end up in the San Andreas

faul t.

7. EARTHQUAKES

Earthquakes generate seismic waves which produce
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vibrations as they travel across the earth's crust.

These vibrations cause dislodgement of slope material

which is in delicate equilibrium or in a state of im

minent failure. Almost every type of slope failure

could be initiated by earthquakes depending on the

nature of the quake, the location, prevailing climatic

regime and the nature of the slide prone material in

the location. Thus rockfalls, rockslides, slumps,

debris flows, mudflows, avalanches are all possible

types of failures that could be produced by earthquakes.

A few types are cited below.

The Turnagain Heights Landslide; The Alaskan earth

quake of March 1964 turned about 130 acres of residential

area along the Turnagain heights coastline into a mass of

ruins. This area is essentially a flat area ending in a

bluff at the coastline. The underlying materials con

sist of horizontally bedded sand, clays and silts.

The earthquake disruption of the area was complex

because of the different strength characteristics of the

material involved. The clay forming the bluff was con

sidered to be sufficiently strong to withstand the initial

shocks; but the area immediately behind the bluff con

tained sand layers which hac liquefied and caused dis

ruption of the surface. Subsequent shocks however. weak

ened the clay on the bluff leading to a conventional type

of slide setting off a chain of subsequent slides pro-
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gressively widening away from the coast (Seed, 1967,

pp. 349-350).

Model tests were conducted to understand the mech-

anics of sliding and the results are reproduced in

Fig. 1.27. The sequences shown area (a) the initial

slope with the weak layer (dashed line) at the base.

(b) Initial slide with the extrusion of the weak layer

at the toe of the slide. (c and d) Retrogressive move

ment of the slide. (e) An upper layer of the stronger

clay moves down cutting through the weak layer and form-

ing a ridge. No more extrusion of the weak layer occurs.

(f) Lateral translation of the ridge gives rise to ex-

tensive tension cracks in the clay behind the ridge.

(g) separation of the clay into a series of blocks.

Landslides and mudslides on the island of Hawaii. On the

island of Hawaii a catastrophic mudslide occurred on

April 2, 1868, during the most severe earthquake exper-

ienced on the island during historic times. The site was

Wood Valley about 5 miles north of Pahala (Map 1.1). The

material involved was Pahala ash overlain by a thin bed

of basaltic lava. Heavy rains during the latter part of

March had saturated the ash and when the earthquake

struck, the saturated ash liquefied and flowed down the

valley in two main streams carrying the broken up lav'a

beds. The mud flows engulfed a village, killing 31 people

8~d more than 500 horses and cattle (Stearns and Macdonald,
1946, p. 51).
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During the same earthquake, a large part of the sea

cliff one mile northwest of Waimanu canyon in the Kohala

district collapsed and the resulting rock slide rushed

down the slope and built a peninsula into the sea one

mile long and half a mile wide (Map 1.2).

During an earthquake in 1929 a number of landslides

occurred on Honokane Nui valley slopes (Map 1.2).

It was mentioned earlier that numerous rock falls

were experienced on Hawaii on sea cliffs and caldera

slopes during earthquakes which are quite common on the

island.

8. VOLCANIsm

Volcanoes create slopes and those slopes formed of

ash and cinder are the forms which are most liable to

produce unstable slopes. Mud flows are common on ash

slopes in humid regions. Slumping also does occur on

recent ash cones such as the ones observed on Falcon

Island (Hoffmeister et al., 1929). Gravitational sliding

is offered as an explanation of the bight type of features

found on a number of oceanic volcanoes where the slid

materials are located at the foot of the volcanoes (Fair

bridge, 1950, pp. 82 and 85. Also Fig. 1.28).

A case of a remarkable landslide in the volcano

Merapi was studied by Van Bemmelen (1937). The Merapi

volcano in central Java had been sheared off by a series
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of slumps which curved down to the basement formed of

soft Tertiary clays. On this unstable foundation, new

eruptions had built up a volcanic cone reaching a height

of over 10,000 ft. In 1006 A.D., parts of the cone

began to slump down destroying a rich Hindu cultural

landscape that was in Central Java (Fig. 1.29).

Mudslides or 'Lahars' occur on slopes of volcanic

ash or other pyroclastic material when saturated by

rain, melting snow or water from volcanic steam. Lahars

(an Indonesian term for mud flows) are frequent in Java

where they destroy villages and cultivated fields which

cling to the volcanic slopes. Some dormant volcanoes

in Java carry lakes in their summit craters and when an

eruption occurs in such a cone, the lake is emptied and

the ejected water creates Lahars which rush down the

slope. In 1919 such a mud flow in Java was responsible

for overwhelming more than one hundred villages and most

of their inhabitan~s (Holmes, 1965, p. 489).

9. VEGETATION

The role of vegetation in slope sta~ility is much

more complex than meets the eye. The degree of slope

itself, the nature and depth of slope material, the cli

matic regimes all determine the type and density of

vegetation. Vegetation could be divided broadly into

three groups based on the depth of root penetration 

which are, grasses, shrubs and trees. On soil covered
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slopes these types of vegetation play a dual role where

slope stability is concerned - moisture regulation and

soil binding.

Moisture Regulation. Vegetation helps to increase the

moisture content of the soil during moist periods and

helps to reduce soil moisture during dry periods. During

moist periods. veeetation retards surface flow and in

duces infiltration and also the roots penetrating the

soil assist in this infiltration. In the presence of

sunshine, moisture is drawn out from the soil and is

returned to the atmosphere as transpiration, thereby

dessicating the soil. Depth of soil dessication depends

on the depth of root penetration, and this is illustrated

to some degree in Fig. 1.30a and 1.30b. Soil dessication

up to a point increases cohesion and therefore the shear

strength of soil, mainly because of increased capillary

tension. Considering this process, vegetation tends to

make slopes stable.

Soil Binding. Roots penetratip~ the soil hold on to the

soil grains. This is well seen when a sod of grass is

pulled out. In the case of larger trees, roots penetrate

deeper and have a greater ramification thereby holding

a larger area of soil together. This again tends to make

slopes stable. The two roles of vegetation set out above

which are seen to promote stability of slopes, may also

turn out to produce unstable conditions on slopes. It
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was shown that on vegetation covered slopes infiltration

is greater than on bare slopes. Infiltration saturates

the soil and when fully saturated, the shear strength

of the soil decreases and slope instability increases.

If vegetation is absent, the shearing force will be the

gravitational force proportional to the saturated weight

of soil. When vegetation is present, the weight of the

biomass would also be added to the shearing force. This

is particularly so if the depth of soil exceeds the depth

of ?oot penetration. The resulting landslides would have

a deep seated zone of fracture when compared with land

slides on slopes with shallow rooted vegetation or on

slopes devoid of vegetation. During the rainstorm which

occurred in Hong Kong in June 1966, So (1971, p. 62) has

noted that more landslides had occurred in areas with

tree type vegetation cover than on bare land or land

with grass cover (Fig. 1.31). This is possible if the

grass covered areas were deforested several hundred years

ago and the slopes had enough time to adjust themselves

to the forces of denudation. This could be the case in

Hong Kong where So's study was made. Grass covered

slopes of recent deforestation wi-II have more landslides

than on forested slopes. Beaty (1956, p. 72) in his

study of landslides and slope exposure in a portion of

the San Francisco Bay area, found that 70% of the slides

had occurred on grass covered slopes with a northerly
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and easterly orientation. However, these were slopes

less exposed to the sun than the southerly and westerly

slopes.

The role that vegetation plays in soil binding may

also promote unstable conditions on slopes. Grass type

vegetation and certain other low growing vegetation

develop shallow and dense root systems. Under wet con

ditions these become saturated to the point of becoming

soggy while below the roots, the soil may be better

drained. During dry periods dessication is greater in

the root zone because of transpiration and this results

in soil shrinkage producing a weak zone at root depth.

When soil shearing takes place during wet spells, the

shearing will be most probably along this weak zone.

This may be the reason for shallow slides to occur on

grass covered slopes even though the soil layer may be

many times thicker than the thickness of the root zone.

The above process could explain the mechanics of

soil avalanching described in the studies of Wentworth

(1943) and Gifford (1953). On the steep slopes where

soil avalanching takes place, the soil development is

restricted to the first few inches of the weathered

mantle. However, with vegetation colonizing these

slopes, the soil thickness increases until it is more

than the root depth, when conditions become suitable

for the development of a weak interface between the
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root zone and the soil underneath. During dry seasons,

dessication and soil shrinkage will produce a definite

shear zone along the interface and during the wet

seasons water begins to seep along this interface. At

a critical point when the weight of the soil and the

weight of the biomass exceed the shearing resistance of

the soil and the root strength produced by interweaving,

the slope fails at a critical depth and the soil moves

down as an avalanche. On many occasions, the interface

is seen to develop between the root zone and resistant

rock below; but the mechanics of slope failure could be

the same.

An attempt is made to summarize the foregoing

factors affecting slope stability on natural slopes in

Table 1.7.



Table 1.7 - Factors Affecting Slope Stability and Their Effect on Natural Slopes

Affecting Action of
Agent or Agent or

Major Affected Response Affecting Effect
Factor Element Material of Materi.al Mechanism on Slope

1. Relief Slope Angle Gravity Gravita- Loss of All type::; of
tional frictional downslope

Stress resistance movements

2. Slope
Material Loose Materials

a. Granular

Fragmented

b. Cohesive
Materials

Sand

Talus

Soils

Lique
faction

Saturation

Saturation

Saturation
Dessica
tion

Loss of
friction

Loss of
friction

Loss of
cohesion

Loss of
friction

Sand flows

Talus creep
Rock flows

Landslides
Slumps
Slips
Soil creep
Soil flows
Soil

avalanches
Earth flows
Mud flows
Solifluction

en
-,J



Table 1.7 (continued) - Factors Affecting Slope Stability and Their Effect on Natural
Slopes

Major
l"actor Element

Affecting
Agent or
Affected
Material

Action of
Agent or
Response

of Material
Affecting
Mechanism

Effect
on Slope

Slope b.
Material
(continued)

Cohesive Loess
Materials
(continued)

Saturation Loss of
friction

Disintegra- Loss of
tion cohesion

Debris
avalanches

Earth flows
Mud flows

c. Rocks Massive

Jointed

Exfolia
tion

Block
separation

Loss of
friction

Increased
tension

Loss of
friction

Increased
tension

Gravity
slides

Block
slides

Rockfalls
Rock slides
Block
slides

3. Water a. Meteoric
water

Rain Saturation Loss of
friction

Loss of
cohesion

Landslides
Slumps
Slips
Soil creep
Soil flows
Soil avalanches
Earthquakes
Mud flows

ex>
ex>



Table 1.7 (cont'd) - Factors Affecting Slope Stability and Their Effect an Natural Slopes

Affecting Action of
Agent or Agent or

Major Affected Response Affecting Effect
Factor Element Material of Material Mechanism on Slope

3. Water b. Running streams steepening Loss of Landslides
(cont'd) water Rivers Undercut- friction Slumps

ting Loss of Slips
(erosion) cohesion Rockfalls

Solution Increased Rockslides
tension Earthflows

Loss of
support

c. Marine Waves Steepening Loss of Landslides
water Currents Under- friction Slumps

cutting Loss of Slips
Saturation support Rockfalls
Liquefac- Increased Sand flows
tion tension

d. Sub-surface Soil saturation Loss of All types
water water Liquefac- friction of move-

Ground tion Loss of ments
water Seepage cohesion possible

Pressure
Hydrostatie
Pressure

ex>

'"



Table 1.7 (cont'd) - Factors Affecting Slope Stability and Their Effect on Natural Slopes

Affecting Action of
Agent or Agent or

Major Affected Response Affecting Effect
Factor Element Material of Material Mechanism on Slope

,.
4. Temperature Solar radiation Heat Expansion Loss of Gravity

Cold Contrac- friction slides
tion Increased Rockfalls

Freezing tension Rockslides
Thawing Increased Creep

compres- Solifluc-
sion tion

5. Geology Sedimentary Horizon- Fracturing Loss of Lan.dslides
Rocks tal Plastic de- friction Slumps

strata formation Loss of Rockfalls
Inclined Block sep- cohesion Rockslides
strata aration Increased Block

Hydrostatic tension slides
pressure Subsidence

Solution Collapse

6. Tectonism Faults Hori- steepening Loss of Landslides
zontal Creation friction Slumps
strata of new Increased Rockfalls

Inclined slopes tension Rockslides
strata Deformation

'"o



Table 1.7 (cont'd) - Factors Affecting Slope Stability and Their Effect on Natural Slopes

Affecting Action of
Agent or Agent or

Major Affected Response Affecting Effect
Factor Element Material of Material Mechanism on Slope

7. Seismism Seismic waves Shocks Displace- Loss of Rockfalls
Vibra- ment friction Rockslides
tions Rupturing Loss of Debris

Fissuring cohesion slides
Disinte- Increased Debris flows
gration tension Earth flows

steepening Increased Sand flows
Lique- compression
faction

8. Volcanism Extrusive Ash Satur- Loss of Mud flows
eruptions Cinder ation friction Earth flows

Loss of
cohesion

Explosions Craters Disinte- Loss of Subsidence
gration cohesion Destruction

Increased
tension

Crater Ejection Lahars
lakes Earth flows

\D
p



Table 1.7 (cont'd) - Factors Affecting Slope Stability and Their Effect on Natural Slopes

Affecting Action of
Agent or Agent or

Major Affected Response Affecting Effect
Factor Element Material of Material Mechanism on Slope

9. Vegetation a. Trees Roots Wedging Increased Rockfalls
tension

Biomass Loading Increased Landslides
shear Slumps
stress

b. Shrubs Roots Satur- Increased Landslides
Grasses ation shear (Super-

stress ficial )
Soil ava-
lanches

Solifluc-
tion

Biomass Loading Increased Soil
shear avalanches
stress

'0
l\)
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CHAPTER II

CREATION OF THE PROBLEM

Problems of slope stability develop when man encroaches

on natural slopes. In the mountainous areas of the world,

living on slopes has been a way of life and it still is.

Living far removed from urban centers in scattered settle

ments, it is difficult to visualize people having slope

stability problems. Mass movements do occur in these areas

as a natural process; a few could be produced by activities

the slope dwellers carryon. But the resulting damage to

person or property would in no way be comparable to that

occasioned in densely populated peripheries of urban settle

ments.

Human utilization of slopes whe,ther in and around urban

centers or in remote mountain areas or in areas between

these two extremes, entails slope modification to a greater

or a lesser extent. The more massive the changes inflicted,

the greater are the slope stability problems.

Use of slopes for human habitations or occupations

could be because of certain needs and desires. These may be

stated aSI Primary, Secondary and Sophisticated.

Primary needsr The need to utilize slopes becomes a primary

need when there is no other choice. People living in moun

tainous areas have no option but to use the slopes for living

and for subsistence or economic activities. People who have
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a choice of living on plain areas but who are connected with

mining, industry, commerce, agriculture or services located

in mountain areas have to utilize slopes because of economic

necessity. In locations where limited flat land cannot

accommodate a rapidly expanding population, utilization of

surrounding slopes becomes a primary need.

Secondary needsl These stem from the desires to satisfy

the physical, emotional or aesthetic needs of people.

Physical needs may take the form of health needs such as

less polluted air. Emotional needs may be in the form of

enjoying some seclusion and quietness or escape from

claustrophobic apartment living. Aesthetic needs may be

the enjoyment of a pleasant view from a mountain slope.

Sophisticated needsl Sophisticated needs stem from affluence.

The need to flaunt wealth or the power gained from it becomes

the guiding principle in some people in designing residential

structures on hill slopes, some of them clinging to the very

face of cliffs while others are built on cantilevered struc

tures and located in most impossible places on slopes.

Living a good life surrounded with all the amenities pro

vided by modern technology in an airy location may also be

a reason which could be considered i~ place of a display of

affluence.
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SLOPE CHANGES

Human utilization of natural slopes anticipate slope

changes to a greater or a lesser degree. These changes

depend on the cultural background of the particular society,

the level of technological advancement, the physical limita

tions of the environment which is utilized and the purpose

for which the slopes are being used. Slope changes can be

considered under two categories. (1) slope modification

and (2) slope creation.

1. Modification of natural slopes

Natural slopes are modified according to the needs

of human occupance. These needs are reflected in the

ways the slopes are made use of - such aSI

a. Agriculture. Agricultural practices on slopes vary

from the primitive to the most modern. The greatest

stress placed by this type of agriculture on slopes

is confined to the top few inches of soil in the form

of soil erosioll produced by increased overland flow

in the absence of the natural vegetation. Concentra

tion of overland flow into channels produces gullying

with subsequent slumping which may enlarge to em

brace large areas if the gullying becomes deep. On

rocky slopes, boulders get dislodged and roll down

the slopes because of the removal of soil under them

by erosion.
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Wet cUltivations such as rice and relatively

dry cultivations such as grapes employ terraci~~

when grown on slopes. The most elaborate type of

terracing is employed in rice cultivation partic

ularly in countries such as Indonesia and the

Philippines. Terracing involves the cutting of

slopes and the cut material spread on the terraces.

Instability of terraced slopes results when the

terraces are cut in material of low soil strength

or when the terraces are too high (height will vary

with soil strength, width of terrace and steepness

of slope).

b. Destructive exploitation. Forestry and mining on

hill slopes are two activities which produce slope

changes. Forestry involves only the removal of

vegetation from the slopes with consequent soil

erosion and gullying. The more dangerous activity

which could produce severe slope stability problems

is mining on hill slopes.

c. Industryl To site industrial complexes, a great

deal of levelling is necessary on sloping land.

Slopes have to be deforested and cut back often

resulting in slope stability problems such as slump

ing and slips. Periodic application of corrective

measures become necessary to maintain the slopes in

safe condition.
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d. Transportation. Roads, railways, and airports are

features associated with transportation. Out of

these, roads and railways are the two features which

cause slope stability problems in many parts of the

world. Roads and railways have to follow slopes,

steep as well as gentle, and at high altitudes as

well as low altitudes. Roads and railways threading

along valley slopes have to pass through areas of

rock, areas of high soil strength and areas of low

strength.

Roads and railways follow low elevations

wherever possible and therefore when cuts are made

at these low elevations, the upper slopes are placed

in a stressed situation, because of the removal of

basal support. Recurring slope stability problems

along roads and railways, their correction and the

damages they inflict on person and property have

become a major item of expenditure to many countries

of the world.

In response to a nationwide (USA) questionnaire

circulated among highway and railway organizations,

the following figures on costs of landslides were

received (Table 2.1 and Table 2.2)1



i. Highway organizations.

Table 2.1

Annual Costs of Landslides Incurred by Highway
Organizations of the USA

98

No. of states reporting
1
3
1

g
11

*Annual costs

more than $1,000,000
$500,000 - $1,000,000
$250,000 - $500,000
$100,000 - $250,000
$025,000 - $100,000
less than $025,000

*These figures represent only maintenance costs.

(From Smith, 1958)

ii. Railway organizations.

~velve railroads reported from both U.S. and

Canada. Their cost figures are as follows.

Table 2.2

Annual Costs of Landslides Incurred by Railway
Organizations of USA and Canada

No. of
railroads reporting

1
2
2
3

11

*Annual costs

$500,000 - $1,000,000
$250,000 - $500,000
$100,000 - $250,000
$025,000 - $100,000
less than $025,000

* .Ind1rect costs such as damages to equipment
and lading are not included.

(From Smith, 1958)

e. Construction. Construction of residential units on

slopes requires changes which in certain situations
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have led to recurrent slope stability problems accom

panied by damages to property and loss of life. The

pressure of population in large cities has led to the

utilization of peripheral land for residential pur-

poses. Where plains areas are limited, the land

available for expansion will be the hilly areas.

SUbdivision of these areas is often done without

adequate investigation as to the suitability of the

la~d for residential purposes.

Often residential structures have to be located

in areas where the foundation material is inherently

weak as in much of coastal California: but if this

fact is not realized and adequate precautions taken,

the resulting slope stability problems such as land

slides could be costly both to the homeowners and to

the State. As an example of the magnitude of costs

involved in landslides, some figures are given in

Table 2.3 in respect of landslides in the San Fran-

cisco Bay area.

2. Man-made slopes
Because of man's insatiable desire to exploit and

harness nature to satisfy his need for sophisticated

living, wealth and power, often drastic changes have

been made on the earth's surface. One aspect of these

changes is the creation of slopes where no such slopes

stood before. The processes by which man creates these
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Table 2.3

Landslide Costs for Nine San Francisco Bay Counties
For the Winter Period of 1968-69

Public Private Miscel-
County Costs Costs laneous Total

Alameda $ 443,000 $4,929,700 $ 24,000 $ 5,396,700

Contra Costa 3,652,190 1,440,070 90,000 5,182,260

Marin 842,950 82,000 130,000 1,054,950

Napa 428,000 800,000 250,000 1,478,000

San Francisco 33,000 100,000 133,000

San Mateo 1,195,500 1,245,518 1,158,000 3,599,018

Santa Clara 1,052,758 491,520 355,000 1,899,278

Solano 4,000 4,000

Sonoma 2,533,550 unknown .l..2..00 ,200 6,433,750

Total 10,184,948 9,088,808 6,120,200 25,393,956

Public costs include I State highways costs; county costs;
tax loss

Private costs include. Property depreciation; repair and
physical losses; corrective work,
etc.

Miscellaneous costs includel Costs to utility companies,
litigation costs, etc.

(Taylor and Brabb, 1972)
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slopes are examined below.

a. Scarification. This is a general term applied to

excavations for extraction of all types of minerals

and building materials such as stone, gravel and

sand. Open pit mining, strip mining, quarrying for

various structural materials, digging pits to obtain

clay, sand and phosphates and hydraulic mining for

minerals such as tin ore, all leave scars on the face

of the earth.

b. Hydraulic Engineering. Construction of darns, embank

ments, levees and dikes on the one hand and the con

struction of irrigation canals, aquaducts, ship canals

on the other, are various forms of hydraulic engineer

ing.

Water impounding or water confining structures

such as darns, embankments, levees and dikes have a

tendency to become weakened over a period of years

and fail. Most of these failures are associated

either with the softening of foundation rock material

or piping due to seepage of water at the base of

structures. Darns are constructed for irrigation,

flood prevention, hydro-electric development or for

recreational purposes.

c. Extraction of Ground water, Oil and Gas. As an in

direct effect of the extraction of ground water, oil

and gas, slopes are created by subsidence of the land.
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Extraction of water from artesian acquifer systems

leads to a reduction of pore pressure leading to an

increase of the effective overburden load. As a

response to the increased load, settlement or sub

sidence takes place. A good example is the San

Joaquin valley of California where subsidence has

taken place i.n a number of locations (Fig. 2.1).

MAN INDUCED SLOPE STABILITY PROBLEMS

Slope stability problems may become on hill slopes as

n direct sequel to human action or as an indirect sequel.

1. As a Direct Sequel,

a. Removal of support from slopes

b. Steepening of slopes

c. Increasing of slope height

d. Loading of slopes

2. As an Indirect Sequel,

a. Raising ground water table

b. Lowering ground water table

c. Increasing soil moisture content

d. Creating hydrostatic pressure

e. Creating seepage pressure

f. Re-activation of ancient slides

g. Building on potentially unstable sites

h. Deforestation of slopes



Fig.2.1 -AREAS OF KNOWN SUBSTANTIAL LAND SUBSIDENCE

IN CALIFORNIA PROBABLY CAUSED CHIEFLY BY WITHDRAWAL OF GROUND WATER ....
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1. a. Removal of support from slopesl This is the common

est method by which man-induced slope stability

problems are created. The largest percentage of

slope cuts are needed for building of roads and

railways and for construction of residential units.

As indicated earlier, roeds and railways follow

slopes at the lowest level possible or practicable

and when cuts are made at these levels, greater

portions of slope are left unsupported above the

cuts. This type of slope change sets the stage for

slope stability problems to follow.

How soon slope stability problems will occur

on such cuts will depend on other factors such as

the type of material, its stratigraphic attitude,

slope angle, climate, height of cut and so on.

Cuts made on loose or partially consolidated sedi

mentary material are liable to fail almost immed

iately on locations where seepage is present or

failure may occur with the next rains. Cuts made

in weak strata such as clay or shale may fail pro

gressively due to softening with time. Basal spread

ing followed by slumping or earthflows are common

forms of slope failure associated with this type of

weak rocks. Cuts made on dip slopes have the great

est potential for landslides particularly if the

dipping strata contain weak layers interbedded.
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Cuts made on slopes formed of jointed rock, may pre

sent the perennial problem of rock falling onto roads

or railways.

Cuts made for siting residential units are made

on many points of a slope and potential slope in

stability in mos~' cases is always present. Making

cuts on dip slopes presents a very high potential for

slope instability as stated above (Fig. 2.2). Level

ling of sites after cuts and filling in the slope

edges with cut materials without adequate stabiliza

tion leads to slope failure. The fill material turns

to mud or earth flows after a period of heavy rain.

This is a fairly common occurrence in coastal Calif

ornia.

The Flims slide in Switzerland was given as an

example of sliding due to the removal of basal sup

port. Fig. 2.3 shows how a series of slides have

taken place by the removal of support at the base

of a steep slope in order to accommodate a highway.

b. Steepening of slopesl Steepening of slopes is

carried on when more space is necessary on a cut

slope. A greater horizontal terrace width can be

obtained without filling if the existing slope is

steepened. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

Steepening of slopes has its attendant slope

stability problems. A steep slope has a greater
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Fig.2.2 - DEVELOPMENT OF MAN-MADE BEDROCK LANDSLIDES
(modified from R. H. Jahns). Hundreds of landslides in southern California
are traceable to this general situation. This problem, as much as any other,
has led to the adoption of grading ordinances. A naturally stable "dip-slope"
has been made unstable by removing the support from bedding planes which
resemble the surfaces between a tilted deck of cards. The cracking shown is
one ofthe early signs that a landslide is Imminent. ( leighton, 1966)

o 5 10 1~m

Fig.2.3 - Slide or Algonkian slates on the bedding planes, cau~ed by .oad.cutting (d) in the
V1tava valley south of Prague; a - Algonkian slates, b - diaballe. c - contact metamorphosed.

III.tes. (Zaruba ¢ "-'\end, 1969 >.



DIFFERENCES IN SLOPE LENGTHS AND CUT-SLOPE ANGLES

'Cut

50'

1

Original ground profile

Paved terrace drain
in cut- slope

Fig.2.4 ~ FOUR DIFFERENT CUT-SLOPE ANGLES (1:1,1.5:1,2:1, and 3:1). A 2:1
slope has a horizontal length twice the vertical height. A safe cut slope angle is the most
v1t~ reqUirement for stability. Some cut slopes in residential development are stable at
1:1, others at 1.5:1, others at ~:1, or 3:1 and still others have to be even flatter (or
retained). The steeper the cut slope angle, the more level lot pad space is created and
the more material has to be excavated., Grading in most residential hillside developments
involves cutting the hilltops and placinl~ this material in the canyons and along the lower
hillside slopes as fill. In most cases dvll engineers believe that it is more economical to
produce cut and fill lots by earth-work than to construct tracts of homes on the natural
slopes. ( leighton, 1966) ....

o
-...:J
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potential for sliding than a gentle slope because of

the increase in shear stresses imposed by gravita-

tional pull. This aspect of slope stability was

discussed in Chapter 1. Fig. 2.5(a) shows the ini

tial cut on a slope and Fig. 2.5(b) shows how this

slope is rendered unstable by increasing the slope

angle.

c. Increasing of slope height. The increasing of slope

height may be necessitated for the accommodation of

another structure at the base of an existing slope.

The corollary to increasing the slope height is the

lengthening of the slope. On a longer slope the

tension exerted on the slope material becomes

greater and at a critical height, the slope develops

tension cracks, followed by slope failure.

The height at which a slope of cohesive material

is able to stand without support is termed its critical

height--Hc. It is given by the formula.

Hc = 4c (for a vertical slope)
'I"

where. Hc = critical height

c = cohesion of the soil

~ = unit weight of the soil

If the slope angle is less than 530
, the critical

height of slope is.

Hc = 5.52 ~
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lAy

(C)

(J.)

SATURATE WI1M WAltlt

Fig. 2.5 - FOUR WAYS TO MAKE A STABLE CUT SLOPE UNSTABLE. The
small slides shown have developed from the stable initial cut at the top by man's
modification of the slope. It is important to consult with a geologist before
modifying any part of a cut slope, or with a salls en¢neer before placing fill or
modifying a f1l1 slope. ( Leighton, 1966)
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Fig. 2.5(c) is an indication of how the original

stable slope (Fig. 2.5a), is rendered unstable by

increasing the slope height.

d. Loading of slopes I Loading of slopes may be occa

sioned by placing additional fill materials, construc

ting various structures and locating utility lines

such as water pipes. The ability of the slope mater

ials to support weight is dependent on the soil

strength--comprising frictional resistance and co

hesion. When supporting weight, this strength forms

the bearing capacity of the soil and is expressed in

terms of pounds per sq. foot or tons per sq. foot.

A soil capable of bearing a weight of 1000 pounds

per sq. foot is bound to fail if the weight placed

on it exceeds this amount.

2. As an Indirect Sequel

a. Raising ground water tablet When fill or other waste

material is placed across drainage areas, free drain

age is interrupted leading to a rise in the ground

water table. Often cut slopes, for example in road

ways~ require fills or surfacing to achieve the re

quired grading. If the fill or the grading were to

cover up a seepage or a drainage zone, the water

level will begin to rise behind the obstacle, build

ing up hydrostatic pressure which may eventually lead
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to slope failure (Fig. 2.6b).

Building of dams for ponding up water raises

the water table in the surrounding area or it may

create a water table where none existed before.

In the latter case (Fig. 2.7) a water table was

established on the saddle slope and issued as a

spring at 1100 feet elevation. The weathered

gneiss above the spring was softened by the newly

established underground water and gave rise to a

series of slides.

One of the contributory causes for the rock

slide associated with the Vaiont disaster is con

sidered to be the buoyant effect of the rising

water table on the toe of the slid rock formation

(Muller, 1964, p. 166).

b. Lowering ground water table. Over-utilization of

ground water causes a drop in the ground water level.

If the ground water is stored in compressible aqui

fers or sediments, the withdrawal of water will

cause these layers to compress because of overburden

pressure. The result is subsidence as discussed

earlier (Fig, 2.1).

c. Increasing soil moisture content. Soil moisture

content could be increased by leakage from reservoirs,

canals, irrigation systems, aquaducts, sewers and

ground saturation from cesspools and sprinkler systems.
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2Ground water ·befare
excavation

a. Expansion of excavation bottom
offer excavation of 30 ff of sail produced
unbalanced water pressure

--JI\~ ""-'-.' .'/r .
Groun wate~ ./ '-.. wafer pressure .. ---:-J!!!l!!!!!![!!;jr, .. ;.
offer excavation . producing seepage ' . -l~~'~'r;''?7j'~'~~~

Wafer.bearing
.sandstone h I
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b. Slide In highway caused by weight
of clay fill and its damming
of a water-bearing sandstone seam

Fi9 .2 .6 - The effects of stress changes and pore woter pressure on the engineering

behavior of soil and rock. ( Sowers ¢ Sowers, 1970 )

Elev. ((I)

-/0100
P/ezomefric Levels

-/300

Fi9 •2.7 - Section through saddle In weathered gneiss separating reservoir at left
from deep valley on right. ( Terzoghi c;: Peck, 1968)
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Increasing soil moisture content progressively

weakens cohesive materials by reducing their fric

tional and cohesive strengths. In the case of loose

or weakly bonded materials, increasing moisture con

tent could lead to a collapse of their structures.

Many of the slope stability problems in housing

developments on hill slopes could be attributed to

an increase in Goil moisture by such activities as

flattening of slopes favoring greater infiltration;

watering lawns and gardens; ground saturation by

cesspools; erecting structures which prevent the

rapid drainage of surface water; burying utility

lines and covering them up with porous materials

and so on.

One of the causes attributed to the failure of

St. Francis dam in California in 1928 was the soften

ing of the breccias,schis~s and siltstones which

formed the abutments of the reservoir. The rocks

exhibited sufficient shear strength under arid con

ditions obtaining in the area; but when they were

saturated with the rising reservoir water, they

rapidly lost their strength causing the abutments

to give way (Clements, 1966, p. 91).

In arid areas where the low rainfall does not

penetrate beyond the root zone, addition of water

leads to greater packing in low density soils.
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This results in depressions caused by subsidence

which tends to disrupt irrigation ditches and other

engineering structures. San Joaquin Valley is an

area where this kind of problem has become manifest

(Miller, 1966, p. 276).

Expansive soils present severe stability prob

lems when the soil moisture is increased. Cracking

foundations and pavements, heaving roads and drive

ways are indications of this problem. This problem

will be discussed in more detail later in this

chapter.

d. Creating hydrostatic pressures Hydrostatic pressure

is created when natu~al drainage is obstructed

whether on the surface or within the soil. Construc

tion of dams across waterways, building retaining

walls on slopes, trenching and lining of the trenches

with cement to accommodate utilities such as water

lines, placing fills on road cuts and excavations

are some of the ways that man creates hydrostatic

pressure in the ground.

Failure of retaining walls, lifting of houses

off their foundations, landsliding and slumping on

slopes, failure of dams are some of the havocs that

could be caused by a build up of hydrostatic pressure.

Hydrostatic pressure buildup in confined aquifers

could be specially damaging because it could create
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an upheaval of the whole upper surface. This type

of upheaval has occurred on a minor scale in the

situation shown in Fig. 2.6a.

e. Creating seepage pressure I Water flowing through

the soil when a hydraulic gradient is created and

issuing out of the side of a slope or at the base

of a slope creates seepage pressure. Water moying

between soil particles is impeded by viscous drag

which produces the seepage pressure. Water issuing

out of a slope dislodges soil particles which facil

itates the movement of water more efficiently. In

time, a zone of weakness is created along which the

slope could fail if the soil strength is overcome

in the process.

Man-made slopes such as dams, embankments and

levees fail when zones of weakness are created by

seepage pressure. Seepage produced on these struc

tures could rapidly turn into flows because of the

enormous pressures exerted by the confined water

and within a short time the structures could collapse

releasing millions of gallons of water to go on a

rampage on the countryside.

Seepage along hill slopes could be induced by

human actions which cause infiltration of water to

the sub soil. Actions described under section "c"

above along with the construction of unlined drainage
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canals facilitate infiltration.

The landslip which took place in Castle Hill,

Sussex, in 1943 has all the makings of a man induced

slip. Fig. 2.8 is a cross section of the area shew

ing the geological formations. It is interesting to

note that among the top layers is a sand seam sand

wiched between two clay layers. On the landward

side, a road has been constructed on the sand seam

stripping off the top clay bed. A drainage ditch

has been dug into the sand. The top clay beds and

the sand seam between them dip gently towards the

sea. It is on the sea side the slope failures have

'~aken place.

The slope failures had occurred after heavy

rains and water discharge from the sand seam was

noted in places (Ward, 1948, p. 35). It is possible

that the rain water entered the sand seam from the

landside (infiltrated along the ditch probably) and

seeped out at the seaside slope, dislodging the sand

in the process and undermining the clay bed overlying

it. The clay would have been softened by saturation

and flowed over the cliff. Strangely enough, Ward,

who has investigated this slide, has made no mention

of this possibility in his report.
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f. Re-activation of ancient slides: Landslides are a

method by which the earth's surface is sculptured

and they are also a method by which the weathered

surface mantle of the earth responds to stresses

which move beyond the breaking point. They are also

a method by which periodic equilibrium is achieved

by removing accumulated stress conditions imposed by

the agents of weathering and erosion. Often ancient

landslides are recognizable if one looks for them

and is familiar with their characteristic features

(Fig. 2.9).

By building on ancient landslide areas, the

possibility is always present that the old landslides

could be re-activated. The need for caution when

building on ancient landslide surfaces was made amply

clear by the landslide which was set in motion in the

Portu.guese Bend residential area, Palos Verdes Hills,

California in 1956. In this year, the Los Angeles

County Highway Department started building Crenshaw

Boulevard across this area. The road building in

volved cuts and fills and at one point 175,000 cu.yds.

of fill had to be placed in order to achieve the de

sired grade. Unfortunately, this point happened to

be the crest of an ancient landslide. The added

weight upset the temporary stability the slide had

achieved, and triggered a new movement of the mass.



Fig. 2.9- AN OLD AND OBSCURE PREI-nSTORlC SLIDE. This type of slide
is common in southem Califomia hillsides. Most of these appear to be
essentially block glides. This slide can be recognized on the ground surface by
tracing the cemented {atIlt zone across the slf.~e area. Note that the cemented
fault ?;one has been displaced by landsliding. ( Leighton, 1966 )
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Since the Highway Engineers were not aware as to what

started the sliding, they continued to place more

filIon the same location. At first an area of about

150 acres started moving en masse. Three months

later, another 75 acres joined in the movement (Nor

din, 1965, p. 57). It was only after this latter

movement that full scale investigations as to the

cause of the slide were instituted.

In order to correct the landslide, one plan

adopted was to place caissons of reinforced concrete

4 feet in diameter and 20 feet in length sunk to a

level below the rupture plane across the sliding

area (Fig. 2.10). Each caisson was expected to offer

a resistance of one million pounds; but they failed

to stop the slide. Some caissons were considered to

hav'e been sheared off (Merriam, 1960, p. 151).

It is evident from this case study that the

Engineering Division of the County of Los Angeles was

not aware of the dangers involved in building on land

containing ancient slides. Clear evidence of earlier

landsliding in the area was on record, even though

its significance had not been realized (Fig. 2.11).

As a result of this apparent failure to apprehend the

dangers of disturbing ancient landslides, the County

of Los Angeles ended up paying $5,360,000 on litiga

tions brought against the County by the residents of
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Fig. 2. 11 - Ancient landslide scarps (hcchured), depressions (black) based
on 1929 air photographs, and active slide (diagonal line) of the
Portuguese Bend landslide, Califomia (Merriom, 1960)
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the slide area. The damages to roads, houses and

other structures exceeded $10,000,000 (Morton and

Streitz, 1967, p. 135).

g. Building on potentially unstable locations I Loca

tions containing partially consolidated sediments

or colluvium, inclined sedimentary strata partic

ularly with overlying or underlying weak beds such

as shale or clay, expansive clays, faults, rolcient

landslides, and also locations traversed by faults

or subject to tectonic movements such as warping

are potentially unstable for building structures.

Building of structures on such locations still goes

on knowingly or unknowingly, but with one common

factor in most cases, that is, without adequate

precautions to prevent the occurrence of slope

stability problems.

The Portuguese Bend slide could be attributed to

actions resulting from a genuine ignorance of the

dangers associated with the disturbance of ancient

landslides. But three cases are cited below where

the selection of each site for development virtually

amounted to an invitation to disaster.

The first is the location of st. Francis Dam

near Saugus in California. The darn was built across

a canyon and the canyon was traversed by a fault the

contact zone of which was filled with brecciated rock
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and soft sediments. One side of the dam abutted on

beds of conglomerate, siltstone and sandstone and

the other side on schists with the planes of schis

tosity paralleling the canyon. Under ari.d conditions,

the rocks would have exhibited great strength; but

some of the rocks when tested after the slide,

rapidly dissolved in water.

Filling of the reservoir began in March 1926

and the dam failed in March 1928, after just two years

of service. Both sides of the dam gave way leaving

the central portion standing. Weakening of the rocks

on both sides of the darn and seepage pressure devel

oping along tha fault under the darn were considered

to be contributory factors to the failure (Clements,

1966, p. 91).

The second is the location of Baldwin Hills

reservoir in Los Angeles, California. In this case

all the shortcomings of the site were known. It was

known that the site was surrounded by faults and that

two obvious faults crossed the reservoir foundation

and that the foundation material consisted of weak

rocks and unconsolidated sediments. During excava

tions, seven minor faults across the reservoir floor

were mapped (Kresse, 1966, p. 95). It was also known

that any water getting into the foundation material

would quickly undermine the reservoir. The reservoir
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location was known to be within an area of subsid

ence; however, no subsidence to endanger the reser

voir was expected.

The construction design of the reservoir included

a number of features to compensate for the unfavorable

conditions. The reservoir basin was completely water

proofed. To take care of any seepage that might get

through, a system of sub-reservoir drainage ducts was

installed. The foundation also contained features

which would enable the reservoir to withstand minor

shocks and possible minor subsidence (Fig. 2.12).

The reservoir went into operation in July 1951

and ended in failure in December 1963. The causes

for failure were considered to be earth movements

with the widening of an existing fault under the

reservoir foundation. Ground movements were consid

ered to have occurred at the early stages of the

reservoir's operation disrupting the sub-drainage

system; but no cracks appeared on the reservoir

floor. Therefore the extent of damage had not been

realized until it was too late (Kresse, 1966, p.102).

The third is the location of Vaiont reservoir

in Italy. The Vaiont dam was the world's highest

thin arch dam constructed across the Vaiont gorge

and went into operation in 1960. On October 9, 1963
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the biggest dam disaster in history occurred in the

Vaiont Valley killing off more than 2000 people and

wiping out the town of Langarone below the dam.

The Vaiont Valley is cut in a sYncline formed

of limestone of great thickness and comprising a

number of formations. The lowest formation is Lias,

succeeded by Dogger, MaIm, Lower and Upper Cretaceous

(Fig. 2.13a & Fig. 2.13b).

The Vaiont reservoir area had been subjected to

ancient landslides. In October, 1960, a perimetral

crack opened up on the south slope roughly 11M" shaped

while the reservoir was being filled (Fig. 2.14).

In November, 1960, a fairly large slide occurred on

the same slope and thereafter it became evident that

the whole area within the perimetral crack was in

motion. The rate of movement varied from time to time

and from place to place and it became difficult to

ascertain whether the whole area was in motion at one

time or whether the movem~nt: .....'!?'!": restricted to certain

areas. The monitoring went on until the final massive

slide in 1963 which ended all monitoring along with

those who were doing it and so, there were no eye

witnesses (Muller, 1964, pp. 190, 191).

Post slide investigations brought forth different

opinions as to the cause of the slide; but one thing

is clear, that is, the signs were there; they were
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Ro~k slide - Vaiont Reservoir

Fig.2.14 Lay-out of the resen'oir area invoh'ed in the rock slide. and fabric diagram.
Lageplan des \'on der Rutsmung betroffenen Geliindes mit GefUgediagrammea

Plan du terrain implique dans Ie glissernent, avec graphique des elementl .trueturlUS

U Orientated fabric diagrams Gefiigediagramme
CI Vajont rh'er Vajont-FluB
~ Massaleua ditch Ml8s&lezza-Graben
" 1960 perimetraJ crade. Randkluft 1960, Spalten und

fissures and mo\'ernent Versmiebungsnidaen
plan.

- Axis of folding FalteDadtsen

(Ml1l1er~ 1964")
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seen but not read. For a short duration of barely

three years of service, the toll the slide exacted

in terms of human life and money was enormous.

When projects are located in potentially un

stable locations, it often appears that more money

is spent in correction of developing slope stability

problems during construction and post failure inves

tigations than the total envisaged on the project

alone. More thorough investigations at the prelim

inary stage could save a lot of time, money and

human life.

Expansive clays. Location of structures on expansive

clays without realizing their damage potential or

without adequate precautions if their damage poten

tial is known, amounts to a courtship with disaster.

Expansive clays belong to the Montmorillonic group

and they are very sensitive to moisture or to the

lack of it. Shrinking in the absence of moisture

and swelling in the presence of it are the chief

visible characteristics of these clays. Evidence

of this expansion and contraction can be seen in

cracks formed by heaving of roads, pavements, floors

of houses and other structures.

Compaction of these clays produces disastrous

results because the greater the confinement of the

clays, the greater the pressure exerted by them on
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expansion (Fig. 2.15). Therefore houses built on

compacted expansive clays could be virtually lifted

off their foundations when swelling begins. The

clays also have a high reaction to mineral solutes

such as found in water where fertilizer is dissolved

(Jones, 1972, p. 10).

Most of the stability problems developed on

expansive clays were attributed to bad workmanship

until their damage potential came to be recognized

in recent times. The American Society of Civil

Engineers has formed a body known as the Expansive

Soils Research Council to study ways to minimize

damages caused by expansive soils. The value of such

a council is evident when the magnitude of the damages

caused by the expansive soils is taken into considera-

tion (Table 2.4).

Table 2.4

300,000,000
360,000,000

80,000,000
110,000,000

1,140,000,000
100,000,000
40,000,000
25,000,000

100,000,000

$

Estimated Annual Losses Incurred by Locating
Construction Projects on Expansive Soils

Estimated
Ave. Annual LossConstruction Category

Single family homes
Commercial buildings
Multi-story buildings
Walks, Drives, Parking areas, etc.
Highways and Streets
Underground utilities and services
Airports
Urban landslides
Other

Total 2,255,000,000
(From: Jones, DE., 1972, Expansive Soils and

Housing Development)
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The combined average annual damages from floods,

hurricanes, earthquakes and tornadoes are now ex

ceeded by damages from expansive soils (Jones, ibid.,

p. 2).

h. Deforestation of slopes. Except for a few negative

features of vegetation on slopes, vegetation generally

contributes to the stability of slopes. Soil binding

by roots improves the overall strength of the soil to

withstand shear stress. This is specially so when

the root depth is great, as in the case of large

trees. This prevents the sort of superficial soil

slippages experienced in slopes of sparse vegetation

and grasses.

Vegetation improves soil structure and drainage

and also helps to regulate moisture in the soil by

getting rid of excessive moisture by transpiration

which increases slope stability. In the absence of

vegetation the top few inches of soil undergoes

dessication and disintegration and with the first

onset of precipitation, the soil becomes saturated

and gives rise to mass movement features such as

soil flows, mud flows or earth flows.

Changes in structure and the physical properties

of the soil are brought about with the removal of

vegetation and these affect the soil strength. With

the removal of vegetation, the soil has no protection
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against erosion, ~~d gullying and eubsequent slump

ing become common features.

MAN MADE SLOPE STABILITY PROBLEMS IN THE u.S.

Landslides and related movements as aspects of man made

slope stability problems are widespread and they are a major

hazard in the U.S. The map (Fig. 2.16) shows that only a

few areas are devoid of this problem. The map also attempts

to show the severity of landslides in various regions--the

severity being a measure of size and frequency of landslides

related to engineering works. The regions of major severity,

as to be expected, are confined largely to the mountainous

areas. These are: the coastal mountainous region of the

west; the Rocky mountain region; the Appalachian mountain

region and the Ozark plateau region. Table 2.5 shows the

distribution, frequency and losses by landslide types in

the u.S. This table used in conjunction with the landslide

severity map brings into focus the various aspects of the

slope stability problem. For example, it can be seen that

the severity of slides, density of population, extent of

damage and deaths are closely related. When the landslides

and population are closely related, it appears that the

unstable conditions are produced by human intervention on

natural slopes.
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Table 2.5

Distribution, Frequency, and Losses by Landslide Type in the United states

Type Slide Major Areas
Approx. Frequency
per 100 sq. mi.

Est. Prop. Damage
(million $ adjusted Recorded

to 1971 values) Deaths

Rockslide
& rockfall

Rockslump
& rockfall

White, Blue Ridge, GTeat
Smoky, Rocky Mtns., and
Appalachian Plateau

Widespread in Central &
West U.S.; prevalent in
Colo. Plateau, Wyo.,
Mont., Southern Calif.,
Oreg., and Wash.

Appalachian Plateau

Calif. Coast Ranges,
Northern Rockies

Av. 10 per yr.
hill areas; 1
per yr. plateaus

1 per 10 yrs.

1 per 10 yrs.

30

325

350 (mainly in
highway & railroad
damage)

30

42

188

20

~
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Table 2.5 (continued)
Distribution, Frequency, and Losses by Landslide Type in the United States

Approx. Frequency
Type Slide Major Areas per 100 sq. mi.

Slump Maine, Conn. Riv. Valley, 1 per 100 yrs.
Hudson Valley, Chicago,
Red Hi~r., Puget Sound,
Mont. glac. lakes, Alaska

Est. Pro~. Damage
(million $ adjusted Recorded

to 1971 values) Deaths

140 103

Debris
flow &
mudflow

Long Island, Md., Va.,
Ala., S. Dak., Wyo.,
Mont., Colo.

Mississippi & Missouri
Valleys, eastern Wash.
& southern Idaho

Appalachian Piedmont

White, Adirondack &
Appalachian Mountains

1 per 50 yrs.

1 per 10 yrs.

1 group slides,
10+ per group,
per 100 yrs. in
White Mtns. &
North Carolina

30 (mainly to
highways &
foundations)

2

less than 1

100 89

(From Office of Emergency Prepa::-edness)
I-"

\.,oJ

00
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California as an Example: The state of California is one of

a number of states which have a severe man induced landslide

problem. From the populous hearts of cities such as San

Francisco and Los Angeles people have spilled over to the

surrounding areas in search of a place to live. These areas

have marked contrasts in climate, topography, geology, soil

and vegetation giving rise to complex slope stability prob

lems when disturbed by human action. Canyons and wide

valleys, arid lowlands and snow capped mountains, unconsoli

dated and partially consolidated sedimentaries, folded and

faulted strata, desert scrub and temperate forests and a host

of other features form a kaleidoscope of landscapes in

California.

On the nature of hillside slopes of California, F.B.

Leighton (1966, p. 132) says, "Examples of complementary and

paradoxical terrain features in hillside subdivisions are

those where stable, near vertical cliffs, adjoin gentle, low

slopes that are unstable; where strong rocks are interspersed

with fracture zones; where sound and durable rocks contain

one weak link in the form of a subtle clay seam of knife-edge

thickness. View seekers and sea enthusiasts delight in the

shoreline bluffs of southern California and the protection

from the sea below they offer, unmindful that there are

strong, steep bluffs and that there are weak steep bluffs,

unmindful that many existing prehistoric landslide areas are

like dormant volcanoes, asleep but not dead ll (Fig. 2.17).
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Chief structural control: Local un
conformities and bedding planes.

Dip on rupture surface: 20-320 S.
Bedrock type: thin-bedded siltstone

and sandstone of Capistrano
Formation of Upper Miocene age.

Cut slope graded in front of slide: I: 1.

FiS;2.17.- SCHEMATIC BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SAN CLEMENTE SLIDE -.
. , Talus material along cliff has been peeled away to

expose longitudinal section of the block glide.
mock Glide Type of Landslide. Major movement occurred in May, 1966. Two
homes were lost and two others were evacuated. Main slide block moved parallel
to beach, not toward beach.

Slide Parameters (as of June, 1966):
Maximum Length: 200-250 feet.
Maximum Width: 200± feet.
Direction of Movement: S 30o± E.
Rate of major movement: 10 inches/hr.
Net horizontal displacement: 8 feet.
Net vertical displacement: 5.5 feet.
Rupture surface: thin clay seam

parallel to bedding.
.. .

( leighton ~ 1966)
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The Losers! When slope stability problems such as landslides

occur and property is damaged, the owner of the property has

to bear the loss in most cases if he has no landslide insur

ance (landslide insurance is not available in California),

or if he cannot prove that the state or the developer of the

property was negligent. It is particularly saddening if the

property owner is not a man of means and if he had invested

his life time savings in the purchase or if he had obtained

property borrowing a large sum on high interest. So he be

comes one of the losers.

The other loser is the State. Few landslides or other

slope stability problems occur in residential areas without

damage to utilities--water, power, sewer, telephone or

roads. Out of these the most affected are the sewer, water

and the roads and repairing damages to any of them becomes

the State's burden. Some idea of the damages to roads and

railways is given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. Often landslides

originate on private property and end up on public land and

these become the responsibility of the State. With more and

more hillsides being opened up, the area to which the State

has to extend services increases with a proportionate in

crease in the potential for landslides and the resulting

increase in damages or costs.

Rainfall in Los Angeles occurs in cycles and 1952 was

a very wet year coming after a few dry years. Prior to 1952

very few slope stability problems occurred in Los Angeles
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because hillside development was just getting started in the

late 40's and they were dry years. The 1952 rainfall pro

duced a large number of landslides inflicting heavy damage

to hillside property. The city paid out 7.5 million dollars

in damages (Leighton. 1966). Up to 1952. there were no

separate Grading Codes drawn up for hillside development

and the damages of that year were a real eye-opener indicating

the need for such Grading Codes.

The 1956 landslide at the Portuguese Bend resulted in

damage suits against the City of Los Angeles and it cost the

city 5.360,000 dollars. For 1969 the landslide costs to nine

San Francisco Bay Counties are given in Table 2.3--an amount

of nearly $25.500,000.

DAMAGES AND LITIGATION

Until recent times, disasters which were considered as

natural occurrences were termed "acts of God." Landslides

and related phenomena were classified under this category.

With the progressive increase in landslides with increasing

human mOdification of slopes, the idea became current that

God made slopes: but man alters them and therefore man has

to be responsible. Another legal concept where the State

formerly could "refuse to be sued" no longer holds up in

a court of law. It became quite apparent when the city of

Los Angeles had to settle damage claims of the litigants in

the Portuguese Bend landslide of 1956. It was proved that
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the City was negligent in constructing the Crenshaw Boulevard.

In the development of a residential subdivision, the

people principally involved are the state as a regulatory

agency and the Developer. The state formulates the regula

tions and requirements which are incorporated in a Grading

Code and a permit is issued to the Developer to proceed with

the work if the development plans are in accordance with

those laid down in the Grading Code. Supervision of build

ing operations and final inspection are done by officials

of the State to whom authority is delegated. It is because

of these functions that the state becomes liable when slope

stability problems occur which result in loss of life or

damage to property.

If in spite of apparent adherence to the requirements

of Grading Codes, landslide damages show no reasonable de

crease, then there are other factors which need scrutiny.

One factor is the Developer; he does not develop land as a

service to people; rather he is interested in getting the

best return for the money he invests. As long as he is not

held responsible for subsequent damages, he would be obliged

to satisfy only the minimum requirements that he can get

away with. It is the Developer who employs a team of people

to come up with the necessary reports needed to obtain grad

ing or building permits. Up to recent times, the experts

employed by the Developer were a Consultant, a design

Engineer and a soils Engineer. Their loyalties were to the
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Developer and also they were not held responsible for any

subsequent distress in the sites they had had a hand in

building.

Post slide analyses of landslides of California have

br~ught to light that many of the slides could have been

prevented if the geology of the location had been investi

gated. Many dam failures and various types of man induced

landslides in other parts of the world also have shown that

the geological significance of rock strata has been ignored.

This is because of the extreme reliance of the Civil Engin

eering profession on the "safety factor" as a criterion of

slope stability, to the exclusion of other factors such as

local geology. Safety factor, stated in simple terms is the

degree of resistance a slope forming material can offer by

mustering its frictional and/or cohesive strengths in order

to overcome the shearing forces imposed by the weight of the

slide-prone material and gravity.

Safety factor is worked out mostly in laboratories using

"undisturbed" samples obtained from sites under consideration

for development. A soil sample removed from its natural en

vironment loses some of its inherent qualities no matter how

much care is exercised in its recovery. However, natural

conditions are as far as possible simulated in the laboratory

during the process of testing its inherent characteristics

and its behavioral characteristics under stress. Yet, the

application of the results to slope conditions requires
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Safety factor should be considered as only one of the

indices indicating slope stability. Painful experience has

shown that safety factor alone is not capable of holding up

a slope in times of stress such as heavy rainfall spells or

periods of volcanic activity. Leighton (1969, p. 84) ob

served, "Many landslide blocks had been supported figura

tively, only by stability analysis. However, many blocks

with calculated safety factors greater than 1.5 kept slither

ing downslope during the heavy rains. Any geologist who

took pains to point out that most of these rock defects

could have been mapped during preliminary investigations

in advance of grading operations became somewhat unpopular."

An average home buyer is not expected to be knowledge

able in soils, geology or any aspect of engineering. He

buys a home in good faith expecting to get his money's worth.

If the home site develops slope stability problems, it is

not reasonable to expect him to bear up the loss on the

premise that he has made a bad purchase. Curiously enough,

the people who selected the site in the first place: and

constructed the building on it, i.e., the Developer and his

engineering and construction experts, apparently have no

legal responsibility in the event of stability problems devel

oping on the site. ~herefore home-owners have increasingly

resorted to instituting legal procedures against the State

because of the responsibility it has taken in approving the
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sites.

The state's Rolet The State's role as a regulatory agency

is unenviable. It has to approve building or grading oper

ations on the data submitted by the Developer. Of course the

data has to conform to the requirements laid down in the

Grading Code. But the State Engineers have no way of physi

cally verifying data such as soil data and therefore they

have to depend on the integrity of the soils Engineer employed

by the Developer. The plans submitted by the Developer might

conform to the required standards; but their execution could

be different. The State does not have the manpower to del

egate State officials to every site in a supervisory capacity

to see that cut and fill operations, compacting operations

and a host of other operations are carried out according to

requirements.

When in any business operation (hillside development

included) the guiding principle is "time is money," cost

cutting at most levels is attempted and enough supervision

to prevent it is impracticable. The only solution is to hold

those responsible for development liable in the event of sub

sequent stability problems. This was recognized by the City

of Los Angeles and a new Grading Code was formulated in 1963

which not only holds the Design Engineer, the Soils Engineer

and the Engineering Geologist legally responsible; but also

stipulates that soils engineering and engineering geology

reports are required during both design and construction
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stages. This has had a very salutary effect in reducing

damage costs to both structures and slopes as will be evident

by the figures given in Tables 2.6 and 2.7 which contain the

same data assembled in two forms.

Table 2.6

Effect of the Revised Grading Code
On Landslide Damages in the County of Los Angeles

Date of
Development: Pre-1952 1952-1962 1963-1969 Totals

Sites created 10,000 27,000
Damage to

structures $1,028,300 $ 414,100
Damage due to *

slope failure $2,272,700 $2,353,600

Total damage $3,301,000 $2,767,700

11,000

$ 5,300

$177,100

$182,400

48,000

$1,447,700

$4,803,400

$6,251,100

(From Yelverton, 1969)

* .Includes natural slopes, f~ll slopes and cut slopes;
no structural damage included.

GRADING CODE

Most cities have their own building codes. In Calif

ornia there was a Uniform Building Code which was adopted by

most cities and counties. Prior to 1952 there was no separ

ate provision for hillside grading or construction. Because

of the heavy damages by rains in 1952, the City of Los Angeles

enacted the Grading Ordinance of 1953, and other agencies did

the same. However, this was found inadequate to reduce the

damages which kept on occurring on hill slopes mainly due to

a lack of geological investigation of sites, inadequate

grading practices and inadequate supervision during the
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Table 2.7

The Effect of Changes in Grading Code
on Landslide Damages in Los Angeles

Grading Code

Approx.
sites

con
structed

Approx.
cost Sites

of damages damaged

Ave.
per
site
of

total

Pre
dict
able
fail
ure
% of
total

Pre-1952
No grading code;
no soils engin- 10,000 $3,300,000 1040
eering geology.

$330 10.4

0.15$7

$100

17*$182,400

1952-1962
Semi-adequate
grading code; soils
engineering re-
quired; very lim- 27,000 $2,767,00C 350
ited geology but
no status and no
responsibility.

1963 to present
New modern grading
codes; soils
engineering and
engineering geol-
ogy required dur-
ing design; Soils
engineering and 11,000
engineering geol-
ogy required dur-
ing construction;
Designs Engineer,
Soils Engineer
and Engineering
Geologist all assume
legal responsibility.

*Over $100,000 of the $182,000 was incurred on
projects where grading was in operation and no
residences were involved, thus less than $80,000
occurred on sites constructed since 1963.

(Adapted from Slosson, 1969, p.9)
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various stages of grading and construction. This was recti

fied in the Uniform Building Code of 1963 which was shown to

have produced very good results as set out in Table 2.7.

As part of the 1964 edition of the Uniform Building

Code, the International Conference of Building Officials

formulated and adapted Chapter 70 dealing with Excavation

and Grading. Exerpts from this chapter which are of special

significance in hillside developments are given below.

UNIFORM BUILDING COD~ (1964 Edition)

Chapter 70 - Excavation and Gradingl Excerpts 1

Purpose 1 Sec. 70011 The purpose of this chapter is to

safeguard life: limb, property and public welfare

by establishing minimum requirements for regulat

ing grading and procedures by which these require-

ments may be enforced.

Scope 1 Sec. 70021 This chapter sets forth rules and reg-

ulations to control excavation, grading and earth

work construction, including fills or embankments;

establishes the administrative procedure for issu

ance of permits; and provides for approval of

plans and inspection of grading construction.

Hazard- Sec. 70041 Whenever a Building Official determines
ous Con-
ditionsl that any existing excavation or embankment or fill

has become a hazard to life and limb, or endangers

property, or adversely affects the safety, use or
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stability of a public way or drainage channel, the

owner of the property upon which the excavation or

fill is located, or other person or agent in con

trol of such property, upon receipt of notice in

writing from the Building Official shall within

the period specified therein repair or eliminate

the hazard and be in conformance with the require-

ments of this Code.

Grading Sec. 7006 (C)I Engineering Geological Reports.
Permit
Reguire- Prior to issuance of a grading permit, the Build
mentsl

ing Official may require an engineering geological

investigation, based on the most recent grading

plan. The engineering geological report shall in

clude an adequate description of the geology of the

site, and conclusions and recommendations regard-

ing the effect of geologic conditions on the pro

posed development.

All reports shall be SUbject to approval by

the Building Official, and supplemental reports and

data may be required as he may deem necessary.

Recommendations included in the report and approved

by the Building Official shall be incorporated in

the grading plan.

(d) Soils Engineering Reports. The Building Offic

ial may require a soils engineering investigation,

based on the most recent grading plan. Such reports
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shall include data regarding the nature, distribu-

tion, and strength of existing soils, conclusions

and recommendations for grading procedures, and

design criteria for corrective measures.

Recommendations included in the report and

approved by the Building Official shall be incor

porated in the grading plan or specifications.

Permit Sec. 70071 (d) Storm Damage Precautions. All per-
Limita-
tions and sons performing any grading operations shall put
Condi-
tionsl into effect all safety precautions which are nec-

essary in the opinion of the Building Official and

shall remove all loose dirt from the grading site

and provide adequate anti-erosion and/or drainage

devices, debris basins, or other safety devices to

protect the life, limb, health, and welfare of

private and public property of others from damage

of any kind.

(f) Liability. Neither the issuance of a permit

under the provisions of the Code, nor the compli

ance with the provisions hereof or with any condi

tions imposed in the permit issued hereunder, shall

relieve any person from responsibility for damage

to other persons or property, nor impose any liabil

ity upon the city for damage to other persons or

property.
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The Building

in any case where

Design
StanCl.
ards for
Cutss

he finds that the work as proposed by the applicant

is liable to endanger any private property or re

sult in the deposition of debris on any public way

or interfere with any existing drainage course.

If it can be shown to the satisfaction of the

Building Official that the hazard can be essen

tially eliminated by construction of retaining

structures, buttress fills, drainage devices or by

other means, the Building Official may issue the

permit with the condition that such work be per-

formed.

(b) Geological or Flood Hazard. If, in the opinion

of the Building Official, the land area for which

grading is proposed is subject to geological or

flood hazard to the extent that no reasonable amount

of corrective work can eliminate or sUfficiently

reduce the hazard to human life or property, the

grading permit and building permits for habitable

structures shall be denied.

Sec. 70111 (a) Maximum Slope. Cuts shall not be

steeper in slope than one and one-half horizontal

to one vertical unless the owner furnishes a soils

engineering or an engineering geology report certi

fying that the site has been investigated and indi-
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eating that the proposed deviation will not en

danger any private property or result in the depos

ition of debris on any public way or interfere with

any existing drainage course.

The Building Official may require the excava

tion to be made with a cut face flatter in slope

than one and one-half horizontal to one vertical if

he finds it necessary for stability and safety.

(b) Drainage Terraces. Cut slopes exceeding forty

feet (40') in vertical height shall be terraced at

their approximate mid-height. Drainage terraces

are to be a minimum of six feet (6') wide, paved

and must carry water to a safe disposal area.

Terraces shall be cut every thirty feet (30') ver-

tically, except where only one terrace is required,

it shall be at mid-height.

Design Sec. 7012. (a) Compaction. All fills shall be
Stand-
ards for compacted to a minimum of 90 percent of maximum
Fills.

density as determined by U.B.C. Standard No. 70-1-

64. Field density shall be determined by U.B.C.

Standard No. 70-2-64 or equivalent as approved by

the Building Official. If the Building Official

determines that the strict enforcement of the sec-

tion is unduly restrictive or imposes an undue

hardship on the permittee, this requirement may be

waived by the Building Official. This requirement
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shall not be waived when structures are to be sup

ported by the fill or where the Building Official

determ1nes that compaction is necessary as a Safety

measure to aid in preventing the saturation, slip

ping and erosion of the fill.

(b) Preparation of the Ground. The natural ground

surface shall be prepared to receive fill by remov

ing vegetation, noncomplying fill, top soil, and,

where slopes are five horizontal to one vertical or

steeper, by benching into sound bedrock or other

competent material. Five feet (5') of the lower

most bench shall be exposed beyond the toe of the

fill. The bench shall be sloped for sheet overflow

or a paved drain shall be provided.

(c) Fill slope. No compacted fill shall be made

which creates an exposed surface steeper in slope

than one and one-half horizontal to one vertical.

The Building Official may require that the fill be

construc~ed with an exposed surface flatter than

one and one-half horizontal to one vertical if he

finds this necessary for stability and safety.

Slopes of fills which are not compacted in

accordance with Section 7012(a) may not exceed two

horizontal to one vertical.

(d) Fill Material.

permitted in fills.

No organic material shall be

Except as permitted by the
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Building Official, no rock or similar irreducible

material with a maximum dimension greater than

eight inches (8") shall be buried or placed in fills.

(e) Drainage Terraces. All fill slopes in excess

of thirty feet (30') vertical height shall have

paved drainage terraces at vertical intervals not

exceeding twenty-five fegt (25') except that where

only one terrace is required it shall be at mid

height. Such terraces shall drain into a paved

gutter, pipe or other water-course adequate to con-

vey the water to a safe disposal area. The terrace

shall be at least six feet (6') wide.

(f) Slopes to Receive Fill. Fills toeing on natur

al slopes which are steeper than two horizontal to

one vertical will not be permitted.

Design Sec. 7013: Cuts and fills shall be set back from
Stand-
ards for property lines and buildings shall be set back from
Setbacks:

cut or fill slopes in accordance with Figure No.1.

Retaining walls may be used to reduce the required

set back when approved by the Building Official.

Fill placed on or above the top of an existing

or proposed cut or natural slope steeper than three

horizontal to one vertical shall be set back from

the edge of the slope a minimum distance of six

feet (6').

Building foundations shall be set back from the
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top of slope a minimum distance of six feet (6')

for all cut slopes steeper than two horizontal to

one vertical. No buildings shall be constructed

on cut or fill slopes steeper than two horizontal

to one vertical.

The setbacks given in this Section are minimum

and may be increased by the Building Official if

considered necessary for safety or stability or to

prevent possible damage from water, soil or debris.

Design Sec. 7014: (a) Disposal. All drainage facilities
Stand-
ards for shall be designed to carry surface waters to the
Drainage:

nearest practical street, storm drain, or natural

watercourse approved by the Building Official and/

or other appropriate governmental agency, as a safe

place to deposit such waters. At least two percent

grade toward the approved disposal area will be re

quired for building pads, except as waived by the

Building Official for non-hilly terrain.

(b) Erosion Prevention. Adequate provision shall

be made to prevent any surface waters from damaging

the face of an excavation or fill. All slopes

shall be protected from above by berms or swales.

(c) Terrace Drains. All swales or ditches on drain-

age terraces shall have a minimum grade of five per

cent and must be paved. Drainage devices shall be

paved with concrete with a minimum thickness of
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three inches (3") or approved equal. They shall

have a minimum depth at the deepest point of one

foot (1').

If the drain discharges into natural ground

riprap may be required.

Sec. 7015r The face of all cut and fill slopes

shall be planted and maintained with a ground cover

approved by the Building Official to protect the

slopes against erosion as soon as practical and

prior to the final approval of the grading. Where

cut slopes are not subject to erosion due to their

rocky character, the requirement may be waived by

the Building Official.

An irrigation system or watering facilities may

be required by the Building Official.

Grading Sec. 7016r (a) Supervised Grading Required. All
Inspec-
tion and grading in excess of 5000 cubic yards shall be per
Super-
visio~r formed under the supervision of a civil engineer

and be designated "supei"Vised grading" 0 Grading

not supervised in accordance with this section

shall be designated "regular grading". For grading

involving less than 5000 cubic yards the permittee

may elect to have the grading performed as either

supervised grading or regular grading.

(b) Regular Grading Requirements: The Building

Official shall inspect the work, and require adequate
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inspection and compaction control by a soils test

ing agency. The soils testing agency shall be

approved by the Building Official.

Periodic reports certifying the compaction or

acceptability of all fills shall be required except

as exempted by Section 7012a.

The Building Official may require sufficient

inspection to assure that all geologic conditions

have been adequately considered. Where geologic

conditions warrant, the Building Official may re

quire periodic geol~gic reports. These inspec

tions may be required to include, but need not be

limited to inspection of cut slopes, canyons dur

ing clearing operations for ground water and earth

material conditions; benches prior to placement of

fill; and possible spring locations.

(c) Supervised Grading Reguirements. For supervised

grading it shall be the responsibility of the civil

engineer to supervise and coordinate all site in

spection and testing during grading operations.

Soils and geology reports shall also be required as

specified in Section 7017(b). All necessary reports,

compaction data, soils engineering and engineering

geological recommendations shall be submitted to the

Building Official by the supervising civil engineer.
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Respon- Sec. 7018r (a) Compliance with Plans and Require
sibility
of Per- ments. All permits issued hereunder shall be pre
mitteer

sumed to include the provisions that the applicant,

his agent, contractors or employees, shall carry

out the proposed work in accordance with the ap-

proved plans and speci:tlcatioIls and in compliance

Comple
tion of
workr

with all the requirements of this Chapter.

Sec. 70201 (a) Final Reports. Upon completion of

the work, the Building Official may require the

following reportsl

1. The supervising civil engineer shall certify

that all grading, lot drainage and drainage

facilities have been completed in conformance

with the approved plans and this Chapter, and

shall furnish a final contour map of the com-

pleted work.

2. The soils engineering reports shall include

certification of soil bearing capacity, summar

ies of field and laboratory tests, locations of

tests, and shall show limits of compacted fill

on an lias built" plan.

3. The engineering geology reports shall be based

on the final contour map and shall include spec

ific approval of the grading as affected by

geological factors. Where necessary, a revised

geological map and cross sections and any recom-
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mendations regarding building restrictions or

foundation setbacks shall be included.

(b) Notification of Completion. The permittee or

his agent shall notify the Building Official when

the grading operation is ready for final inspec

tion. Final approval shall not be given until all

work including installation of all drainage struc

tures and their protective devices has been com

pleted and the final contour map and required

reports have been submitted.

PRESENT AND FUTURE TRENDS

The foregoing Grading Code is a far cry from the Grading

Codes in existence prior to 1963. Engineering geology was

not required for the pre-1963 Grading Codes. Now it is re

quired prior to issuance of a permit (Section 7006c); under

SectioTI 7016(c) and under Section 7020(a)(3) at completion

of work. Stricter grading supervision is provided for in

Section 7016, and Section 7018 exacts compliancG not only

from the permittee but also from his agent and employees.

The large number of claims brought against the States

over the years over slope stability problems and the increas

ing tendency of the Courts to settle claims in favor of the

claimants, has seen the erosion of the conventional "act of

God" concept and the immunity of the government from litiga

tion. In th.:: fu';ure it is believed that legal battles re-
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garding slope stability problems will be fought on two more

grounds, i.e., implied warranty and absolute liability

(Pollock, 1966, p. 222).

Implied Warranty: On this warranty the goods sold should be

fit for the purpose for which they are sold. If they prove

to be unfit for the use for which they were intended, the

seller is liable to the buyer. A house and property may

qualify for this warranty even though they do not at present.

Absolute Liability: Under this liability a manufacturer is

liable for damage to manufactured goods due to latent defects

in the gvvds ""-'i8E though he hac not been negligent in their

manufacture. If this happens, a person who constructs a

building or has a hand in the construction will be liable

to the purchaser without fault. The underlying economic

theory is that a manufacturer or a builder is better able

to bear up the loss due to damage than the consumer or the

home buyer.
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CHAPTER III

PROBLEM ENVIRONMENT OF OAHU

Slopes of Oahu.

The slopes of Oahu are the products of two principal

mountain ranges, Waianae and Koolau, trending approximately

in a north-west to south-east direction. Consequent streams

radiate from the elongated crests of both ridges excavating

deep and narrow valleys for the most part. However, the

majority of the streams are intermittent. The intermittent

nature of the streams is because of the vesicular nature of

the basalt which permits rapid infiltration. When the supply

of water, e.g., rainfall, is greater than infiltration, a

surface water flow is maintained. Or, alternatively, heavy

rainfall over an extended period can raise the ground water

table temporarily to permit the surface flow of streams.

During other times, the surface water percolates rapidJy to

the ground water table located well below the slope surface.

On an initial slope, lines of water movement downslope

are determined by the surface configuratiQ~. Immediately

below the surface, water movement is along lines of least

resistance such as larger pore spaces, and less dense mater

ials. An intermittent or a continuous supply of water will

continue to flow along these lines which are termed seepage

lines (Fig. 3.1). Along the seepage lines soil weathering

and solution become more rapid than on the intercols and

therefore greater soil depths are encountered (Bunting, 1961,
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Fig. 3. 1 - Development of seepage lines and direction of moisture
movement on a gritstone backslope. (After Bunting)
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p. 509). Since erosion of soil is easier than erosion of

unweathered or partially weathered rock, erosion takes place

along the lines where 30il is already forming.

In porous rocks such as the Hawaiian basalts, surface

water on the initial slope is maintained only as long as

the supply of water is in excess of the rate of infiltration.

Infiltrated water begins to percolate to the ground water

table far below. When such percolation takes place along

seepage lines discussed above, weathering and solution goes

on at progressively greater depths facilitating the rapid

incision of surface streams down to the permanent ground

water level. This has been the case in the Hawaiian basalts

where high temperature and high rainfall regimes have facil

itated rapid weathering and solution along seepage lines,

and produced deeply incised narrow consequent valleys.

However, the streams on Oahu do not appear to all have

incised their valleys at the same rate or to the same extent.

This of course is natural if such differences could be

attributed to variables such as rainfall, initial slope,

slope forming materials and structure. Slope forming mater

ials and structure could be considered as fairly uniform~

therefore it is reasonable to expect differences in stream

incision or differences of stream regimen due to differences

in rainfall regimes, and to differences in initial slope.

Stream incision correlates well with the initial slope and

stream regimen: but apparent anomalies are present in the
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relationships between rainfall distribution, stream erosion

and stream regimen. In this respect, the following anomalies

could be cited.

1. Greater dissection on the western slopes of the Waianae

mountains even though they are in the present day a rain

shadow area.

2. Greatest dissection on the windward slopes of Koolau

to the area south of Punaluu Valley, even though the

highest mean annual rainfall in this area is under

200 inches (Fig. 3.2).

3. North of the Punaluu stream, all streams on the windward

slope are ephemeral (Fig. 3.3).

4. On the leeward slope of Koolau all streams up to Kipapa

stream have perennial flows only in their upper reaches

except for the Waimea stream emptying into Waimea Bay

(Fig. 3.3).

5. The only perennial streams on the leeward slopes are

Kalihi, Pauoa, Manoa, Palolo and Waimea (Fig. 3.3).

Anomaly in dissection. With regards to the anomalous situa

tion where greater dissection is found on windward Koolau

and leeward Waianae, a hypothesis could be put forward a~ to

how that could happen. The hypothesis being that Waianae

and Koolau erupted along the edges of a pre-existing shelf

which is aligned roughly north-west to south-east. From the

10 fathom bathymetric line, the land falls away very rapidly

to the east, south and west. The 10 fathom bathymetric line
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is less than half a mile away both from the Waianae coast

in the west and Makapuu Point in the east (Fig. 3.4). Basalts

forming the slopes of Koolau dome and Waianae dome could have

easily overflowed the ledge, making those slopes steeper and

the landward slopes gentler. At the same time basalts which

piled up on the inside of the ledge had a more stable base

than those which piled up at the edge of the ledge. This

would have resulted in slumping on the seaward slopes of the

domes giving the streams which initiated on those slopes a

greater advantage for erosive action (Figs. 3.5 and 3.6).

However, it is an accepted hypothesis that the dissection of

Waianae preceded Koolau by several thousand years.

The islands of Kauai, Lanai, Maui and Hawaii have had

sUfficiently large basement shelves to develop their vol

canic domes. Therefore they are fairly symmetrical unlike

the Oahu domes. Molokai appears to have developed in a sim

ilar situation to that of Oahu with the dome slopes steepen

ing on the seaward edge thereby possibly giving rise to

slumps and initiating rapid stream erosion. A similar situ

ation appears to be occurring on the Kilauea slopes, where

the dome slopes have grown to the edge of the shelf at the

south-east, and fracturing and slipping on these slopes have

started. In time, the Kilauea dome slopes should exhibit a

similar type of prosional forms to those found on the seaward

slopes of the Waianae and Koolau mountains.
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Moore (1964) has noted several thousand square kilo

meters of irregular topography occurring on the sea floor to

the north east of the island of Oahu. These according to

him, have no relationship to the topography of the surround

ing regions and are not in alignment with the seamounts

occurrir~ in the region.

He believeo that the irregular topography is the prod

uct of two giant submarine landslides--one extending north

east of Oahu shoreline and the other north of the Molokai

shoreline (Map 3.1).

Anomaly in stream flows. It was pointed out that the

streams on the windward slopes of Koolau to the north of

Punaluu stream are ephemeral while the headwaters of the

streams on the leeward slopes are perennial. Decreasing

rainfall to the north is not a sufficient explanation for

this anomaly. Also, the only perennial stream in this area,

which is tha Waimea stream, has its source on the leeward

slope and flows through an area where the rainfall decreases

from 150 inches at the source to 40 inches at the mouth.

This stream is seen to cut across a number of dikes and it

is possible that it receives dike impounded water to main

tain a perennial flow. However, this question needs further

study before any definite conclusions can be arrived at.

The apparent anomaly of the streams Kalihi, pauoa,

Manoa and Palolo maintaining perennial flows on the leeward

side of the Koolau range can be easily explained because
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the headwaters of these streams coincide with the area of

heaviest rainfall in the past and also with the heaviest

rainfall in the southern part of the Koolau in the present

day.

Valley widening. Oahu valleys present some unique features

which do not fit into a general exposition of geomorphic

processes in landmass denudation. It is difficult to explain

the erosional topography on this island and probably on the

other Hawaiian islands, too, on the basis of geomorphic

principles applicable elsewhere. Often erosional character

istics peculiar to other climates and other types of land

forming materials are encountered on this island. Thus we

find 'U' shaped valleys without glaciation; steep sided

valleys without resistant rock materials or an arid climate;

steep 'V' shaped valleys without abundant rainfall; dry

valleys without chalk or limestone; broad valleys without

meandering rivers, straight cliffs without faulting. All

these have become possible because of the porosity, solubil

ity and the extreme susceptibility to chemical weathering

of the Hawaiian basalts.

One of the functions of fluvial erosion is the widen

ing of valleys as the main stream nears base level. This is

accomplished in part by the development of meanders, their

widening and their concurrent migration downstream. Such

meander features are absent on Oahu valleys and therefore

other methods of valley widening should be operative.
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Lateral erosion by tributary streams contributes to valley

widening; but in Oahu streams there is a paucity of active

tributaries below the amphitheatre zone. Erosion of valley

slopes by overland flow does not appear to be a critical

factor particularly when most slopes have a good vegetative

cover. In the amphitheatre zone, tributaries cut back into

the slopes; but the removal of interfluves between them is

not mainly due to networks of minor streams. Therefore

valley widening is accomplished by masswasting in the form

of soil avalanches and landslides, the mechanics of which

were discussed in Chapter 1.

Solution, chemical weathering and the consequent pro

duction of fairly thick soil covers on the humid slopes,

and physical weathering and a greater exposure of parent

rock on the drier slopes are observable processes on the

island. Because of this, unweathered talus is found banked

up against the dry mountain slopes as on the western slopes

of the Waianaes whereas such unweathered talus is not evi

dent on the base of humid slopes. However, soil formation

goes on even on the drier steep slopes as attested by the

vegetation ~over. Because of the porous nature of the

basalt, part of the rain falling on the interfluves of

streams infiltrates but some reappears as it seeps out of

the valley walls at lower elevations. This moisture helps

soil development on steep slopes and helps to maintain a

vegetative cov'er. Deep rooted vegetation on steep slopes
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is an indication of a thick soil often as thick as 10 to 15

feet or more. Even in the zones where soil avalanching takes

place and where the vegetative cover is the grass type or the

bush type, soil thickness is observed to be usually between

2 to 4 feet (Wentworth, 1943, ibid).

Various processes of mass wasting such as soil avalanch

ing and landsliding therefore, should be the ways by which

valleys are widened and interfluves removed. Soil avalanch

ing particularly, is a common sight along the steep slopes

of Oahu and a study conducted by Scott (1969) shows that

this process is very active and that the soil removed from

the slopes is considerable (Fig. 3.7).

Slope Stability Problemsl

Since soil avalanching and landsliding appear to be

the principal mode of slope retreat in the natural state on

Oahu, slope stability becomes a question of time. However,

even though most slopes are steep, deep rooted v~getation

growing on them appears to impart a certain degree of stabil

ity to the natural slopes. Away from the coast and deep in

the valleys there is ample evidence for large landslides

having taken place in the past.

Even though a continuous soil creep is suspected on

the humid slopes (Peck and \1ilson, 1968), there is no suf

ficient overt evidence such as bent tree trunks, stretched

roots, terracette formations to indicate such movement.

However, some bent tree trunks can be seen on certain steep
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slopes; therefore it is not possible to say definitely that

creep does or does not exist until instrumental measurement

is carried on on selected slopes.

Slope stability problems occur when man begins to

change the slopes for construction purposes whether for

communication or erection of structures. Such problems

have occurred on Oahu mainly in connection with road build

ing and residential developments on hill slopes. The area

which is most susceptible to slope stability problems

appears to be the area immediately below the scarp face of

slopes. This area consists of two zones in the broader

valleys--a zone of older alluvium and a zone of recent

alluvium. In the narrow valleys, the recent alluvium zone

i~ confined to the coastal areas~ The zones of older alluv

ium vary in width from a few hundred feet in the narrow

valleys to about five miles in the wide Lualualei valley.

In the eastern foothills of the Waianae mountains the older

alluvium lies like an apron stretching for miles. The alti

tude range of the older alluvium in the valleys is between

about 300 feet to about 1000 feet; but in the Kalihi and the

Nuuanu valleys it reaches over 1000 feet and at the Kolekole

Pass in the Waianae Mountains it lies at a height of over

2000 feet. The younger alluvium in contrast is confined to

altitudes below about 400 feet, i.e., in the lower valleys

and in the coastal areas and is not as extensive as the older

alluvium. Its greatest extent is found in the north-west
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coastal area.

Geological description of the older alluvium is given

as follows I "Chiefly older alluvium, generally consisting

of mottled to red-brown, deeply weathered, poorly assorted,

and nearly impermeable friable conglomerates, in places

cemented with limonite or hematite and usually forming

conspicuous terraces along the principal streams • ••••

Near the heads of valleys the older alluvium grades into

coarse angular talus and landslide deposits which, in

places, carry considerable water. In the large semi-arid

valleys in the Waianae Range, these deposits are firmly

cemented breccias. Poorly permeable in the wet areas and

hold up perched water in the Honolulu volcanic series, but

in the dry areas they yield small supplies of potable

water." (Geologic and Topographic Map of Oahu, 1938).

Recent alluvium has the following geological descrip

tionl "Chiefly younger alluvium, a black to brown fluviatile

deposit generally consisting of coarse permeable detritus

only slightly weathered and in many places subangular. In

the valley bottoms near the sea it usually consists of

nearly impermeable black, sticky mud called taro patch clay.

Much of the younger alluvium is reworked older alluvium.

Included also is talus composed of angular blocks, usually

with brown interstitial soil, forming aprons on the steep

slopes at the base of cliffs. In the mountain areas much

.,,rf the younger alluvium resembles, includes and is often
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inseparable from landslide deposits, because of the torren

tial character of the streams and the precipitous valley

walls. Extensive mantles of hill wash are included. Wells

develop water from it in small quantities." (Geologic and

Topographic Map of Oahu, 1938)

A change in slope is encountered where the older alluv

ium contacts the cliff face and where the recent alluvium

contacts the older alluvium. The slope elevation on the

recent alluvium is about 0 to 20 percent or 0 to 11 degrees

and on the older alluvium the elevation is about 20 to 50

percent or 11 degrees to ab~·:t 30 degrees. Higher elevations

on the older alluvium are encountered. These two kinds of

alluvium also show an overlap in places, i.e., the recent

moving up to about 25 percent slope and the older coming

down to about 15 percent slope.

Thes9 alluvial zones contain buried stream channels

and provide seepage zones for the infiltrated water and

within the alluvial mantle are decaying talus fragments.

The slope elevations of the talus are naturally achieved

according to the angle of repose of the materials and are

for the most part held in place by the vegetation growing

on them. Any cut in the slopes or removal of vegetation

is likely to bring about immediate slope failure if such

cut or removal of vegetation is done during a rainy period,

or immediately prior to or immediately after a rainy period.

During these periods the excess moisture has no time to
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drain away and the pore pressures set up would tend to cause

the exposed slope to fail.

Even though it was pointed out that landslide suscepti

bility exists in the geological formations of the older and

younger alluvium, the immediate concern should be the nature

of the soils which develop upon them. Certain types of

soils are more prone to landslides than others. When the

23 studied sites where landsliding had occurred on Oahu are

examined, the following breakdown according to soil type,

landsliding frequency and geologic formation becomes appar-

ent (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1
Soil Type, Landslide Frequency and Geologic Formation 

23 Studied Cases

Hono-
Older Koolau lulu

Landslide Recent Allu- Vol- Vol-
Soil Type Frequency Alluvium vium canics canics

Lualualei stony clay 7 6 1
Kaena stony clay 2 2
Lolekaa silty clay 8 1 5 1 1
Waikane silty clay 3 2 1
Aleloa silty clay 2 1 1.L

Hanalei silty clay 1 1

Total ..ll- 8 11 -l 1

From Table 3.1 it is evident that Lualualei clays and

Lolokaa clays have produced 15 out of the 2) studied cases

of sliding. A comparison of the soils and the geologic maps

shows that Lualualei clays develop for the most part on

recent alluvium. Lualualei clay has a very high Shrink/swell
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potential and therefore is a very unsatisfactory foundation

material.

The Lolekaa clay occurs on gravelly colluvium and

alluvium and is indicated as susceptible to sliding on high

angled slopes (Soil survey of the islands of Kauai, Oahu,

Maui, Molokai and Lanai, Table 2).

Figure 3.8 shows slope profiles of some of the land

slide locations along with the soil catenas associated with

the slopes. From the figure, the following slope and soil

relationships and their landslide susceptibilities can be

inferred.

(a) Lualualei soils occur on slopes be~leen 200 and 400

feet elevation mostly, and are located close to streams.

On the upper boundary of the Lualualei soils is rocky

land. The rocky land is well drained but the clay soil

is poorly drained making the latter unsuitable for

building foundations.

(b) The Lolekaa soils occur in places of low to high eleva

tions. Therefore they are not confined to a particular

slope region. Because of their widespread occurrence,

they appear to have been more utilized for residential

purposes and therefore more landslides have occurred on

that soil than on any other (Table 3.1). steeper slopes

of Lolekaa clay appear to be particularly susceptible to

landsliding.

(c) Waikane and Aleloa soils extend to higher elevations and
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steeper slopes and both are unstable at these locations

when modified for construction purposes.

(d) Kaena and Hanalei soils are confined to stream courses

and occur mostly below 200 feet in elevation. As such,

very few landslides occur on them. When they for~

fairly high strea..ii banks; 8J.nmping is possible. Slide

#29 at Kaneohe occurred on steepened stream b~1k with

Hanalei soil (Slides 29 and 30 are not shown on the

profiles because of low relief).

Map 3.2 shows the extension of the urban periphery

around Honolulu and the south eastern part of Oahu between

the years 1954 and 1970. The map shows that the expanding

population has made more and more inroads into the steeper

areas particularly along the valleys. Along with the move

ment of population, there is also the extension of services

such as roads. Therefore residential structures as well as

roads began to make their appearance on the steeper slopes

of the two alluvium zones--the younger and the older, with

attendant slope stability problems such as landslides.

Map 3.3 shows all the known landslides and other mass

movements induced by human intervention from 1954 up to the

end of 1971. on the eastern half of Oahu which comprises the

stUdy area. Some of these are well documented and others

are not. Some are still present and active, but are greatly

changed by correctional procedures while others are not

traceable at th~ present time; only their locations are
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Landslide Study Area
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Area NO.1 - PAlOLO
1. Waiomao Rd.

Area No. 2 - AINA HAlNA
2-3 Hind Luka Or.
4. AhuwalelH80 51.
6. Muwale 5•.
6. Leigh.on St.
7. Hao 51.

Area No. 3 - MANOA
8. lanikaula St
9. Woolsey Pl.
10. Woodlawn Terrace Pl.
11. Pinaoula Pl

Area No. 4 - NUUANU
12. Polohinano PI.
13. Polohiwa
13A. Puiwa Pl.
39. Pali Hwy.

SLIDE AREAS AND SITES
Araa No. 6 - HALAWA

14. Honohina St.
15. Pualaa St.
16. Pam 51.
17-19. Aliipoe Or.
20.-22 Aumakiki lp
23, Hulumanu St.

Area No.6 - AIEA
24 Kaamilo St.
26. Pioo St.
26. Holo St.
27. lliee St.
28. Lauhulu St.

Area No. 7 - KANEOHE
29. Kapun.hal. St.
30. Anoi Rd.
34. H.lekou 51.

!
N

Area No. 8 - KAHAWU
31. Ahuimanu Rd.
32. U.poihala St.
32A. Waihee Pl.
33. Okana Pl.

Area No. 9 - MAUNAWIU
36. Puualoh. 51.
36. Lopaka Pl.

Area No. 10 - KAILUA
37. Pali Hwy.
38. Kalani Hwy.

Area No. 11 - KAUHI
40-42 IJke·lJke Hwy.
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known from existing recordsa The slope stability problems

which are so far known do not exhaust those which have already

occurred. Many would have been taken care of by the home own

ers without publicity either because of the loss of face in

volved in a bad purchase or because of the intention of re

selling such properties at premium prices, or because they

saw no point in recording the problem.

Listed below are the known landslides and other mass

movements and they are treated according to the information

available. Those that concern the State are well documented

while others wholly on private property have no data except

their locations: detailed treatment is possible only on those

that have sufficient documentation. An attempt is made to

classify the slope problems as follows:

A. Slope Stability Problems Associated with Road Building:

1. Problems during road construction stage

2. Problems after road construction stage

B. Slope Stability Problems Associated with Residential

Dev'elopment:

1. Problems during construction stage

2. Problems after construction stage

A. 1. Problems during road construction stage.

a. Likelike Highway slides: Work on a stretch of

the highway started in 1958 between Kalihi Street

(Station 0+00) to near the forest reserve boundary

(Station 141+45). The road section up to Kalihi
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School presented no problems because of the low slope

angles and the shallow nature of the road cuts. But

beyond station 65+00 up to station 95+00 very adverse

co:nditions were experienced because the road had to be

cut along a section having a higher angle of slope and

in the zone of older alluvium. A number of slides took

place and they are briefly described below.

At station 80+50 a gravity slide (Slide #40)

occurred; the cause being the over-steepening of the

slope beyond the shear strength of the slope materials,

'which consisted of clay and boulders. The slip ex

tended 30 feet from the cut and the width of the slid

mass was 61 feet. The cross section indicates the

approximate depth of the slide and the soil conditions

(Fig. 3.9).

The slide which occurred at station 87+80 (Slide

#41) was a very good example of a slide which occurs

when basal support is removed. It developed a charac

teristic tension crack 13 feet wide at a distance of

140 feet from the cut which was 25 feet high. It also

appeared that a thin bed of clay lying at depth pro

vided a sliding surface for the mass. The location of

the slide was described as a buried gully into which

two small streams disappeared. The slide occurred dur

ing heavy rains which indicates that the slope developed

instability under saturated conditions (Fig. 3.10).
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At station 93+00 (Slide #42) slope distress in the

form of cracks began to develop up to a distance of

350 feet away from the road cut. It was quite a shallow

cut, only 13 feet; yet the slope was in such a delicate

equilibrium condition that the removal of a little basal

support was sufficient to upset this equilibrium. Two

houses on the slope started moving with cracks develop

ing on their walls. The subsurface material was again

clay and talus which occurs in the zone of older alluv-

ium (Fig. 3.11).

Figure 3.12 and Fig. 3.13 are sections across the

valley slope showing the subsurface conditions in the

vicinity of road cuts. The section shown in Fig. 3.12

had been reconstructed on the basis of data obtained

by a number of bore holes along the problem area

(Fig. 14). The significance of the older alluvium in

causing slope distress is evident in the section.

Four soil samples were taken from the different

slide sites and tested and they all show a low angle

of friction. The results are as follows:

Sample 1: Angle of internal friction: 5°56'
Sample 2: II 10°22'
Sample 3: II 2°59'
Sample 4: II 16°36'

Sample one had v'ery low frictional resistence and

sample 3 had almost none. These slopes would not stand

the least modification.
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Fig. 3. 11 - Plan and cross section of slide #42, Kalihi Valley road.

(Courtsey: Material Testing Lab., Honolulu)
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Typical section through sediment fi lied gullies between stations
80 + 00 to 95 + 00

(Not to scale)

Fig. 3.12 - Valley slope profile, Kalihi VaHey. .
(Courtsey: Material Testi!1g Lab., Honolulu)
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b. Nuuanu Pali Highway slider The upper Nuuanu valley

road construction project was in progress in 1957. The

stretch of road under construction was from elevation

about 500 feet to about 1000 feet. Prior to construc-

tion a series of bore holes were drilled along the

proposed route and the samples obtained from them

showed that the slope material along the whole stretch

was older alluvium. Almost all the samples were

laballed "clay with decayed rock." No trouble was

expected when cuts were made on the older alluvium;

but gully fills which were expected to be encountered

were considered to be hazardous.

Close to the starting point of the project, a

slide (#39) occurred as feared in a former gully fill.

The fill consisted of talus and alluvium, underlain by

a seam of clay and dense boulders (Fig. 3.15). The

slope of the cut was found to be too steep and too deep

for the material to stand without support. The follow

ing were the strength values obtained for the slope

materials at failurei

p= 0 p = angle of internal friction
L = 96.9 ' L = length of the slip circle

= 110 lbs/c.f. = unit weight of soil
T = 32,900 T = sum of shear stress
C = 340 lbs/c.f. c = cohesion

Since p = 0, T = CL
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A. 2. Problems after road construction S~I

a. Pali Highway slidel This slide (#37) occurred dur

ing a very wet period in November 1965 which began on

the 11th and ended on the 16th giving a total of 27.23

inches of rain for the five day continuous period.

Three consecutive slides occurred, the first on the 13th

after a two day rainfall of about 9 inches; the second

one on the 14th with a further rainfall of about 10

inches and "the final and massive slide on the 16th with

a further rainfall of about 9 inches. Incidentally,

this was the highest recorded rainfall for a six day

continuous period between the years 1954 and 1972 for

this location. Relatively heavier rainfalls during

shorter periods have occurred, e.g., 15.71 inches for

two days in November 1954; 18.38 for two days in Dec

ember 1956; 18.21 inches for two days in March 1958;

and 16.86 for four days in April 1968.

The slides occurred on a terraced cut about

120 feet high on a spur consisting of colluvium rest

ing on weathered rock. About 20,000 tons of material

moved onto the highway, preventing traffic flow for a

few weeks (MacDonald and Abbott, 1972, p. 191)(Fig.3.16).

The cost of clearing the debris was $55,125 (Material

Testing Lab Report, 1966).

A safety factor analysis was conducted after the

slide and it was found that the slide slope had a safety
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factor of only 0.60 which was considered unsafe. There

fore the following corrective measures were suggested

(Material Testing Lab Report, 1966).

1. Grading the slide scarp on a 2.1 slope.

2. Construction of a lined ditch at the top of the

proposed cut to intercept water that may get into

the slide-prone material.

3. Installation of hydrauger drains to remove the

water in the sliding material and reduce hydro

static pressure.

These proposed measures were expected to increase

the safety factor to 1.36 which was considered satis

factory.

However, in early 1966 another arcuate crack

appeared about 30 feet above the slide scar. This

tension crack finally ended up in another slide in

August 1967, which cannot be attributed to any rainfall

period as before.

The slide described above also curred in the

zone of older alluvium.

b. The Kalanianaole Highway slide. This slide (#38)

occurred on the present site of the Kailua drive-in

during the same period as the Pali Highway slide, i.e.,

November 1965. The total rainfall and the duration

were as for the Pali slide because the rainfall station

is the same for both areas.
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For the construction of the drive-in theatre, a

steep slope varying between 20 to 50 percent had to be

excavated. The slope excavation was both on the older

alluvium and the contiguous red soil. The latter is a

product of weathered basalt. Large tension cracks

appeared before the actual slide occurred and there

fore, no damage to person or property was involved

because the slide was anticipated in advance.

The road cut immediately above the drive-in

presented recurring stability problems in the form

cf slumping. The slope is now graded to a low angle

and is covered with grass and appears to be stable

for the time being.

The slide in the road cut and that which occurred

in the drive-in excavation ar8 both in one general

area. In both, sliding occurred in older alluvium

and in the adjoining red soil.

B. 1. Problems during residential construction stagel

These slides were quite small involving only a

few hundred cubic yards of soil at most. They have

not caused any damage to person or property. Most of

them were corrected subsequently and others were al

lowed to be overgrown with vegetation. There is no

trace of sliding in most and no detailed documentation

is available. Therefore only a tabulation of these

slides is attempted with some very basic information.
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The Halawa and Aiea slides given below are outside the

study area.

a. Manoa:

Slide #11: (Fig. 3.17)

Location: Finaoula Place

Date of slider Probably between November 11 and 16,
1965·

Rainfall: A total of 8.89 inches for three
consecutive days, i.e., from November
11 to 13 and a total of 6.19 inches
on the 15th and the 16th. Rainfall
station No. 712 Manoa; elevation 210'.

Soil: Lolekaa silty clay

Geology: Weathered Koolau basalts

Type of slider Failure of fill below cut slope

Correction: Construction of a retaining wall

b. Nuuanu:

Slide #12:

Location:

Date of slide:

Rainfall:

Geology:
Type of slide:

Correction:

(Fig. 3.18)

Polohinano Place

Between November 11 and 15, 1965

A total of 17.90 inches during five
consecutive days, i.e., from Novem
ber 11 to 15; minimum rainfall per
day over three inches. Rainfall
station No. 775, Nuuanu Reservoir;
elevation 410'.

Lolekaa'silty clay. Soil found to
be rocky and expansive.

Older alluvium
Slope failure due to over-steepening

Slope re-graded
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Fig. 3.17 - Slide '11 - Pinaoula Place, Manoa.

Scale' 1: .1440

I

Fig. 3.18 - Slide '12 - Polohinano Place, Nuuanu.
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Slide #13A: (Fig. 3.19)

Location: Polohiwa Place

Date of slide: December 18, 1967

Rainfall: A total of 8.00 inches of rainfall
during three consecutive days, i.e.,
December 16 to 18. Minimum rain
fall per day more than 2 inches.
Rainfall station No. 775, Nuuanu
Reservoir; elevation 410'.

Soil: Lolekaa silty clay

Geology: Older alluvium

Type of slide: Slope failure due to over-steepened
cut

Correction: Slope re-graded

Slide #13B: (Fig. 3.19)

Location: Puiwa Place

Date of slide: December 18, 1967

Rainfall: Same as for slide #13A

Kaena stony clay

Geology: Older alluvium

~pe of slide: Slope failure due to over-steepened
cut

Correction: Re-graded and retaining wall con
structed

c. Halawa:

Slide #14: (Fig. 3.20)

Location: Honohina Street

Date v: slide: Between November 11 and 15, 1965
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Puiwa Road

I

Fig. 3.19 - Slides H13A and 138 - Polohiwa Place and piJiwa Road I Nuuanu.

Scale 1: 1440

Honohina Street

~._---l_L-~-:--..L---
Pual aa Street

Fig. 3.20 - Slide 814 - Honohina Street I Halawa.
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Rainfall: A total of 15.79 inches between
November 11 and 15. Of this amount
a total of 9.67 inches fell between
November 11 and 13; 6.12 inches fell
on the 15th. Rainfall station No.
761, Aiea Field; elevation 450'.

Soil: Kawaihapai very stony clay loam

Geology: Weathered Koolau basalt

Type of slide: Slope failure dup. to over-steepened
cut

Correction: Retaining wall constructed

Slide #15: (Fig. 3.21)

Location: Pualoa Street

Date of slide: Between November 11 and 15, 1965

Ra~nfall: Same as for Slide #14

Soil: Lahaina silty clay

Geology: Weathered Koolau basalt

Type of slide: Slope failure due to over-steepened
cut

Correction: Concrete retaining wall constructed

Slide #16: (Fig. 3.22)

Location: Pahi Street

Date of slide. Between November 11 and 15, 1965

Rainfall: As for Slide #14

Soil. Lahaina silty clay

GeologYI Weathered Koolau basalt

Type of slidel Slope failure due to over-steepened
cut

Correction: None. Slide overgrown with vegeta
tion.
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Fig". 3.21 - Slide 115 - Pualaa Street, Halawa.
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Fig. 3.22 - Slide 116 - Pahi Street, Halawa.
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Slide #17: (Fig. 3.23)

Locationl Aliipoe Drive

Date of slidel Between November 11 and 15, 1965

Rainfall: Same as for slide #14

Soil: Lahaina silty clay

Geology: Weathered Koolau basalt

Type of slide: Slope failure due to over-steepened
cut

Correction: None

Slide #18: (Fig. 3.24)

Location: Aliipoe Drive

Date of slide: Between November 11 and 15, 1965

Rainfall: Same as for slide #14

Soil: Lahaina silty clay

Geology: Weathered Koolau basalt

Type of slide: Slope failure due to over-steepened
cut

Correction: None. Area overgrown with weeds

Slide #19: (Fig. 3.25)

Location: Aliipoe Drive

Date of slide: Between November 11 and 15, 1965

Rainfall: Same as for slide #14

Soil: Lahaina silty clay

Geology: Weathered Koolau basalt

Type of Slide: Slope failure due to over-steepened
cut

Correction: A 10' high retaining wall constructed
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Fig. 3.23 - Slide #17 - Aliipoe Drive, Halawa.

Fig. 3.24 - Slide #18 - Aliipoe Drive, Halawa.
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Slide #20: (Fig. 3.26)

Location: Aumakiki Loop

Date of slide: Between November 11 and 15, 1965

Rainfall: Same as for slide #14

Soil: Manana silty clay

Geology: Weathered Koolau basalt

Type of slide: Slope failure due to over-steepened
cut

Correction: None

Slide E21: (Fig. 3.27)

Location: Aumakiki Loop

Date of slide: Be~/een November 11 and 15, 1965

Rainfall: Same as for slide #14

Lahaina silty clay. Adobe

Geology: Weathered Koolau basalt

Type of slide: Slope failure on over-steepened cut

Correction: Concrete retaining wall constructed

Slide #22: (Fig. 3.28)

Location: Aumakiki Loop

Date of slide: Between November 11 a.nd 15, 1965

Rainfall: Same as for slide #14

Soil: Lahaina silty clay

Geology: Weathered Koolau basalt

Type of slide: Slope failure due to over-steepened
cut

Correction: Tile wall constructed



Fig ~ 3 ~25 - Slide '19 - AI iipoe Drive, Halawa.

Fig. 3.26 - Slide '20 - Aumakiki loop, Halawa.
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Fig. 3.27- Slide 121 -Aumakiki loop, Halawa.
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Fig. 3.28 - Slide '22 - Aumakiki loop, Halawa.
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Slide #23: (Fig. 3.29)

Location: Hulumanu Street

Date of slide: Between November 11 and 15. 1965

Rainfall: Same as for slide #14

Soil: Manana silty clay

Geology: \'leathered Koolau basalt

Type of slide: Slope failure due to over-steepened
cut

Correction: Slope re-graded

d. Aiea:

Slide #24: (Fig. 3.30)

Location: Kaamilo Street

Date of slide: Between November 11 and 15. 1965

Rainfall: Same as for slide #14

Lahaina silty clay. Adobe

Geology: Weathered Koolau basalt

Type of slide: Slope failure due to over-steepened
cut

Correction: None. Area taken over for H-l Free
way

Slide #25: (Fig. 3.31)

Locations Iliee Street

Date of slide: Between November 11 and 15, 1965

Rainfall: Same as for slide #14

Soil:

Geology:

Lahaina silty clay. Adobe

Weathered Koolau basalt



Fig. 3.29 - Slide 1123 - Hulumanu Street, Halawa.

Kaami 10

Fig~ 3.30 - Slide '24 - Kaamilo Street, Aiea.
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Type of slides Slope failure due to over-steepened
cut

Corrections None. Overgrown with trees

Slide #26s (Fig. 3.32)

Locations Holo Street

Date of slides Between November 11 and 15. 1965

Rainfalls Same as for slide #14

Soils Lahaina silty clay. Adobe

Geologys Weathered Koolau basalt

Type of slides Slope failure due to over-steepened
cut

Corrections None. Overgrown with vegetation

Slide #27s (Fig. 3.33)

Locations Iliee Street

Date of slider Be~leen November 11 and 15, 1965

Rainfall: Same as for slide #14

Lahaina silty clay. Adobe

Geology I Weathered Koolau basalt

Type of slider Slope failure due to oversteepened
cut

Correctionl Concrete retaining wall constructed

Slide #28: (Fig. 3.34)

Locations Lauhulu Street

Date of slides Between November 11 and 15. 1965

Rainfalls Same as for slide #14

Manana silty clay. Adobe
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Fig. 3.31 - 51 ide *25 - II iee Street, Aiea.

Scale 1:1440

II i e e

Fig. 3.32 - Slide '26 - Holo Street, Aiea.

/
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Fig 3.33 - Slide 1/27 - lIiee Street, Aiea~

Scale 1: 1440

Fig. 3.34 - Slide 128 - Lauhulu Street, Aiea.
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Geology: Weathered Koolau basalt

Type of slides Slope failure due to over-steepened
cut

Correction: Planted with vegetation

B. 2. Problems after construction stages

a. KANEOHE: The slides which have occurred in this

area have been corrected and barely any trace exists.

No detailed documentation is available. Therefore

only a brief treatment is possible.

Slide #29: (Fig. 3.35)

Locations Kapunahala Street

Date of slides Between November 11 and 15. 1965

Rainfall: A total rainfall of 25.28 inches
between November 11 and 15, Contin
uou~ rainfall of not less than 3
inches a day. Rainfall station
No. 781, Kaneohe Mauka.

Soil: Lolekaa silty clay

Geologys Weathered Koolau basalt

Type of slijes Slump on the Anolani stream due to
over-steepening of slope

Corrections Stream channel lined with concrete;
banks restored and planted. No
further movement.

Slide #30, (Fig. 3.36)

Location: Anoi Road

Date of slide: Between November 11 and 15. 1965

Rainfall: Same as for slide #29
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Fig. 3.35 - Slide ff29 - Kapunahala Street, Kaneohe.

Scale 1:1440

Fig. 3.36 - Slide '30 - Anoi Road, Kaneohe.
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Soil: Lolekaa silty clay

Geology: Recent alluvium

Type of slide: Failure of over-steepened slope

Correction: Concrete retaining wall constructed.
Area overgrown with grass and trees.

Slide #34: (Fig. 3.37)

Location: Halekou street

Date of slide: Between November 11 and 15, 1965

Rainfall: A total rainfall of 21.91 inches
between November 11 and 15, contin
uous with not less than 3 inches
per day. Rainfall station, No. 838,
Kaneohe Ranch; elevation 90 feet.

Soil: Lolekaa silty clay

Geology: Weathered basalt of Honolulu vol
canic series

Type of slider Failure of over-steepened slope

Correctionr None; allowed to overgrow with
vegetation

b. KAHALUU:

Slide #31: (Fig. 3.38)

Locationr Ahuimanu Road

Date of slider Between November 11 and 15, 1965

Rainfallr Same as for slide #29

Soil: Lolekaa silty clay with decomposed
rocks

Geology: Older alluvium

Type of slider Gravity slide caused by removal of
support. The steep slope had been
excavated to build houses thereby
inducing the sliden
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Fig. 3.37 - 51 ide 634 - Halekou Street I Kaneohe.
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Fig. 3.38 - Slide 631 - Ahuimanu Road, Kahaluu.
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Corrections None. There is an ever present
danger of the rest of the slope
sliding.

Slide #32s (Fig. 3.39)

Locations uapoihala Place

Date of slides Between November 11 and 15, 1965

Rainfalls Same as for slide #29

Soils Waikane silty clay with decomposed
rocks

Geologys ~veathered Koolau basalt

Type of slides Gravity slide caused by excavation
of base of slope. This is a fairly
large slide about 3 or 4 acres in
extent. Slid material has dis
located from sliding surface.

Corrections None

Slide #33 & 33As (Fig. 3.40)

Location: Okana Place

Date of slide: Betweer. November 11 and 15, 1965

Rainfall: Same as for slide #29

Soils Alaeloa silty clay with decomposed
rocks

Geologys Weathered Koolau basalt

Type of slides Gravity slide caused by excavation
of base of slope

Corrections Grasses and vines planted. New
drain lines constru~ted to prevent
water saturating slide area.



Fig. 3.39 - 51 ide 632 - Uapoih~la Plac~, Kahaluu~'
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Fig. 3.40 - Slides 133 and 33A - Okano Place, Kahaluu.
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c. MAUNAWILII

Slide #351 (Fig. 3.41)

Locationl Puualoha street

Date of slidel Between November 11 and 15, 1965

Rainfall I A total of 18.5 inches during five
consecutive days, i.e., 11 to 15 of
November 1965. Daily rainfall not
less than 2 inches. Rainfall sta
tion, 791.3 Kailua Fire Station;
elevation, 25 feet.

Soill Hanalei stony silty clay

Geologyl Older alluvium

Type of slidel Slope failure on over-steepened cut

Correctionl Retaining wall constructed

Slide #361 (Fig. 3.42)

Locationl Lopaka Place

Date of slidel Between November 11 and 15, 1965

Rainfall: Same as for slide #35

Soill Waikane silty clay with rocks

GeologYI Older alluvium

Type of slidel Slope failure on over-steepened cut

Correctionl Slope re-graded

d. MANOA I

Slide #81 (Fig. 3.43)

Location: Lanikaula Place

Date of slidel December 19, 1967
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Fig. 3.41 - Slide '35 - Puualoha Street, Maunawili.
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Fig_ 3.42 - Slide '36 -lopaka Place, Maunawili.

Scale 1: 1440

I
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Rainfall: On December 18, 9.43 inches of rain
fall was recorded at Rainfall sta
tion #712, Manoa; elevation 210 feet.
This heavy rainfall had apparently
caused a loss of shear strength of
the soil underlying three housing
lots.

Soil: Kaena very stony clay

Geology: Older alluvium

Type of slide: Slump. At the toe of the slide,
the curb was pushed about 5 feet
making the sidewalk impassable.
Three houses were damaged in the
slide.

Correction: Curb re-graded and repaired. Dam
aged retaining walls repaired.
Movement has stopped.

Slide #9: (Fig. 3.43)

Location: Woolsey Place

This slide is related to slide #8 at Lanikaula

Place. It is located above the Lanikaula slide and

could have been triggered by the latter. Conditions

of soil and geology are the same. Woolsey Place

slide did not attain any great degree of movement

and not much damage was caused to the two properties

involved. The slide assumed equilibrium after the

initial movement. No correction was necessary.

Slide #101

Locationl

(Fig. 3.44)

Woodlawn Terrace Place

This site has presented recurrent problems in

slope stability in the form of gravity slides, from
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Fig. 3.43 - Slides #8 and 9 - Lanikaula Place and Woolsey Place, Manoa.

Scale 1:1440

Woodlawn Terrace

Fig: 3.44 - Slide 110 - Woodlawn Terrace Place, Manoa.
".
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time to time. The original ground surface was

graded in 1957 and then filled in subsequently.

The slope was fairly steep, about 50 percent at

the top of the slide area or~ approaching a slope

elevation of about 30 degrees. The first sign of

trouble was noticed in 1957 when part of the slope

began to erode. In May 1963, the first slide

occurred, followed by another in May 1964 and the

last one in November 1965 (Fig. 3.45).

The second slide was the largest with approx

imately 28,000 cubic yards of debris moving down

the slope and engulfing a section of the Woodlawn

Terrace Place. Eight individual properties were

affected and the slide extended up to the founda

tion of a house located at the upper Woodlawn

Terrace Place, leaving the house overlooking an

eerie precipice.

Rainfall. The slides which took place in 1963 and

1964 correlate poorly with rainfall according to

the records of Station #712 Manoa, which shows

little rainfall during the months the slides oc

curred--probably insufficient to cause the slides.

The 1965 slide correlates with rainfall as was the

case with a large number of slides which occurred

during that month (November) in various parts of

the island. Between 11 and 16, 1965, Manoa had
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Fig. 3.45 - Sequence of slides on Woodlawn Terrace Place, Manoa.
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recorded a rainfall of 15.08 inches, and the last

slide could have been induced by this rainfall.

During the slides, water was seen to issue from

the slope; this could have been from the broken

sewers especially in the case of the first two

slides which apparently took place during dry

months.

Since the slid area is within private property,

no attempt had been made by the State to ascertain

the causes of sliding. According to the data avail

able, it appears that the slide could have been due

to two principal causes. Unsuitable building site

and poor filling operations. With regards to the

former, the affected properties are located along

a former valley. It is possible that some of the

houses are located on valley fill. A pointer to

this situation was the erosion noted in 1957 which

could have been caused by seepage of ground water

along this valley fill emerging on the side of the

slope. Undermining of the slope could have been

initiated during a period of wet weather and could

have continued during dry weather, progressively

weakening sewer connections until they finally rup

tured and saturated the fill.

with regards to the second probable cause,

i.e., sub-standard filling operations, it is diffi-
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cult to say what precautions had been taken to pre

vent slides in the fill such as by the inclusion of

buttresses. The slope profile (Fig. 3.46) shows the

stages in the development of the present slope; but

it does not indicate what provisions have been made

to stabilize the fill. It is important that suit

able methods to stabilize fills should be incorpor

ated at the design stage, without which prcblems are

bound to develop. Figure 3.47 shows what measures

should be taken to make a fill slope stable.

e. AINA HAINA

Several slides occurred in this area including

one major slide. The smaller slides will be dealt

with first since very few data are available on

them. These slides have been corrected and no re

current problems have been experienced after correc

tion.

Slide #7.

Location.

(Fig. 3.48)

Hao Street

Date of slide. No exact date is given. The City

Engineering Division report says that the slide took

place after heavy rains during the period between

October 1954 and March 1955. The Rainfall Station

#723 Wailupe Reservoir has recorded a rainfall of

2.55 inches in October; 2.39 inches in November and

18.50 inches in December 1954. In 1955 it had
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Fig. 3.47 - A grading plan for a fill slope (F.B.leighton)
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recorded 18.63 inches in January, 9.97 inches in

February and 9.60 inches in March. The rainfall

from March 2 to 8, 1955 had been 8.20 inches. The

slide could have occurred immediately after this

last date, or within that week.

A fairly large mass of earth was involved in

the slide which affected three lots. The movement

stopped; but it was re-activated during the heavy

rainfall of November 1965. Between the 11th and

the 18th of this month a rainfall of 16.70 inches

was recorded.

Geology:

Type of slide:

Correction:

Lualualei stony clay, an expansive
clay

Recent alluvium

Slump. The toe of the slide had
moved to within 10 feet of Hao st.

None. No further movement developed.

Slide #6: (Fig. 3.49)

Location: Leighton Street

Date of slide: December 18, 1967

Rainfall: A total of 10 inches of rainfall was
recorded between December 15 and 20
that year. The slide had taken
place during that period.

Soil: Lualualei stony clay, an expansive
clay

Geology: Recent alluvium

Type of slide: Gravity slide

Correction: Retaining wall constructed



Fig. 3.48 - Slide 117 - Hao Street I Aina Haina.
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Fig. 3.49 - Slide 16 - Leighton Street I Aina Haina.
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Slides #4 & #5: (Fig. 3.50)

Location: Ahuwale and Hao Streets

Date of slide: December 16, 1965

Rainfall: 5.16 inches on December 16, which
is attributed as the cause of the
slide.

Soil: Lualualei stony clay, an expansive
clay

Geology: Recent alluvium

Type of slide: Gravity slide

Correction: Retaining wall constructed

(Fig. 3.51) Consists of three
separate slides

Location: Hind Iuka Drive, to the north of the
major slide area

Date of slide: Two slides occurred on December 16,
1965. The one at the northern end
occurred on February 3, 1971.

Rainfall: There had been very heavy periods
of rainfall in October, November
and December 1965. In October,
7.2 inches of rainfall fell in 7
days; in November, 16.70 inches in
8 days and in December, 5.20 inches
in one day. The cumulative effects
of these rainfalls would hav'e con
tributed to the final failure of the
slopes on these sites.

Soil: Lualualei stony clay, an expansive
clay

Geology: Recent alluvium

Type of slide: Slump

Correction: Slopes re-graded
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Fig. 3.50 - Slides #4 and 5 - Ahuwale Place and Ahuwale/Hao streets, Aina Heina.

Scale 1~ 1440

- \-
M 0 n a St.

H in d· luka o r i v e

Fig. 3.51 - Slide tf3 - Hind luke Drive, Aina Haina.
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Slide #2: Hind Iuka Drive (Fig. 3.52)

This is one of the two well documented slides

on Oahu not only because of the extent, but also

because of the recurrent nature of the slope stabil

ity problems experienced, the damages to property

and the subsequent litigation it led to.

Locationz The slide area is located on the

southern slope of Wailupe valley immediately above

the \1ailupe stream. The top of the slide is located

on Moana Street and the toe on Hind Iuka Drive. A

total of 32 parcels of land were involved in the

slide. The slope is about 20 percent, i.e., about

12 degrees in elevation. The soil is Lualualei stony

clay or dark magnesium clay which is highly expan

sive. This clay extends as a belt along either side

of the river valley. Geologically, the area lies

within the belt of recent alluvium which is one of

the troublesome formations on the island when dis

turbed. The mean annual rainfall of the area is less

than 40 inches.

Backgrounds This is one of the areas to which

movement started in search of residential sites to

meet the ever growing need for housing. Subdivision

of the area was approved in 1956 and the construction

of streets and utilities was completed about two

years later. The first sign of trouble was noted
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when water mains began to leak in February and March

1966. Thereafter the Board of Water Supply had to

answer frequent calls regarding interruptions to

water supply. Attempts to study the nature or the

rate of movement was not undertaken until December

1967 when the City initiated a movement survey.

In March 1968, movement accelerated and this

amounted to about 2 feet per month. By April, the

rate of movement decreased; but continued at a

slower rate until the houses became uninhabitable

a couple of years later.

Investigation: Sub-surface exploration, slide

monitoring and establishment of piezometers were the

methods employed to study the slide and the probable

causes for it. The sub-surface exploration was done

by a series of borings, 8 in number, arranged in

two rows on either side of the slide vertically

along the slope. The borings varied from about

40 feet to about 18 feet; in seven of them the top

10 to 20 feet of soil was composed mostly of clays

and gravels. In boring #3 the composition of clays

and gravels extended up to 30 feet. Below the clays

and gravels, decomposed rock was encountered (Fig.

3.53). The borings indicated that the sub-surface

material was alluvium and it had been already shown

as such on the geology map of Oahu.
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Seven of the borings were made use of to house

piezometers; but the movement of the sliding mass

sheared them or crimped them and so recordings could

not be made. However, the shearing made it possible

to locate the depth of the sliding. Along the row

of borings from #1 to #4 the shearing depths from

top to bottom of the slide were 10.5 feet; 12.5 feet;

and 24.8 "eet In the second row, #5 to #8, the

depths were 15.5 feet; 22.5 feet and 17.5 feet.

(Fig. 3.53). This indicated that the slide was

relatively shallow with an average depth of about

22 feet at the toe region and an average depth of

about 11 feet at the head region. The shear plane

had passed through layers of different materials and

hence it cannot be said that a particular type of

material was susceptible to sliding.

A study of the correlation between rainfall and

rate of movement was attempted. The records show

that it was done from May 1967 to April 1968 (Fig.

3.54). But the rates of movement did not seem to

have correlated well with the rainfall. For example,

a rainfall of over 10 inches in the third week of

December 1967 failed to produce a faster rate of

movement. Also in the second week of March ~968,

a rainfall of about 7.5 inches failed to accelerate

the movement; instead, the movement accelerated in
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the third week of April when the rainfall in the pre

ceding week was only about 2 inches. This does not

mean that the rainfall had no influence on the slid

ing; but it has been noted with respect to other

slides elsewhere that there is a time lag in the

softening of stiff clay (Terzaghi and Peck, p. 423).

Causes of the Slides In order to find the causes

of the slide and make suggestions for corrective

measures, expert advice was sought. Dr. Ralph Peck

and Mr. Stanley D. Wilson, soil engineers, were in

vited to make a study and make recommendations. In

their report (1968) the causes of the slide were

attributed tOI

1. Inherent instability of Oahu slopes where topog

raphic and sub-surface conditions are unfavorable.

These slopes are considered to be in a slow down

slope movement known as creep. Any slope alter

ation accelerates this creep.

2. Localization of stress concentrations by cuts,

fills, retaining walls, foundations and other

structures leading to cracking and disruption of

the moving mass thereby permitting water to in

filtrate.

3. Installation of utilities such as water mains

which may break by the creep action and as a re

sult supply water to the mass to accelerate move-
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mente Breakages in other facilities such as

storm drains and sewers may add more water and

the slide begins to spread.

Recommendations for Stabilization: The following

were the recommendations of Peck and Wilson to sta

bilize the slide,

1. To continue the observations correlating slide

movement with rainfall.

2. To prevent all possible water from entering the

slide mass.

3. To establish all water and sewer lines on the

surface.

4. To collect run-off from roofs of houses in gut

ters and downspouts and incorporate it in a sur

face drainage system emptying into the Wailupe

stream.

5. To continue filling cracks which appear on prop··

erties as had been done up to that time.

6. To replace the pervious backfill in utility

trenches with impervious fill.

7. To flatten surfaces held up by retaining walls

where feasible.

Comprehensive study: Peck and Wilson also empha

sized the need for a comprehensive study in the

following areas,
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1. A land use study from the point of view of slope

stability for classifying sites according to

their degree of suitability for development.

2. A study of geologic factors influencing slope

stability.

3. A study of climatic factors as they influence

slope stability.

4. A study of soil creep and its variations accord

ing to location, degree of slope, season, and

its rate of movement in the natural state.

5. A study of the increment of creep when slopes

are developed.

6. A study of slope grading limitations.

7. A study leading to the design and construction

of utilities which would not aggravate a sliding

situation; resist breakage; prevent leakage of

water into critical areas; facilitate inspection

and repair; remove roof drainage and other drain

age away from critical areas.

8. A study to determine the feasibility of removing

overhead wiring.

9. A study to redesign and increase the structural

integrity of homes so that they could withstand

tensional stresses because slow movement of the

slopes is anticipated.
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Post-slide Aina Haina: Attempts to stabilize the

Hind Iuka (Aina Haina) slide ended in failure and

some of the houses and their adjuncts became so dis

torted, cracked and upheaved that living in them

became impossible. The City decided to purchase the

properties and so in 1971 it spent $400,000 to pur

chase 12 lots which were badly affected by the slide.

More claims were instituted against the City and

they are pending. At the present time very few signs

of the slide remain. Most of the buildings are no

more; the upheaved roads have been re-graded and

jungle has encroached on the area where once a snug

community lived.

f. PALOLO:

Slide #1: Waiomao (Fig. 3.55)

This is the most celebrated landslide on Oahu

and it was the first of its kind. It received a

great deal of attention from experts here and abroad

and the monitoring of the slide extended through

several years. It baffled those who tried to find

a cause for it and defied all attempts to stabilize

it. The mechanics of initiation and sustenance of

the slide did not fit in with many of the known

sliding mechanisms and so it took its natural course

until the offending human element was m01red from its

precincts.
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Fig. 3.55 - Slide #1 - Waiomao road, Palolo Valley.
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Location and Extent: Waiomao slide is located on

the southern slope of Palolo valley immediately

above the Waiomao stream and below an old quarry.

The slide intersects three parallel streets: Kuahea,

'~aiomao and Kipana. The head of the slide is at

Kuahea and its toe at Kipana. The affected area

comprises 39 parcels of land. The area falls within

the belt of older alluvium which is found on either

side of the Waiomao stream up to a height of about

400 feet. Older alluvium, as was shown earlier, is

a geological formation which presents stability

problems when modified by human action.

The area lies within the zone having a mean

annual rainfall of 40 to 50 inches and within a soil

belt comprising Lualualei stony clay or dark mag

nesium clay, which is an expansive soil. The slope

averages 20 percent or about 12 degrees in elevation.

Background: Waiomao subdivision was completed

towards the end of 1952 and in March 1954, the first

signs of slope instability appeared. The utility

lines to suffer very early in the resulting movement

were the water mains, and during that year 12 distress

calls were sent out to the Board of Water Supply.

The calls increased to 116 in 1956 and thereafter up

to 1966 the calls numbered at least 20 per year.

Between 1954 and the end of 1966 a total of 517 dis-
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tress calls were received by the Board of Water

Supply (Mr. Kagamida, Chief Engineer, Board of Water

Supply--personal communication).

The rate of sliding was noted to increase with

an increase in precipitation as was the case in

November 1954 when 8.90 inches were recorded on two

consecutive days, i.e., the 28th and the 29th of

that month. In February 1955, it became necessary

to disconnect an 8 inch water main in Kuahea Street.

Incessant calls during the following years, as men

tioned above, made it necessary for all the mains to

be located above ground.

Water entering the slide from an old quarry

located above the slide area was considered a possi

bility and action was initiated early 1957 to divert

this water. In November that year a continuous sys

tem of monitoring of the slide was instituted; this

included plotting the movement of the slide in

tion to rainfall incidence. This was discontinued

after September 1959. The results are shown in

Figure 3.56, and it was seen that there was a marked

correlation between rainfall and slide movement.

Investigation: Subsurface investigation was

attempted by borings, establishment of tilt meters

and piezometers. Six borings were made along

Waiomao road starting from station A on the southern
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end of the slide to station 9+30 closer to the north-

ern end of the slide. The borings varied between

35 feet and 150 feet in depth. They showed that the

subsurface consists of a heterogenous mixture of

clays, gravels and boulders lying in varying thick

nesses in the different bore-holes. In the first

two borings continuous rock was encountered at a

depth of about 25 feet and 60 feet. The third bor-

ing extended a little over 100 feet: but no contin

uous rock was encountered. In the boring #4, the

depth reached was 150 feet; but up to 145 feet there

was only the heterogenous material (Fig. 3.57).

~lO tilt meters were installed to measure the

rate of sliding and readings were taken from August

13 to September 29 of 1959. In addition to record-

ing the rate of movement, it was possible to ascer

tain the depth of the sliding plane from these

meters. This depth was found to be about 27 feet

at station 8+09 and about 55 feet at station 9+09

(Fig. 3.58 and 3.59). Combined with the observations

of the position of the scarp at the head of the

slide, the position of the bulge at the toe amd the

level at which some piezometers became bent, the

maximum depth of the sliding plane was estimated to

be about 60 feet. However, there was no evidence to

show that the sliding plane coincided with any par

ticular weak layer.
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A number of piezometers were installed to ob

serve the subsurface moisture conditions. Gener-

ally, the piezometers at the upper and lower parts

of the slide showed low levels while those in the

middle portion maintained higher levels. Average

conditions of the piezometer levels observed are

shown in Figure 3.60. Piezometers show the level

of free water within a soil mass and this level

would display a uniform slope where seepage is tak

ing place through the mass. In the case of the

Waiomao slide, some piezometers showed a rapid fluc

tuation with changing conditions of rainfall while

others remained constant irrespective of the varia

tions of rainfall. This was an indication that the

mass as a whole was impervious except for pockets of

pervious material where piezometric levels were

higher.

Another interesting aspect of the subsurface

conditions was supplied by the borings made to house

the tilt meters. The tilt meter tubes extended to

the bed-rock and they were open only at their lower

ends. They remained dry for considerable periods

which was an indication that the free water surface

of the basalt was below the bed-rock surface. How-

ever, when these tubes were sheared off, the water

levels in them rose to comparable levels in the
piezometers.
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In an attempt to drain the slide, perforated

pipes were sunk up to the basalt. These failed to

drain the slide even though nearby piezometers indi

cated a presence of water. Yet another interesting

observation in connection with these pipes was that

the water in them remained 70 to 90 feet below the

surface of the slide.

Causes of the slide: In February 1958, Dr. Ralph

Peck, an expert in soil engineering, was invited by

the City to study the slide and make recommendations

for its stabilization. In interpreting the fore

going data, he came to the conclusion that the slide

was caused by:

1. the reduction of effective frictional resistance

of the soil near the sliding surface because of

high pore pressure.

2. the increase of the weight of the overlying soil

because of trapped water above the surface of

sliding.

Dr. Peck was of the opinion that the sliding

surface had created a "smear zone" below which water

did not percolate and hence the inability of the

slide to drain. He was also of the opinion that the

slide consisted of pervious pockets separated by im

pervious soil which prevented the water from draining

into the perforated vertical pipes which were in-
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tended to drain the water into the permeable bed

rock (Peck, 1959, pp. 7 - 10).

Attempts at Stabilization. During the two years,

September 1957 to September 1959 that the slide

movement was recorded, it was seen that the movement

was in the order .01 to .02 foot per day, but in

creased during periods of heavier rainfall (Fig.

3.56). This relationship between slide movement

and rainfall led to the conclusion that in order

to stabilize the slide, water from the sliding mass

should be removed. As mentioned earlier, the bore

holes made to install tilt meters reached the bed

rock and it was found that the free water surface

was below the bed-rock surface. Therefore it was

assumed that the water in the sliding mass could be

drained through the porous bed-rock. Vertical drains

consisting of perforated pipes were installed in the

central part of the slide where the highest piezom

eter levels were recorded, but the nearby piezometers

showed no change in levels, which meant that no

drainage was taking place.

Various methods of draining the slide were dis

cussed and were given up either because they were

uneconomic or were unsuitable for this particUlar

slide. Finally, it was proposed to ~onstruct a

drainage trench about 30 feet deep along the Waiomao
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road which had the highest piezometer levels and

Dr. Peck was optimistic that such a trench would cut

through pockets of permeable soil and help to drain

the slide. However, Dr. Peck expressed the opinion

that he was in no positionmguarantee stability of

the slide by any method known to him.

Post-slide Waiomao: From the time the first

movement was noticed in the Waiomao slide in 1954,

investigations and attempts at stabilization went on

till 1970, at which date attempts to stabilize the

slide were given up. In the meantime claims and

litigation against the City by the property owners

began to accumulate. Finally, it was decided to

compensate the home owners and accordingly, a sum

of $600,000 was allocated in 1970 to acquire the

affected property from the owners. Most of the

slide area was vacated and now it has reverted to

jungle.

Waiomao and Hind Iuka Slides in Retrospect I

Both Waiomao and Hind Iuka slides had certain

features in common, such as:

1. Both occurred on alluvium--Waiomao on older alluv

ium mostly and Hind Iuka on recent alluvium.

Both types of a12~vium consisted of clay, boulders

and gravel; the older alluvium containing a

greater quantity of boulders.
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2. In both, the subsurface materials did not conform

to any orderly bedding pattern; instead the mater

ials were a heterogenous mixture randomly ar

ranged.

3. Both had no discernible planes of weakness along

which the planes of rupture could have been ex

pected to pass; instead the planes had passed

through the mixture of clay, boulders and gravel.

4. In both, the slope averaged about 20 percent or

about 12 degrees in elevation and both were sit

uated very close to streams.

5. The common type of soil found in both areas was

the Lualualei stony clay or a dark magnesium soil

which is highly expansive.

6. Both defied attempts at stabilization and there

fore the City had to acquire the distressed prop

erties. In addition to the cost of acquisition,

the cost of expert consultation and attempts at

stabilization amounted to a tidy sum for the City

and the loss to the home owners was also consid

erable.

Some of the salient factors which surfaced dur

ing the Waiomao investigation some of which could

also apply to the Hind Iuka slide weres

1. There was no underground seepage from the quarry

as suspected to cause sliding. This was indicated
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by the piezometer levels. The piezometers located

towards the head end and the toe end of the slide

registered levels below the sliding plane. Also

the bore-holes made to house the tilt meters ex

tended to the bed-rock; but they remained dry over

long periods (Peck, 1959). If seepage did occur

from the quarry through the rock, water would have

risen in these.

2. There was no uniform saturation of the sliding

mass even after rainfall. This was indicated by

the absence of uniform piezometric levels and by

the fact that some piezometric levels remained

constant while others changed with the changing

rainfall pattern.

3. There was no flowage through the mass. This was

indicated when the piezometer levels remained

constant even when the perforated vertical drain

age pipes were installed nearby.

4. The above factors point to the fact that the

slide materials are impervious except for a few

pockets of pervious materials. Also they indicate

that water in the soil was derived from the sur

face and not from subsurface seepage.

When considering the differences of the two

slides, the following aspects could be inferred from

the data:
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1. Waiomao slide was deeper than Hind Iuka; the slip

planes at the deepest points were about 60 feet

and 25 feet respectively.

2. Waiomao slide occurred approximately two years

after development of the subdivision whereas Hind

Iuka slide occurred approximately 10 years after

ward.

3· There was a good correlation between rainfall and

sliding movement at Waiomao; but at Hind Iuka it

was not so.

4. The Hind Iuka surface was much more distorted and

ruptured than Waiomao slide surface.

Waiomao and Hind Iuka slides cost the City a

total of $1,165,000 up to 1970 (Table 3.2). Loss to

the home owners could be equally impressive. The

point to ponder is whether safeguards will be taken

to prevent such landslides in the future. To answer

that question it should be considered whether the

causes and the mechanics of the two landslides have

been fully understood. According to Dr. Peck, the

Waiomao slide did not coincide with or was not caused

by the work associated with the subdivision. He be

lieves that the slope could have been SUbject to a

slow creep even before the subdivision (Peck, 1959,

p. 11). This and other general statements regarding

the causes of sliding in both Waiomao and Hind Iuka,
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Table 3.2

Waiomao and Aina Haina Landslides - Expenditures

1. Waiomao Slide Area.

a. State aid ••••••••••••••••••••• $ 150,000

b. Restoration of public facil-
ities, roadways, etc. •••••••• 15,000

c. Appraisal ~nd acquisition of
land of slide area •••••••••• 600,000

2. Aina Haina Slide Area.

a. Appraisal and acquisition of
land of slide area ••••••••••• 400,000

Total $1,165,000

(Adapted from the report of Chief Engineer, Con
struction Section, September 11, 1970)

lead one to believe that the investigators have not

grasped some of the most significant factors caus

ing these slides and therefore they are not able to

sound a warning regarding the development of such

slopes in the future. As a result more slopes of

similar soil and geological complexes are being

developed in other Valley slopes, and in time, sim

ilar slope problems will arise.

Causes of Slidir~. All the evidence collected by

subsurface investigations, piezometric observations,

along with the soil and geological characteristics

and the surface rupture characteristics of the areas
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point to a cause of sliding as expansive clays.

Both Waiomao and Hind Iuka, as was pointed out,

contain dark magnesium clays belonging to the

Lualualei series. These are montmorillonitic clays;

stiffness and fissuring are Characteristic. Slope

failures in these clays are by structural breakdown

or weakening. This occurs when water gets in

through the fissures and causes softening and ex

pansion during wet spells and shrinking and crack

ing during dry spells. Weakening or breakdown of

the clay structure proceeds deeper with the passage

of time until a depth is reached where shear stress

exceeds the soil strength and a rupture plane forms

at this depth. Therefore the weak and saturated

zone of the clay is abOve this plane; below this

plane the soil is of high shear strength.

In studies conducted into failure in over

consolidated plastic clays, Bjerrum (1967, p. 26)

found that the slip plane was not pre-existing; but

was a product of local failures due to internal

stresses set in motion by the laterally expanding

clay at depth. In the expansive clays, a similar

mechanism should be operating in the production of

the slip plane.

In the case of the Hind Iuka slide it has been

pointed out by some, that it took 10 years for the
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slope to develop stability problems and therefore it

could not be due to slope modification. It has been

recorded that slope failures in certain stiff

fissured clays have taken place 80 years after ex

cavation of the slope (Terzaghi and Peck, 1968,p.424).

In this connection Terzaghi and Peck reported, "Al

most every stiff clay is weakened by a network of

hair cracks or slickensides. If the surface of

weakness subdivides the clay into small fragments

1 inch or less in size, a slope may become unstable

during construction or shortly thereafter. On the

other hand, if the spacing of the joints is greater,

failure may not occur until many years after the cut

is made."

In the Hind Iuka slide it was clearly seen that

the greatest distress in the form of upheaving,

buckling and cracking was on covered surfaces such

as pavements, roads and garage floors. These could

be due more to the expansive forces of the clay than

to the buckling caused by slippage of the sliding

mass; the reason being, the extent of slippage did

not appear to be in conformity with the extent of

buckling in the mass.

Expansive clays as the cause of sliding in both

Waiomao and Hind Iuka could be suspected because of

the failure in the attempts at stabilization of the
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slides. Much of the stabilization effort was dir

ected to draining of the unstable masses. Expansive

clays cannot be drained because they are impervious.

If during the investigations, expansive clays were

suspected as creating the stability problem, attempts

to drain the slides would have been realized as

futile. In Chapter 2, the nature and damage poten

tial of expansive clays were discussed and it be

comes imperative that such clays should be recog

nized before building operations are instituted

because very little can be done for correction after

stability problems develop.

Expansive clay slopes in the natural state are

stabilized by vegetation. Vegetation not only helps

to bind the soil together but also helps to dry out

the soil when water seeps through cracks. In this

way, shrink and swell of the clays are held at a

minimum and the natural slope creep is also held at

a minimum. During subdivision operations, when

vegetation is removed and slope dressing is accom

plished, structural changes in the soil begin to

ta]ce place much more rapidly than under natural con

ditions. If building operations are completed with

out taking necessary precautions to counteract ex

pansive clay behavior, slope stability problems

would only be a matter of time.
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Precautions: When expansive clays are covered

with concrete slabs, asphalt or other material, mois

ture evaporation is impeded and this moisture creates

expansive forces disrupting the covering material.

However, under optimum moisture conditions in the

clays, covering with slabs does not appear to cause

much distress; but when dry soils are covered with

slabs, hydrogenesis under the slabs cause the soils

to swell and rupture the slabs (Jones, 1972, p.16).

Therefore it is very necessary that construction on

expansive clays should be attempted during times

when optimum conditions of moisture in the clays

are prevailing. other precautions that may be

necessary when building on expansive clays will also

have to be observed to minimize possible stability

problems that may arise in the future. For build

ings which are already constructed on sites having

expansive soil problems, adequate provision for

removal of drainage from roofs and pavements should

be made to prevent as much water as is possible from

soaking into the expansive soils.

Most of the landslides which were discussed in

this chapter occurred on private property and as

such the state's policy does not provide for inves

tigation into the causes by which the sites could be

re-evaluated. By convention, the state may wish to
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draw strict boundary lines between private and pUblic

property; but a moving earth mass may start on a

private property and end up on a pUblic road as was

the case of the Woodlawn Ter.race slide or Hao street

slide in Manoa. The clearing of debris from the

roads becomes the State's responsibility and that

involves expenditure. One important aspect that

should be considered is that since the State is a

regulatory agency, it should be in a position to

revise grading requirements and introduce new guide

lines on the basis of slope stability problems

developing on sites to which approval was given.

Such action by the State will not be possible if

these problems are not investigated and a re-evalu

ation of the problem sites is not attempted.

A case in point is the Hind Iuka site, the

subdivision of which was approved two years after

stability problems developed on the Waiomao site.

As pointed out earlier, these two sites have many

similar features in soil, slope and geology among

other things. Past experience should provide better

guidelines for the future; otherwise repetition of

the same mistakes cannot be avoided. It was dis

cussed in Chapter 2 how the revision of the Grading

Ordinance in California resulted in fewer slope

stability problems; a similar action will be nec-
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essary even here if a recurrence of slope stability

problems is to be prevented in the future.
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CMP~R IV

A SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM

An Empirical Model in Slope Stability.

In the foregoing chapter an attempt was made to list

all known sites which developed problems in slope stability

during various stages in slope modification activities. It

was found that certain soil types, certain geological forma

tions and rainfall periods were responsible for causing

these problems when the constant factor of human interven

tion was applied. Incorporating these causative factors,

it was considered feasible to develop an empirical model

capable of predicting slope stability. To develop the model

the causative factors had to be isolated and analyzed accord

ing to their contribution in causing stability problems.

These causative factors could be stated as follows.

1. Slope

2. Soil

3. Geology

4. Rainfall

1. Slope. An inclined surface or a slope is necessary for

stability problems to occur. Materials on a slope are

sUbjected to gravitational stresses unlike those on a

horizontal surface. Steeper the slope angle, the greater

will be the gravitational stress. Unconsolidated mater

ials have different maxima at which they can maintain
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slope angles by virtue of the frictional resistance of

the materials; beyond these maxima, the slopes have to

yield to gravitational stresses. When materials have

cohesion, the slope angles they can maintain are in

creased. Even in cohesive materials, the maximum slope

angles they can maintain are limited by the height of

the slopes and the nature of stresses imposed on the

materials. The stress and strength ~elationships of

the slope forming materials were discussed in Chapter 1.

2. Soil. Processes of rock weathering produce soils and

a number of factors are involved in soil formation.

They are. climate, parent material, topography, biolog

ical activity and time. Since these vary from place to

place, the types of soil that could form are many; but

all soils are not equally prone to stability problems.

Clay, silt and sand in varying proportions comprise soil'

but larger fragments such as pebbles, cobbles or unweath

ered rock fragments are often found in soil. All these

determine soil strength. physical properties such as

structure and density, mineralogical properties, measur

able properties such as plasticity index, natural moisture

content and temperature range also contribute to soil

strength.

Soil strength is made up of two parameters--cohesion

and friction, as shown by the equation S = c + p tan p,
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where "S" is the shear strength, "c" and"p'" are cohesion

and friction parameters respectively, "pH is the total

pressure. The cohesion and the friction parameters of

a soil are measurable when a soil sample is subjected

to a strength test by a number of methods available,

the mo~t used being the triaxial method.

Cohesive strength is achieved by intergranular bonds

developed either chemically or electrically and is the

most important parameter in clay soils. Frictional

strength is achieved by grain to grain contact and is

a specially important parameter in granular soils. When

a soil sample is SUbjected to stress increments until it

fails, its degree of cohesion and frictional resistance

can be measured. If a number of tests are run on a

single type of soil a Mohr rupture envelope can be drawn

from which the "c" and"p'" can be easily obtained.

The angle of internal friction or H~" angle is an

important measure of the soil strength. When the soil

strength is high, the soil can stand high stress values,

in other words, it can stand higher loads. Therefore

knowing the angle of internal friction of soils which

are to be built upon becomes an important aspect of soil

investigation.

The angle of internal friction is not a constant

quantity in any soil. It can vary wi th the type and

mineral content and the water content in soils. In clays,
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the angle of internal friction decreases with an increase

in the plasticity index (Fig. 4.1). When clay becomes

saturated, the angle of internal friction becomes zero,

and strength calculations are made on this basis (Fig.4.2).

The landslides in Waiomao and Aina Haina which became the

costliest slides on Oahu were caused by Lualualei clay,

which loses its shear strength very rapidly with the in

crease in moisture content. This is particularly so in

the case of uncompacted Lualualei clays where a reduction

of tension below 2.82 x 104 produces a rapid loss in

shear strength and with further increase in moisture

content, the angle of internal friction becomes zero

(Fig. 4.3). On the other hand, compacted Lualualei clays

show a gradual decrease in shear strength with increase

in moisture content (Fig. 4.4).

For the compacted Wahiawa and Molokai soils Briones

(1969) found that the average shear strengths exist at

about 35 percent moisture content in the Wahiawa soils

and at about 25 percent moisture content in the Molokai

soils (Fig. 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7). Increase in moisture

content beyond these resulted in the rapid lowering of

the angle of internal friction leading to a loss of shear

strength.

The rheological properties of soils are also valu

able in determining soil strength. These as well as

values on the angle of internal friction of some soils
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are available for specific locations. Since the predic

tive model envisaged is more broadly based, a broader

soils classification was considered more suitable for

the purpose. Therefore it was decided to use the Unified

soils classification in the model.

It had been found that the Hawaiian soils differ

when fitted to the Unified system which had been designed

for soil conditions in the temperate zone (Sato, 1971,

p. 34). Therefore a modified Unified classification

system as suggested by Sato was adopted for the model.

This will be discussed subsequently.

Shrink-swell potential in soils has been found to

be a critical factor in slope stability and this was

discussed in the foregoing chapters. Clays with Mont

morillonite exhibit a high shrink-swell potential and

they have a characteristic black color. In Hawaii these

are seen to occur in a close relationship with the red

soils which are Kaolinitic and which have a low shrink

swell potential. The red and black soils are seen to

occur together, the red soils at higher elevations and

i~ higher rainfall areas whereas black soils are at

lower elevations and in relatively low rainfall areas.

However, it has been found that rainfall alone is not

the deciding factor for the difference in development

of these soils. A longer period of weathering and poor

drainage conditions were also found to be responsible
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for the development of black soils in close proximity to

the more weathered and better drained red soils (Uehara

cmd Sherman, 1956, p.l?) (Fig. L~.8).

The costliest slope stability problems have occurred

on the black expansive soils. Therefore this aspect of

the soils was also included in the model as a variable

in soils.

For problems to occur on soil covered slopes, a

minimum thickness of soil should be present. The thicker

the soil, the greater will be the shear stress imposed by

gravity. On a slope, the shear stress increases with

soil depth and when a depth is reached where the soil

strength is lesser than the shear stress imposed, the

slope ruptures, setting off a mass-movement such as a

landslide. Soils with high shear strengths need a

greater depth to develop a rupture plane and therefore

the resulting mass-movements are massive. Conversely,

soils with high shear. strengths and shallow soil covers

are stable and are not prone to mass-movements.

Therefore soil depth, i.e., depth to bedrock was

also included in the model as one of the soil variables.

Based on the various properties of soils as discussed

in the foregoing paragraphs, the following variables were

considered for inclusion in the model.

a. Soil thickness or depth to bedrock
b. Modified Unified classification
c. Shrink-swell potential.
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3. Geology, The importanee of Geology in the stability of

slopes was discussed in the foregoing chapters, both for

natural and man-made slopes. Geology provides informa

tion on the nature of the subsurface formations, their

attitudes if they are bedded sedimentaries, and their

inherent physical and chemical characteristics. Also

the tectonic or depositional history play an important

part in slope stability as were demonstrated in many

slides which occurred in California and discussed in

Chapter 2.

There are no complicated structural patterns in

Oahu in folded and faulted strata; but it was shown

that geological formations comprising the older and

the ~ecent alluvial deposits have caused the largest

number of problems on Oahu so far. Identification of

these and exercising necessary precautions may help to

reduce stability problems if construction is contem

plated on these formations. Therefore, Geology was

also considered an essential variable in the empirical

model.

4. Rainfall I Slopes are more prone to stability problems

when the slope materials are saturated. Water in the

soil in some form is a necessary ingredient for mass

movements and this water is mainly supplied by rainfall.

Mass-movements and rainfall have a very close relationship

in any part of the world. In Oahu, an exceptionally wet
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month in 1965, i.e., November, gave rise to a spate of

minor landslides as well as to some major ones (Table 4.7).

These were documented in Chapter 3.

A reference to Table 4.4 also shows that out of the

23 sites where sliding occurred, 14 sites had sliding

during this month. This was due to a storm which drenched

the whole of Oahu between November 11 and 15. According

to the Weather Bureau the storm was due to a complex com

bination of atmospheric perturbations produced by the

intrusion of high level systems to the earth's surface

and the consequent production of a closed system on the

surface.

An excerpt from a report of the Weather Analysis

Branch of the Weather Bureau, Honolulu regarding the

weather situation of November 12, 1965 is as follows.

" •••• Twenty four hours later (November 12) the surface

analysis in the Hawaiian area had become quite complicated,

with the main trough, if we can label either as main,

lying across Maui and oriented NNE - SSW. A second per

turbation lay between Kauai and French Frigate Shoals.

The low, east of Midway had become incorporated into the

lower, more intense system some two thirds of the way

between Hawaii and Seattle. Weather events on Oahu,

coupled with a single observation to the south, implied

formation of a closed circulation to the south of Oahu."
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Map 4.1 shows the normal rainfall experienced during

November 11 to 15 on the island of Oahu and Map 4.2 shows

the rainfall experienced during November 11 to 15 in 1965.

An examination of the two maps shows that the total rain

fall experienced during the period in November 1965 is

several times greater than the normal rainfall experienced

during a comparable period in any other year. Even though

the total rainfall for November 1965 set new highs for

many rainfall stations. the 24-hour totals received be

tween November 11 and 15 failed to set new records

(Weather analysis report. Honolulu We.ather Bureau).

As a result of the rainfall being spread over a number

of days, run-off was lowered and infiltration was in

creased probably triggering off the landslides.

Table 4.1 lists the landslides which occurred on

November 15. 1965 and the discharge recorded on November

14 of the streams situated close to each site. Discharge

events greater than that of November 14. 1965 are also

included for comparison.

From Table 4.1, it can be seen that higher dis

charges in the early part of 1965 in some streams have

no correlation with l~!dsliding in the respective sites

situated close to each of them. One inference is that

the rainfall intensities in the early part of 1965 had

been higher producing more run off than was the case in

November 1965. This bears out the earlier statement that
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Table 4.1

Slide Sites and Stream Discharges of November 1965
and Higher Discharges Recorded on Other Dates

Discharge Higher
Closest Nov.14, Discharges(cfs)

Slide Site stream 1965(cfsl and Dates

#3 Aina Haina Wailupe 1370 2170 on 3=5~58

1470 on 2-4-65
3600 on 12-18-67

#10 & 11 Manoa Manoa 1290 3090 on 1-16-21
(East) 2010 on 4-11-30

1610 on 11-17-48
1400 on 12-30-60
2540 on 2-4-65

#12 Nuuanu Nuuanu 2290 6990 on 1-16-21
2650 on 1-19-23
4870 on 11-18-30
2370 on 2-13-32
2610 on 2-27-35
2770 on 5-13-60

#29 & 30 Kaneohe Kamooalii 5180 6610 on 10-23-58
#34 6200 on 2-4-65

#31 & 33 Kahaluu Ahuimanu 2630 3000 on 4-15-63
6610 on 5-2-65

#32 Kahaluu Kahaluu 110 449 on 9-27-37
224 on 4-9-38
268 on 2-28-39
193 on 11-8-39
164 on 11-12-40
263 on 1-13-43
128 on 1-27-48
257 on 10-23-58
129 on 4-16-60
477 on 4-15-63
161 on 10-4-63

1730 on 2-4-65
132 on 8-9-67
130 on 3-13-68

#35 & 36 Maunawili Maunawili 4100 9690 on 2-4-65
#37 & 38 Kailua Maunawili 5400 on 12-18-67

(Stream discharge figures from; Lee and Fowler, 1968)
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the November 11 to 15 rainfall being spread out over a

longer period and causing more infiltration than a high

intensity rainfall.

Only two other slides appear to coincide with flood

situations. They are slides #9 and #13 at Aina Haina.

date of sliding recorded as December 16, 1967. The clos

est stream is wailupe and the flood recorded on December

18 is 3600 cfs. This flood was after the slide.

An attempt was made to correlate rainfall with run

off using data obtained from rainfall recording stations

and flood gaging stations situated close to a particular

sliding site. It was found that the rainfall records

from such stations do not tally with the flood records.

For example,

Slide site R.F.Station R.F. and date
Flood record

and date

on 3-5-58
on 2-4-65
on 11-14-65
on 12-18-67

2170
1470
1370
3600

Stream)

723 Wailupe 19.50" 3-6-58
3.59" 2-4-65

No record
No record

(Gaging Station. Wailupe

Aina Haina

Seven hv.ndred and twenty three Wailupe is the only
rainfall recording station for the area.

It was also found difficult to correlate sliding of

a site with the data from the rainfall recording station

for the area. For example, the first slide which took

place in site #10 Woodlawn Terrace Place was in May 1963.

The only heavy rainfall recorded for that month at Rain-
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fall Station 712 Manoa was 2.14 inches on May 14. The

second slide occurred in May 1964. The heaviest rainfall

for this month was 2.22 inches totaled over three consec

utive days - 21st to the 23rd. The rainfall in both

months of 1963 and 1964 triggering the slides could have

been heavier on the slide site even though it was not

reflected on the Rainfall Station records.

Other landslides which have occurred on Oahu and

were discussed in Chapter 3 have also taken place during

or immediately after rainfalls. Therefore the inclusion

of rainfall as a variable in the empirical model was

considered indispensable.

5. Proximity to streams or the Sea. Stream erosion and sea

erosion undermine slopes by removing toe support. This

is a natural phenomenon and it was so indicated in

Chapter 1. However, when man modifies slopes with slope

excavation and slope dressing, greater infiltration of

water into the subsoil occurs, and since vegetation is

removed, the natural method of soil dessication by trans

piration is absent. In such a situation, the stresses

placed on a slope increase and the slope yields to the

undercutting by streams or the sea much more readily than

it would have under natural conditions.

In Oahu, the problem slopes which are situated very

close to streams are Waiomao and Hind Iuka. There is no

indication that the streams have a direct bearing on the
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slides themselves; but it is possible that the streams

have an influence on the suspected creep of slope mater

ials because of erosion at the toe regions. Therefore,

the proximity to streams or the sea is also used in the

empirical model on a trial basis. This will be evaluated

in the regressional analysis to follow.

Seismicity. The Hawaiian islands are situated in a seis

mically active zone. As such it should be examined as

to whether the slides which have occurred so far on

developed sites on Oahu have been triggered by earth

quakes. After an assessment of numerous earthquakes

which have been recorded over a period of over 100 years,

Furumoto, et al., (1973) have proposed the seismic prob

ability zones shown on Map 4.3 which indicates that Oahu

falls into zone 2 where moderate damage from earthquakes

is possible.

Besides two earthquakes in 1868 and 1871 which had

caused major damage on Oa.hu, two other earthquakes which

caused minor damage to Honolulu occurred in 1938 and 1948

Furumoto, et al., 1973, p.27). These occurred long be

fore the landslides which are studied in this work oc

curred on Oahu. Of the 23 studied landslides, the earli

est to occur was in November 1954 and the latest was in

December 1967.

Table 4.2 shows the earthquakes recorded between

November 1954 and December 1967. A comparison of this
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table with Table 4.4 shows that months of seismic activ

ity and landsliding coincide only on the following dates.

December 1965 and March 1966

Slides #4 and 5 at Aina Haina had occurred on Decem

ber 16, 1965; but the earthquake was recorded on December

26, 1965.

Initial sliding was noted on landslide #2 at Aina

Haina in March 1966--actual date is not known. For that

month, the rainfall recorded at Station 170 (former 723)

Wailupe was only 0.46 inches. Therefore the sliding

cannot be attributed to rainfall if rainfall conditions

were similar on the slid site too. On March 14, 1966

an earthquake had occurred in the general area of the

island of Hawaii with an intensity of 4.1 (Table 4.2).

Whether this quake triggered the slide is not known.

In this context, it could be pointed out that all the

other landslides occurred in association with rainfalls.

Again, it could be pointed out with reference to Table

4.2 that there have been earthquakes of greater inten

sities; but which did not coincide with any of the other

cases of sliding.

Therefore it could be inferred that there is a very

slight relationship, if any, between seismic activity and

the studied cases of landsliding. However, this is not

to exclude earthquakes as a potential cause of sliding,

especially on the Island of Hawaii.



Table 4.2
Earthquakes in Hawaii Recorded Between November 1954 and December 1967

~U' date t.s.- lat1tUlSe l0llS1tude U6111tUlSe focal reuru ret.
4eptb

1~ ICU'ch 30 16-t.o-o3 1902 • 155 V 6 Poreabook; Ul3(X)S 8.B.

19~ Marcia 30 18-Jt1-5't 19.2 • 150 V 61/2 ICE coset or Baval1. Felt USCXlS 8.11.
111 B110, ainor 4amaae.

1951t J'Ia17 3 21-52-33 20·5. 155.' V Actually 25 ai. north or lISSA 1951-
Havail, but telt at Bll0. 44, p. 619

I!»' 1.pr111 1It-~'23 19.' • 155 V J'elt at Bll0 and. oa tbe 1ISSA 1955
K.ooa couto !2, p. 252

1955 q.T 1T-11-32 20., • 155.' V Occurred Il or Bovail Ia- lISSA 1955
laud, but relt on a_vail ~ p. 341
and. Maul.

1955 &us. 1~ 12-27-58 19·' • 155.' V 811ebt. duqe aOllth ot !SSA 1955
111auea crater. ~, p. 342

1955 M. 2f 02-55-110 20. 155.' V ISSA 1956
~ p. 11

1956 Oc~. 16 1O~3 201 151 V USOOS 8.B.

1951 3... T 12-5't-15 ,., ahallOll 1 Jaa I ot An1peah1. HV01
J95l ~~ 00-53-59 ,., 15b 8 Jaa S\I ot Va1k.11. !VOl

1m ~26 Ol-~30 '.6 30 b v ot 1&v1. BYO!

19ST AlIs. 10 ~~J""3 23-1t8 155-28 '02 lOb 45 ba B or Baoa, Mau.1. BYOI

1m ".ll 0It-39-26 23~ 155-28 '·3 lOb avo I
19'51 Aus. 18 oo-It1-56 23~ 155-28 ,.15 lOb 1t5 .. B or BaDa, Mau.1. !VO!

1951 Aus·18 lO-Itl-5't 211 156 V VSCXJS 1.11.

1958 .U2'\ 03-06-33 '.3 a, .. Jleaeatb the oco.. 5 .. !VO~ I N• ot Laupahoeboo. '0
0\



Table 4.2 (Continued) I

Earthquakes in Hawaii Recorded Between November 1954 and December 1967

-
leU' 4ate t.1_ latitude 101lSItude l1li8111tu4At tocal r-aru ret.

4epth

-
1956 OCt. 22 23-\)-28 19-12.' 155-19 '.3 ahal10v ott.bore 8 of 1C11auea. BVO~

1958 ~. 2) 12-23-23 19-12.5 155-19 ".3 ehal. JIVOE
1958 1kw.2 05-5~ ..... 30- .. _ SIl: of \J\te1ulh\WI. BVOE

1m Feb. 19 20-00-28 19-21. 1'~ '., ,- 12 Jan 1m ot ~U& Point. IVOll
1959 JWIO 26 12-16-34 19-13 156-22 ~.2 15 .. 50 .. V of H110111 IVO lit

, 1961- July 23 1'-2~-15.1 19.' • 155.2 V "- JlSSA1962
~ p. 1161

1961 Sept. 2) 3-01-35.1 19.8. 155.2 V 31- 8Upt cs.-.a. at BUo. BSSAl96ci!
2> p. 464

1961- Sept.. 25 Se29-oo.8 19.9. 155.) V ,~ -6 82 .. K1coar 4&u6. at Bll0. BSSA 1962
~' p. 464

196e March 2) 1lt-56-1t6.6 ~.~ 30- KYO~

1962 Marcb 30 18-15-55.1 '.5 30- HVO~

196e Ma.J 10 05-56-0Ii.9 '.3 30" IVO 26

196e .JUne 13 16-3/j-55.3 It.) 30" KYO 26

196e JWIO 21' 18-21-116.3 19-21t 155-25 6.1 3-8 .. IOIoW. KYO ~~

1962 June 28 11-21-18.1t 20.0. 155.6 V i' 3/1t 25 .. 8l~bt 4Iuc- 011 _avaU. BSSA 1963
11, p. 212

1962 ~23 23-52-It1.1 19-28.9 155-59.2 '.5 .bal. e kit VSII of l ..luelNa. &VOn

1962 Jul72% 1T-ItS-13.9 19-3" 156-01.9 1t.9 3- 1. _ WtN ot JCealaltelaaa. HVOgI

1962 AIls. 18 16-58-"1.8 19-18.2 155-U.T 1t.6 8. U • BB of Ah_ ••1....wr. BVO !!.

1962 Aua. 19 2-55-"5.6 19.... 1~5.6 " 33. USCGS 8.B.

196ci! Sept. 8 03-58-58 19-02·3 155-08., 1t.1 8. 25 IDa 8SI or #,LIlIA Poln". HVOn

196e lfo~. 22 05-18-21.1 It.l &VO~ I l\)
'0
.",



Table 4.2 (Continued)

Earthquakes in Hawaii Recorded Between November 1954 and December 1967
-

)"eU' date t,... lat,1t.u4e 1oll8lt.u4e IIIISnlt.u4e focal reuru nf.
depth

1962 Dtc. 28 1-06-10.1 19-18., 155·0~.O ~.1 8b 13 b DCB of .u.a 'OlDt. BVO~

1963 Jan. 8 09-39·......9 "., 30b BVO§

1963 Jan. 8 15-"1·06.2 ".2 30b HVO£2

196) Feb. IT 9·01·..... ' 19-.) 156-52 ••1 1] b 83 b v ot r-lIho1. lolDt. avo~

1963 Marc" 2ra 22-)1·51.8 19·"1 1'5-3).8 Ia., 13b 1" b 81 of V&1Ir.11. HVO£2.
196) JWle 6 22,,25·)8.8 19-U., 155-)).1 It.a SIla 15 b JDQ of laa1ehll IIVOJS!
196) q. 26 18....9·19 19.8. 155.6 v .... 'b BSSA 19&

~ p."56
196) Sept.. 21 16-211·2" 19.2. 1"., V ".6 ,b ...U. USOOS 8•••

1963 Oct.. 2) 20-2"-'., 19.... 155.' V S.4 'b BSSA 1961t
~. p. 85)

1961t reb. 20 22·31...... ' 20·"2 155-50 ••3 13 b .1 b lSI or 11&1.Ua1a. BVOJJ
1906 .J\.Ule 8 12-00-50.' 19-31.8 155·25.1 1t.1 eb 15 Ira IIW of NaIlA& Loa IIVO~

..lUCDOte...

19611 Juq 1 10·"3-9.' 19-18.8 155-06., "., ,Ira 10 Ira BE or Nuaopllh1 IIVOll
••lamOIlle t.eI' •

190. Juq 1T 1)-10-56." 19-5).S 155·59.2 "., 13 Ira 113 ilia Ml\I or K.ealakelNa. JrVOJ1
190. Aue. 13 06-21·38.9 19-30 155·.16.2 It., 301ra 8 ilia NNE or uv.Jr.ahuca ..18- avoll

_e1.er.

190. AIls. 26 06-]0''''.5 2O·U 156-09 .... 12 Ira 33 I<Ia lIb'\l or Up01\l POiDt.. 1IV011
190. &:pt.. 18 0-25-29.1 19-18.9 1,,-06·9 It., 5a 9 loa 51!: or KakaopIlh1 1IVOJ.1

.elamao.e1.er.

196/6 Bept. 18 10-25-28.119••• 1'5.3 " It., lOb ••It. tJSOOS 8 •••

I 19611 156.6 v »111. Pelt. tJlrou&bOl&t. t.bo 1.- USCGS 8.1. I NOot.. U 10-06-......9 19.1 • ,.,
\0laDeS•• (X)



Table 4.2 (Continued_
Earthquakes in Hawaii Recorded Between November 1954 and December 1967

)'ear 4ate tS- lat.ltu4e lOlWltude IIIIp1tIU tOCal r8lU'u ret.
depth

196't Dte. 2 22-28-110 ••1 ]D1ra BVO~

196't Dec. 10 01-53-" 19-18., 15h12.2 , 10. 1 Ira SV or Mabop\I1l1. BVO~

1965 Feb. 13 13-06-29 18-., 15~16 .., 13. r.s • SS ot J&&lema. BV01l:
1965 Maroh 22 ~33-12.8 19-13.3 15~32.3 ••6 ]0. T m WNW ot Pahala. BV01l:
1965 .l\Iq 22 12-21-o1J.2 19-20.1 15~]O.6 .., ,. lit Jaa V Dt Deaert. ..t.- BVOJ2

-.eter.

1965 Dec. 26 9-3~31.It 19.1t. 155.2 V .., ,. »SSA 1966
~ p. 161l

1966 .ru. 19 1'-01-31.' 19-23.8 15~33.5 ••1 13. U IaI SSE or Korth~ BVO 41
aelA10111eter • ~

1966 Marcil I' I1t-~-5~.619-19.1 15~26.5 '.1 elra 6 kII wsw ot Ilnert ..1.-· BVO~
_t.er.

1966 .l\Iq 30 16-58-22.3 19-25 15~28.2 '., e. 13 IaI !IV or De""• BVO!!}

1961 Ju. 23 16-59-1'.9 19-26.8 15~26 1t.6 e. e ka sw or MaWIA Lo& BVO!!1
.e1_c.et.er.

1961 reb. 1 23-30-'1.5 19-21.1 155-05.5 '., ,Ira 9 ka E ot Makaopubl MS.- BVO~
_ter.

1961 Marcb 2" 1.-58-36.5 1~., 15~U "., Bira 10 IaI SSV ot Va1lr::ll. BVO .5

1961 Hq3 19-00-33,.3 19-22., 15~21.2 4., B. a • IN ot IlItMn. a.h- IIVO:!
-.et.er.

1961 MaT It 5-00-33.' 19-22.'. 15~2T.2 V ••• 8. MillOI' dAiuI8. to atructUN llSSA 196'l' .
10 eplc:entral ana. .a. p. 1117)

1961 JulT 1 O~03-"Sl.5 19-21.2 15~12.3 ".2 2'. 9 Jaa 1M: ot UlreUhUDa BVO~
aelDaMter.

1961 ~, 2-51-10,,9 19-23.2 15~26.T '.1 8. 8 ka !IV ot llIt..rt ..ie- avo!!!
_t.er.

1961 Sept.. IS 12-22-25'.9 19.3 • 155.6 V ••1 1T Ira lISSA 1968 I l\)

~. p. 152 '0
'0

1961 J1w. 3 lO-~-1t3 19.119 • 156.5 V '.0 1 ohan4ellq t.U 1A 1lSSA 1961~
LaD1lta1. ~ p. 1115
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Categories and Ranks

1. Slope categories and ranks, Slope categories have been

determined according to the percentage of slope, which is

the ratio of the vertical distance to the horizontal dis-

tance. Slope elevations of 23 sites where slides have

taken place were recorded and the findings were as follows,

Percentage slope

8
12

10

20

24

25

28

30

32

40
46
64

No. of sites

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

7
4
1

1

On the basis vi th~
_'1.0.. _

Q,UVVl;: findings and also because

slope categories for the study area had to be computed

from topographic maps, the following cut off points were

considered suitable, i.e., 10, 20; 30. 50 and over 50.

Therefore the following categories were decided upon and

the ranking as shown below was
Percentage slope

Less than 10
10 - 20
20 - 30
30 - 50

Greater than 50

allocated.

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
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2. Soil categoriesl

(a) Depth to bed-rock categories and ranksl Depth to

bedrock categories were adopted from the Five Island Soil

Survey of 19721 but in this survey, depths under 5 feet

and depths over 5 feet are only given. Most of the

slides were observed to have occurred on slopes having

a soil depth of over 15 feet. Therefore one more categ

ory between 5 feet and 15 feet was interpolated and the

following categories were derived with the respective

ranks as shown belowl

Depth to bed-rock

Less than 5 feet
5 - 10 feet

10 - 15 feet
Over 15 feet

Rank

1

2

3
4

It is seen above that higher ranks are allocated to

categories with greater depth of soil. This is consist

ent with the empirical results, i.e., out of the 23 slides

considered, 20 have occurred on soil depths greater than

15 feet.

(b) Unified Classification categoriesl Categories of the

Unified Classification were derived from Table 4.3 and

Figure 4.9. In allocating ranks, the following properties

were taken into considerationj

1. Grain size - larger grains have greater friction
al resistance

2. ClaY content - clav even in small amounts can
produce slope instability
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3. Plasticity index - indicates the shrink-swell
potential in soils

On the basis of the above considerations, the cat-

egories and ranks arrived at are as follows.

Category Description Rank

GW/GP Gravels, sandy gravels 1
GM/GC Silty and silty sandy gravels 2

Clayey and clayey sandy gravels
Sw/sp Sands, gravelly sands 3
SM/SC Silty and silty gravelly sands 4

Clayey and clayey gravelly sands
ML/OL Silts and fine sands 5

Organic silts and clays
MH/OH Micaceous and Diatomaceous silts 6

Organic silts and clays
CL Clays, sandy or silty clays 7
CH Plastic clays and sandy clays 8

According to the findings of Sato (1971) the Hawaiian

soils behaved differently than was expected in the Unified

soil classification above (also Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.9).

The difference of behavior was attributed to the mineral-

ogical differences. When the soils with different miner

alogical compositions were plotted in the plasticity

chart, only one soil with a liquid limit over 50% was

found to be above the "A" line and this was the soil with

the Montmorillonitic mineral. Others were located around

or below the "A" line (Fig. 4.10). The minerals accord

ing to the distance from the "A" line and their ranking

according to increasing plasticity are as follows.



TABLE 4.3 I UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION
(After U.S. Waterways Experiment Station and ASTM D 2487-88T)

Laboratory Classification Criteria
Group

Major Division Symbol Finer than Soli Description
200 Sieve Supplementary Requirements

0/0 -
Coarse-grained Gravelly GW 0-5· D lo!D lo greater than 4, Wcll-gradcd gravcls, sandy gravcl!

(over 50% by soils (over Ds,l/(Dlo x D lo) between 1&.3
weight coarser half of GP 0-5· NOI meeting above gradation for GW Gap-graded or uniform gravcls, sandy
than No. 200 coarse gravels 09

sievc) fraction GM 12 or morc· PI less than 4 or below A-line Silty gravels, silty sandy gravcls.
larger GC 12 or morc· Plover 7 and above A-line Clayey gravels, clayey sandy gravcls
than No.4)

Sandy soils SW 0-5· Dlo!Dlo greater than 4, Well·graded sands, gravelly sands
(over half Dso"!(Dlo x D lo) between 1&.3
of coarse SP 0-5· Not meeting above gradation Gap-graded or uniform sands. gravelly
fraction requirements sands
finer than SM 12 or more· PI less than 4 or below A-line Silty sands, silty gravelly sands
No.4) SC 12 or more- Plover 7 and above A-line Clayey sands. clayey gravelly sands

Fine-grained Low com· ML Plasticity chari Silts, very fine sands, silty or clayey fine
(over 50% by pressibility sands, micaceous sills
weight fincr (liquid CL Plasticity chart Low plasticity clays, sandy or silty clays
than No. 200 limit less OL Plasticity chart, organic odor or color Organic silts and clays of low plasticity

. sicve) than 50)

High com- MH Plasticity chari Micaceous silts, diatomaceous silts,
pressibility volcanic ash
(liquid CH Plasticity chart Highly plastic clays and sandy clays
limit more OH Plasticity chari, organic odor or color Organic silts and clays of high plasticity
than 50)

Soils with fibrous PI Fibrous organic mallcr; will char, burn, or glow Peat, sandy peats, and clayey peat
organic mailer

• For soils havinl 5 10 12 per cenl passinllhe No. 200 sieve, usc. dual Iymbol such al ow-oe.

o ~ Oia!OOter of pClrti~les on the grain size distribution curve .060/.030 , DlO.refer to the diameters
of the 60 percent, 30 percent ~lnd 10 percent levels respectivelyon the grain size distribution curve.

'v.)
o
'v.)
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Figure 4. 9 Plasticity chart for the classification of fine-grained soils. Tests made on
fraction finer than No. 40 sieve. (After A. Casagrande2:8 and the U.S. Waterways
Experiment Station. 2 :10)

A-line = Line dividing clays ( C) from silts ( M ) and organic ( 0 ) soils
Plasticity Index =The difference between Liquid and Plastic limits.
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Fig. 4.10 - Relationship of Atterburg and Mineralogy (Sato, 1971).
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Type of mineral

Ferritic
Medial and Oxydic
Kaolinitic
Mixed
Montmorillonitic

Rank according to
increasing plasticity

1

2

3
4
5
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On the basis of the findings, Sato has proposed a

modified Unified classification for the Hawaiian soils

shown in Table 4.4 below.

Table 4.4

Proposed Modification of the Unified Groups
for Hawaiian Soils according to Mineralogy

Original Groups

CL

ML

OL

CH

MH

OH

Suggested Groups

H - CL - M
H - CL - K:

H-ML-K
H-ML-A
H - NIL - OX

H - OL

H - CH - MO
H - MH - K

H - MH - M
H - MH - A
H - MH - T

H - OH

Family Differential

Mixed
Kaolinite

Kaolinite
Medial
Oxidic

Organic

Montmorillonite
Kaolinite

Mixed
Medial
Thixotropic

Organic

In the modified groups shown above, it should be noted

that.

1. CH soils with Kaolinite are grouped under MH soils

2. Thixotropic soils are grouped under MH soils

3. In the plasticity chart (Fig. 4.10) Thixotropic
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and OH soils are grouped together.

Incorporating the modifications shown above, the

soil categories of the Unified classification and their

ranking are grouped as follows.

Ranking of Soil Groups of the Unified Classification
According to Mineralogy

Unified Soil Group

GW/GP
GM/GC
SW/Sp
SM/SC
ML/OL

MH/OH

MH/OH

CL

CH

Mineral Category

Oxidic )
Medial
Kaolinitic
Organic
Oxidic )
Medial
Kaolinitic
Mixed
Thixotropic )
Organic
Kaolinitic
Mixed
Montmorillonitic

Rank

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10

11

12
13
14

(c) Shrink/swell categories. These categories were ob

tained from the Five Islands Soil Survey. The ranking

was done allocating the lowest rank to the soil with the

lowest shrink/swell potential and the highest rank to

the soil with the highest shrink/swell potential.



Shrink/Swell Potential

Low
Low to Moderate
Moderate
Moderate to High
High shrink, low swell
High

Rank

1
2
3
4

~
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Allocating ranks to soil series. Thirty-six soil series

were encountered in the study area and these were allo

cated ranks according to the suggested modifications to

the Unified Soil groups as discussed above. All soils on

Oahu were given consecutive numbers according to the

alphabetical order of the soil series. In the empirical

model, soil series will be identified by the respective

soil number. Table 4.6 shows the ranks allocated to the

different soil series according to the suggested modifi

cations along with the ranks allocated according to the

shrink/swell potential.

3. Categories and ranks of Geological formations. Categ

ories of Geological formations were derived from the

Geological map of Oahu published by the Geological Survey

(1938). The ranks were allocated according to the freq-

uency of landslide occurrence on each formation as shown

below.
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Freq.

Geol. Formation Symbol of Slides Rank

Consolidated Cal-
careous deposits Pd, PIs 0 1

Unconsolidated Cal-
careous deposits Rs, Rd 0 2

Honolulu Volcanics Qtb, Qtf, Qkt 1 3
Qkb, Qhb, Qhf
Qht, Qhbr

Koolau and Kailua Tkt, Tkdc, Tkbr 3 4
Volcanics Tkab, Tkadc

Recent alluvium Ra 8 5

Older alluvium Pa 11 6

Total ..ll.

4. Rainfall c~t6gDries and ranks. Rainfall ranks were

allocated according to the rainfall totals coinciding

with slides. Lower rainfall totals were given lower

ranks and higher rainfalls, higher ranks. This was done

on the basis that higher the rainfall, greater the lia

bility for sliding. The rainfalls coinciding with the

slides are given in Table 4.7 and assembled in Figure

4.11. In Figure 4.11, it is seen that the cases of

sliding tend to group around total rainfalls of 5 inchesJ

10 inchesJ 15 inchesJ 20 inches and 25 inches. There

fore the following categories and ranks were adopted for

the model.



Table 4.6 - Soil Series Evaluated According to their Mineralogical Properties
Along with their Shrink/Swell Potentials

Soil Unified Shrink/SwellSoil # Series Gr.QY.IL.. Mineral Category Rank Potential Rank

002 Alaeloa MH Oxidic 8 Moderate 3003 Alakai Pt, CH Kaolinitic 9 High shrink/low swell
High* 6006 Ewa ML or CL* Kaolinitic 9 Moderate 3009 Haleiwa MH - CH* Mixed 10 Moderate 3014 Hanalei MH Mi.xed 10 Moderate 3016 Helemano MH Kaolinitic 9 Moderate 3021 Honouliuli CL Kaolinitic 12 High 6028 Jaucas SP Carbonic 3 Low 1029 Kaena CH Montmorillonitic 14 High 6039 Kaloko CH Kaolinitic 9 High 6041 Kaneohe MH Oxidic 8 Moderate 3045 Kaupo CL Mixed 13 Low 1046 Kawaihapai CL, SM* Mixed 7 Low - Moderate 2047 Keaau CH, sp* Montmorillonitic 7 High - Low* 4052 Kemoo MH Oxidic 8 Moderate :3055 Koko ML Medial 5 Low 1056 Kokokahi CH Mixed 10 High 6064 Lahaina CL - ML, ML* Kaolinitic 8 Low - Moderate 2069 Lolekaa ML, ML - MH* Oxidic 6 Low - Moderate 2070 Lualualei CH Montmorillonitic 14 High 6073 Makalapa CH Montmorillonitic 14 High 6078 Makiki MH Mixed 10 Moderate :3081 Mamala CL - ML* Kaolinitic 9 Low 1082 Manana MH Oxidic 8 Low - Moderate 2083 MOkuleia CL/SM/SP Kaolinitic 5 Low - Mod. Low* 3 \.".)CH/SP* High - Low* ....

0



Table 4.6 (Continued) - Soil Series Evaluated According to their Mineralogical
Properties along with their Shrink/Swell Potentials

Soil Unified Shrink/Swell
Soil # Series Group MineraJ._Gateg;Qry Rank Potential Rank

084 Molokai ML Kaolinitic 6 Low 1
088 Nonopahu CH Kaolinitic 9 High 6
099 Pamoa CL Kaolinitic 12 High 6
101 Papaa CH/CL* Montmorillonitic 14 Moderate - High 4
102 Paumalu MH/CL* Oxidic 10 Low - Moderate 2
104 Pearl Harbor CH!Pt* Montmorillonitic 14 High 6
105 Pohakupu MH Oxidic 8 Moderate 3
112 Tantalus MH - OH* Medial 10 High shrink/low swell 5
122 Waialua MH - CH* Kaolinitic 9 Moderate 3
125 Waikane MH Oxidic 8 Low 1
130 WaipahU CL Kaolinitic 12 High 6

*Average values computed

\.JJ
~

~



Table 4.7 - Relationship Between Rainfall, Rainfall Duration and Landslide Incidence
In 23 Locations on the Island of Oahu

Elevation Elevation Date Rainfall Rainfall
Site Ii.. Location (feet) Rainfall Station (feet) of Slide (ins. ) Duration

1 Palolo Valley 400 721 Wilhelmina Rise 1100 Nov. '54 8.90 2 days
2 Aina Haina 240 723 Wailupe Reservoir 170 Mar. '66 5.04 4 days
3 .. 240 .. 170 Nov. '65 16.70 8 days
4 .. 240 .. 170 Dec • '65 5·20 7 days
g .. 300 .. 170 II 5.20 7 days

II 250 II 170 Dec. '67 10.90 6 days
7 II 120 II 170 Mar. '55 11.10 7 days
8 Manoa 180 712 Manoa 210 Dec. '67 9.43 1 day
9 " 180 " 210 " 9.43 1 day

10 " 450 II 210 Nov. '65 15.08 5 days
11 II 350 II 210 II 15·08 5 days
12 Nuuanu 380 775 Nuuanu Reservoir 410 II 17.90 5 days
13 II 380 " 410 Dec. '67 8.00 3 days
29 Kaneohe 80 781 Kaneohe Mauka 198 Nov. '65 25.48 5 days
30 " 80 II 198 25.48 5 days
31 Kahaluu 200 " 198 25.48 5 days
32 II 340 II 198 25.48 5 days
33 II 140 .. 198 25.48 5 days
3L~ Kaneohe 300 838 Kaneohe Ranch 365 21.95 5 days
35 Maunawili 120 Kailua Fire Station 25 18.58 5 days
36 " 280 " 25 II 18.58 5 days
37 Kailua 760 st. Stephen's Seminary 488 " 27.73 6 days
38 .. 160 " 488 " 27.73 6 days

VJ
~

N
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Fig. 4. 11 - The relationship between rainfall totals causing
slides and their duration in consecutive days.
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Rainfall Category Rank

Less than 5.5" 1
5.5 - 10.4" 2

10.5 - 15.4" 3
15.5 - 20.4" 4
20.5 - 25.4" 5
Over 25.4" 6

5. Proximity to streams or sea; categories and ranks. As

indicated earlier, this variable is included in the model

on a trial basis. The categories and ranks are rationally

derived on the argument that streams and the sea undermine

slopes which then become prone to sliding. A distinction

is made between perennial streams and ephemeral ones be

cause in the perennial streams the erosion is continuous

and in the latter, erosion is intermittent. Also a dis-

tinction is made between open sea and enclosed sea because

in the open sea, waves have more erosive power than in an

enclosed sea. On such considerations, the following cat-

egories and ranks were adopted.

Agent within grid* Rank

Stream or sea absent 1

Ephemeral stream or enclosed sea 2

Perennial stream or open sea 3

(* Grid refers to the data assembling unit in
the slope stability map)
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Evaluating Variable Factors in Slope Stability.

In order to evaluate the variables which have produced

the slides, it was necessary to allocate weighing according

to the extent of sliding. This is because areally, volumet

rically and damage-wise, the slides were not of equal inten

sity or proportion. In deciding a unit of weighing, the

following aspects were taken into consideration.

1. Data on the volume of material involved in sliding are

not available for all slides.

2. Data on the extent involved are also not available for

all slides.

3. Calculating the extents of slides from the existing dia

grams is hazardous because slide demarcations in the

diagrams have not been done by accurate surveying.

Therefore, it was decided to utilize the housing unit

as a suitable unit in assessing the extents of the slides.

Each housing unit is approximately 0.13 acre, or between

5000 and 6000 square feet. The housing units affected by

each slide should indicate the weighing that should be

allocated to each slide. On this basis, the 23 slides in

cluded in the model were assigned weighings as follows.
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Table 4.8

Evaluation of slides according to
the number of housing units involved

Housing
Slide # Site Location Units

1 Waiomao Rd. Palolo Valley 39
2 & 3 Hind Iuka Dr. Aina Haina 23

4 Ahuwale/Hao st. ~ " 5
5 Ahuwale Pl. II 1
6 Leighton st. It 1
7 Hao st. It 2
8 Lanikaula St. Manoa 3
9 Woolsey Pl. " 3

10 Woodlawn Terrace Pl. " 8
11 Pinaoula Pl. " 6
12 Polohinano st. Nuuanu 1
13 Polohiwa St. It 2
13A Puiwa Pl. II 1
29 Kapunahala st. Kaneohe 1
30 Anoi Rd. " 1
34 Halekou st. .. 1
31 Ahuimanu St. Kahaluu 1
32 Uapoihala Rd. n 31*
33 Okana St. .. 2
35 Puualoha st. Maunawili 1
36 Lopakoa st. " 1
37 Pali Hwy. Kailua 4:38 Kalanianiole Hwy. "

Total 141

*. .
Equ~valent un~ts

Categories and Variable Factors

The categories of each variable factor included in the

model were evaluated on the basis of the 141 affected units

shown above. The number of units which fell into each cat-

egory was listed, and according to the number of units and

the rank of the category, numerical values for each category

were derived. Similarly, numerical values for all categories
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of the seven variable factors were derived and then pro

grammed by computer to obtain a computed numerical value in

respect of each slide. The method by which these numerical

values were derived is shown below for each variable factor.

Table 4.9

Categories of Variable Factors and their
Numerical Values

Variable Factor 1 - Degree of Slope.

1 2 3 4 5
Num-

Cumu- erical
Slide lative Value

Slope Category Rank Units Units (2x4)

1. Less than 10% 1 2 2 002
2. 10 - 20% 2 70 72 144
3. 20 - 30% a 14 86 258
4. 30 - 50% 54 140 560
5. Over 50% 5 1 141 705

Variable Factor 2 - Soil Depth (Depth to Bedrock) I

1 2 3 4 5

Num.
Slide Cumu. Value

Depth Category Rank Units Units (2x4)

1. Less than 5' 1 0 0 000
2. 5 - 10' 2 7 7 014
3. 10 - 15' 3 0 7 021
4. Over 15' 4 134 141 564
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Table 4.9 (Continued) - categories of Variable Factors
and their Numerical Values

Variable Factor 3 - Soil - Unified Classification (Modified).

Num.
Slide Cumu. Value

Rank Units Units (2x4)

1

Soil Category

1. GW/GP
2. GM/GC
3. sw/sp
4. SM/SC
5. ML/OL

Oxidic/Medial
6. ML/OL - Kaolinitic
7. ML/OL - Organic
8. MH/OH

Oxidic/Medial
9. MH/OH - Kaolinitic

10. M~OH - Mixed
11. MH/OH

Thixotrophic/Org
12. CL - Kaolinitic
13. CL - Mixed
14. CH

2

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14

3

o
o
o
o
1

21
o

41
o
2
o

o
o

76

4

o
o
o
o
1

22
22

63
63
65
65

65
65

141

5

o
o
o
o

0005

0132
0154
0504
0567
0650
0715

0780
0845
1974

Variable Factor 4 ~ Shrink/Swell Potential.

1 2 3 4 5

Shrink/Swell Category

Num.
Slide Cumu. Value

Rank Umts Units (2x4 )

1. Low
2. Low - Moderate
3 •• Moderate
4 Moderate - High
5. High shrink/low swell
6. High

1
2

~
g

35
21

7
o
o

78

~g
63
63
63

141

035
112
189
252
315
846



Table 4.9 (Continued) - Categories of Variable Factors
and their Numerical Values

Variable Factor 5 - Geology,

1 2 3 4 5
Num.

Slide Cumu. Value
Geology Category Rank Units Units (2x4)

1. Pd, PIs (Calcareous) 1 0 0 000
2. Rs, Rd (Calcareous) 2 0 0 000
3· Qt, Qk, Qh (Honolulu

volcanics) 3 1 1 003
4. Tk (Koolau t;2.salt) 4 46 47 188
5. Ra (Recent alluvium) 5 33 80 400
6. Pa (Older alluvium) 6 61 141 846

Variable Factor 6 - Rainfall. - Five day consecutive.

1 2 3 4 5
Num.

Slide Cumu. Value
Rainfall Category Rank Units Units (2x4)

1. Less than 5.5" 1 0 0 000
2. 5.5 - 10.4" 2 0 0 000
3. 10.5 - 15.4" 3 42 42 126
4. 15.5 - 20.4" 4 39 81 324
5. 20.5 - 25.4" 5 19 100 500
6. OVer 25.4" 6 41 141 846

Variable Factor 7 - Proximity to stream/sea.

1 2 3 4 5
Num.

Slide Cumu. Value
Proximity category Rank Units Units (2x4)

1. Remote 1 41 41 041
2. Ephemeral stream/

Enclosed sea 2 32 73 146
3. Perennial stream/

Open sea 3 68 141 423

319
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The numerical values of the seven variable factors for

each unstable site, i.e., 23 sites comprising 141 sliding

units were punched in data cards and programmed in the com

puter along with similar data punched for 141 sites randomly

selected. The program initiated was a multiple stepwise

regression. A sub-program was included in which each sliding

unit was indicated with a value of "1" and those where slid

ing was not known to have taken place, i.e., the randomly

selected sites were indicated with a value of "0". The com

puted values for the sliding units ranged from 1.0927 to

0.4022 (Table 4.10). The computed values in respect of the

random samples ranged from 0.8426 to -0.4893.

Of the 141 randomly selected sites, 62 were found to be

developed for housing, roads or urban facilities while the

others were undeveloped or in a virgin state. The developed

sites are listed in Table 4.11 and the computed values of

these range from 0.6826 to -0.4518. The consecutive number

ing for the randomly selected sites started with 142 and

ended with 282.

The results of the Computer program.

The results obtained from the computer program could be

grouped under three categories as shown below.

1. The correlation matrix

2. The regression square

3. The regression equation
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Table 4.10

Studied Cases of Sliding and Their Values Obtained
by Computer Program

Com-
Slide Ente~ed puted

Slide # Site Location units value value

1 Waiomao Road Palolo Valley 39 1.00 0.9442
2) Hind Iuka Dr. Aina Haina 23 1.00 0.8456
3
4 Ahuwale/Hao St. .. 5 1.00 0.9057
g Ahuwale Pl. tt 1 1.00 1.0647

Leighton st. tt 1 1.00 0.9813
7 Hao st. tt 2 1.00 0.9800
8 Lanikaula st. Manoa 3 1.00 0.6088
9 Woolsey Pl. tt 3 1.00 0.6088

10 Woodlawn Terrace Pl. tt 8 1.00 0.7179
11 Pinaoula Pl. " 6 1.00 0.4651
12 Polohinano Pl. Nuuanu 1 1.00 0.6445
13 Polohiwa Pl. " 2 1.00 0.4254
13A Puiwa Pl. n 1 1.00 0.5751
29 Kapunahala st. Kaneohe 1 1.00 0.~608
30 Anoi Rd. .. 1 1.00 o. 2Z9
34 Halekou st. " 1 1.00 0.79 2
31 Ahuimanu Rd. Kahaluu 1 1.00 0.7069
32 Uapoihala st. H 31 1.00 0.7336
33 Okana Pl. II 2 1.00 0.4264
35 Puualoha st. Maunawili 1 1.00 0.7397
36 Lapaka st. " 1 1.00 0.5745
37 Pali Highway Kailua 3 1.00 0.9864
38 Kalanianaole Hwy. " 4 1.00 0.8273

Total Units 141
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Table 4.11

Developed Sites Among the Random Samples, Their Computed
Values and StabiIi ty status

Entered Computed Stability
Site# Grid# Location value value status

144 112163 Kahuku 0.0 -0.2818 stable
145 026038 Kuliouou 0.0 -0.1169 II

151 050043 Nuuanu Pali 0.0 0.6826 unstable
152 058061 Haiku 0.0 0.1711 stable
155 045009 Kahala 0.0 0.1965 "
161 050016 Wilhelmina Rise 0.0 0.2063 "
16a 065024 Makiki Heights 0.0 -0.1645 "
16 070023 Honolulu Dwntwn 0.0 -0.2993 "
165 055017 st. Louis Hts. 0.0 -0.1244 II

166 074024 Honolulu Dwntwn 0.0 0.1490 "
167 122038 Honouliuli 0.0 0.1490 "
168 036073 Kaneohe Naval Res. 0.0 0.2337 "
169 080033 Kalihi 0.0 -0.1939 "
170 085039 Moanalua 0.0 0.1593 II

172 095040 Aliamanu 0.0 0.2606 "
173 092041 Aliamanu Crater 0.0 0.1858 "
175 109032 Hickam 0.0 -0.2123 II

176 023052 Lanikai 0.0 -0.1143 II

177 028055 Kailua 0.0 -0.3671 "
178 095146 Laie 0.0 -0.3671 "
179 103158 Kahuku 0.0 -0.5418 "
180 041063 Keaolu 0.0 0.1710 II

181 061076 Kahaluu 0.0 0.1710 "
182 054063 Kaneohe 0.0 0.3389 II

186 075032 Kapalama 0.0 -0.1492 "
187 077034 Kalihi 0.0 0.4493 "
189 079038 Ft. Shafter 0.0 -0.1729 "
191 082028 Kalihi Kai 0.0 0.1519 "
194 091036 Aliamanu 0.0 0.1858 "
195 093036 Aliamanu Naval Res.O.O 0.1858 "
196 095043 Foster Village 0.0 0.1858 II

197 098040 Makalapa Reserv. 0.0 -0.2413 "
198 100037 Pearl Harb.Mil.Res.O.O 0.1858 II

199 106035 " 0.0 -0.2879 "
200 113040 Waipio 0.0 -0.1728 "
201 115043 Waipio 0.0 -0.2789 "
202 120042 Waipio 0.0 -0.2789 "
203 124038 Honouliuli 0.0 -0.2789 "
204 127037 Honouliuli 0.0 0.1519 II

205 026052 Kailua 0.0 -0.1566 "
206 032054 Kailua 0.0 -0.3671 "
207 039075 Heeia 0.0 -0.3190 II

208 041077 Heeia 0.0 0.283.5 "
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Table 4.11 (Continued) - Developed Sites Among the Random
Samples, their Computed Values
and Stability Status

Entered Computed Stability
Site# Grid# Location value value status

210 047048 Kaneohe 0.0 0.4359 stable
211 048062 Kaneohe 0.0 0.1653 "212 050063 Kaneohe 0.0 0.3605 "
217 059060 Kaneohe 0.0 0.4239 "
218 060059 Haiku Valley 0.0 0.6468 "220 061076 Kahaluu 0.0 0.1710 "
222 064073 Kahaluu 0.0 0.4239 "
223 065072 Kahaluu 0.0 0.1711 "
224 067072 Kahaluu 0.0 0.4897 "
225 068081 Kahaluu 0.0 0.2163 "
226 069079 Kahaluu 0.0 -0.4264 "
228 071076 Waihee 0.0 0.6619 unstable
229 071077 Waihee 0.0 0.4264 stable
242 070113 Kaaawa 0.0 -0.1127 "
247 078112 Kahana 0.0 -0.1127 "
254 085128 Kahanui 0.0 -0.1143 "
265 107164 Kahuku 0.0 -0.1728 "
272 115153 Kahuku 0.0 -0.1566 "
273 116166 Kah:lku 0.0 -0.4518 "

Total Sites = 62
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1. The correlation matrix. The correlation matrix as printed

out by the computer is as follows.

Table 4.12 - Correlation Matrix

Variable# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1.0 0.258 -0.282 -0.364 -0.164 0.555 -0.236 0.274
2 1.0 0.061 -0.051 0.374 0.322 0.096 0.579
3 1.0 0.906 0.306 -0.507 0.232 0.402
4 1.0 0.291 -0.564 0.297 0.314
5 1.0 -0.118 0.467 0.293
6 1.0 -0.211 0.175
7 1.0 0.278
8 1.0

From the correlation matrix, it can be inferred that

there is a high degree of correlation between.

= 0·555

= 0.906

= 0.467

1 (slope) and 6 (rainfall)
3 (soil type) and 4 (shrink/

swell potential)
5 (geology) and 7 (proximity

to stream or sea)

The effect of this correlation will be reflected in

(a) Variable
(b) Variable

(c) Variable

the regression square.

2. The regression square. The regression square indicates

the contribution of each variable to the final result in-

dicated in the sub-program. The print out is shown in

Multiple R
0.5785
0.6852
0.7310

stream/sea 0.7588
0.7734
0.7757
0.7777

Table 4.13 below.
Table 4.13 - Stepwise Regression Results Showing the

Sliding Potential of Seven Independent Variables
Multiple Increase

R
2 in R2

0.3347 0.3347
0.4695 0.1348
0.5344 0.0649
0.5758 0.0414
0.5981 0.0224
0.6017 0.0036
0.6047 0.0030

Variable# and Name
2 Depth to bedrock
3 Soil type
1 Slope
'l Proximity to
6 Rainfall
5 Geology:
4 Shrinklswell potential
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From the table given above, it is evident that the

variables #4 (shrink/swell potential) and #5 (geology)

contribute very little to the sliding potential over and

above the contributions of the other five variable fac-

tors. Therefore these two factors were removed and the

program was re-run with only the rest of the variables

and the regression equation which was obtained was in-

corporated in the predictive model.

3. The Regression Equation. The regression equation supplies

coefficients for the variables entered--in this case five.

The sliding potential of a plot of land on Oahu or on the

other neighboring islands could be obtained by applying

the coefficients of the equation to the respective vari

ables as will be indicated below. The regression equation

printed out is as follows.

Variable

2 (depth to bedrock)
3 (soil type)
1 (slope)
5 (proximity to stream/sea)
4 (rainfall)
Constant

Coefficient

0.00527
0.00764
0.00324
0.00428
0.00662

-0.54462

When the sliding potential of a site has to be

evaluated, the numerical values of the variables have to

be determined according to their ranks and these should

be multiplied by their respective coefficients, the re

sulting products added and the total sum should be multi-

plied by the constant. In other words, if "Y" is the



computed predictive value, it is equal to the product of

the constant and the sum of the variables, i.e.,

Y = -0.54462 x (Xl x 0.00324) + (X2 x 0.00527) +
(X

3
x 0.00764) + (X4 x 0.00662) + (X

5
x 0.00428)

Sliding Probability.

In order to ascertain the sliding probability, all

studied cases and random cases where development had taken

place were tabulated as in Table 4.14. The computed value

for each case was allocated and grouped under value ranges

between 1.0 and -0.5. From this table it became evident

that no sliding had taken place on developed sites having

values less than 0.4000. Therefore the sites having values

above 0.4000 were evaluated according to their units of

sliding and their cumulative totals were determined in

respect of each computed value level and their percentages

calculated.

The percentage probability was plotted on a graph

(Fig. 4.12) and from this, the cut off points in the prob

ability ranges were determined as shown in Table 4.15.

The predictive map prepared for the study area and

which is an outcome of the predictive model discussed in

this chapter will indicate the sliding probability by the

respective ranks as shown in Table 4.15.



Table 4.14 - Percentage Sliding Probability Calculated from Sliding Frequency
in Studied Cases and Random Samples

Freq- Freq- Cumu-
Frequency uency uency lative Sliding

Computed Studied random sliding Sliding sliding probability
Value Range Value Cases samples cases units units percentage-

Over 1.0 1.06 1 0 1 1 158 100

0.91 - 1.0 0.98 3 0 3 6 157 99.3
0.94 1 0 1 39 151 95.6

0.81 - 0.90 0.90 1 0 1 5 112 70·5
0.84 1 0 1 23 107 67.7
0.82 1 0 1 4 84 53.0

0.71 - 0.80 0.80 1 0 1 1 80 51.0
0.7.3 2 0 2 32 79 50.0
0.71 1 0 1 8 47 29.7

0.61 - 0.70 0.70 1 0 1 1 .39 24.7
0.68 0 1 1 2 38 24.1
0.66 0 1 1 15 36 22.8
0.64 1 1 1 1 21 13·3

0 •.51 - 0.60 0.60 2 0 2 6 20 12.7
0.57 2 0 2 2 14 08.0
0 •.56 1 0 1 1 12 07.6

0.41 - 0•.50 0.49 0 1 0 - - 07.6
0.46 1 0 1 6 11 06.7 \....>

0.44 0 1 0 06.7 l\)- - --J



Table 4.14 (Continued) - Percentage Sliding Probability Calculated from Sliding
Frequency in Studied Cases and Random samples

Freq- Freq- Cumu-
Frequency uency uency lative Sliding

Computed Studied random sliding Sliding sliding probability
Value Range Value- Cases samples cases units units percentage

0.43 0 1 0 - - 06.7
0.42 3

,
4 3 5 5 03·0

0.31 - 0.40 0.36 0 1 0 0 0 00.0
0·33 0 1 0 0 0 00.0

0.21 - 0.30 0.28 0 1 0 0 0 00.0
0.26 0 1 0 0 0 00.0
0.23 0 1 0 0 0 OOuO
0.21 0 1 0 0 0 00.0

0.11 - 0.20 0.20 0 1 0 0 0 00.0
0.19 0 1 0 0 0 00.0
0.18 0 5 0 0 0 00.0
0.17 0 5 0 0 0 00.0
0.16 0 1 0 0 0 00.0
0.15 0 3 0 0 0 00.0
0.14 0 2 0 0 0 00.0

0.01 - 0.10

0.00

-0.01 - -0.10 -0.10 0 1 0 0 0 00.0

-0.11 0 4 0 0 0 00.0
-0.12 0 1 0 0 0 00.0 \.oJ

l\)
00



Table 4.14 (Continued) - Percentage Sliding Probability Calculated from Sliding
Frequency in Studied Cases and Random Samples

Freq- Freq- Cumu-
Frequency uency uency lative Sliding

Computed Studied random sliding Sliding sliding probability
Value Ra~e Value Cases samples cases units units percentage-

-0.14 0 1 0 0 0 00.0
-0.15 0 2 0 0 0 00.0
-0.16 0 1 0 0 0 00.0
-0.17 0 4 0 0 0 00.0
-0.19 0 1 0 0 0 00.0

-0.11 - -0.20 -0.20 0 1 0 0 0 00.0

-0.24 0 1 0 0 0 00.0
-0.27 0 4 0 0 0 00.0

-0.21 - -0.30 -0.28 0 1 0 0 0 00.0

-0.31 0 1 0 0 0 00.0

-0.31 - -0.40 -0.36 0 3 0 0 0 00.0

-0.41 - -0·50 -0.45 0 2 0 0 0 00.0

Total 23 62 25 158

w
l\)
'0
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Table 4.15

Probability Ranges for Sliding Prediction
Derived from Table 4.14 and Fig. 4.12

%Sliding Probability
Value
Range

Less than 0.40
0.41 - 0.70
0.71 - 0.75
0.76 - 0.90
0.91 - 0.95
0.96 - 0.99
1.00 and over

o
o - 25

26 - 50
51 - 70
71 - 95
96 - 99
100

Rank

o
1
2
3
4
5
6

Reliability of Datal

Slope Datal Slope data was obtained from the 1124,000 Top

ographic Quadrangles of Oahu in which contours are drawn at

40 foot intervals. The assembly of slope data was done by

examining the contours meticulously with frequent measure

ment of contour spacings to determine the slope percentage.

The scale used for calculation of slope percentages is

given in Table 5.1. Small areas of different slope categ-

ories - even four to five acres in extent - were drawn in

where practicable. Therefore the slope categories are as

reliable as the Topographic maps from which they are

derived.

Soil Datal

(a) Depth to Bedrockl The depth to bedrock data was ob

tained from Table 2 of the Soil Survey of the islands of

Kauai, Oahu, Maui, Molokai and Lanai (1972). Out of the
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categories used in the model, Table 2 of the Soil Survey

listed only two categories, i.e., less than 5 feet and over

5 feet. Categories over 5 feet were grouped under 5 to 10

feet; 10 to 15 feet; and over 15 feet in consultation with

Mr. Murabayashi who was the Soil Scientist for the Soil

Survey. His knowledge of the soil depths resulted from

actual diggings on selected sites, observation of road cuts

and slope excavations. Oahu is quite small in extent with

plenty of road cuts and slope excavations. Observation of

many of these, coupled with observations made on digging

of selected sites, should make the depth observations quite

reliable.

(b) Soil Typel Soil type data were obtained from soil maps

of the Soil Survey referred to above. On this Survey, soil

mapping was done at four levels - high intensity; medium

intensity; low intensity and reconnaisance. Of these, the

high intensity surveys mapped soil areas as small as two

acres. The criteria used for medium and low intensity sur

veys a.re not specifically stated in the Soil Survey. Soils

of the high and medium intensities are grouped together in

allocating soil symbols in the soil maps. Reconnaisance

soil surveys were made in areas where the soil is rocky,

shallow or severely eroded and where the soil could not be

classified by soil series.

Table 4.16 shows the soil types used in the model and

their surveying intensitiesl
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Table 4.16

Soil Types Encountered in the Study Area
and their Surveying Intensities

High & Medium
Soil Type Intensity Low Intensity Reconnaisance

Alaeloa x
Alakai
Ewa x
Haleiwa x
Hanalei x
Helemano
Honouliuli x
Jaucas x
Kaena x
Kaloko x
Kaneohe x
Kaupo
Kawaihapai x
Keaau x
Kemoo x
Koko x
Kokokahi x
Lahaina x
Lolekaa x
Lualualei x
Makalapa x
Makiki x
Mamala x
Manana x
Mokuleia x
Molokai x
Nonopahu x
Pamoa
Papaa
Paumalu x
Pearl Harbor x
pohakupu x
Tantalus
Waialua x
Waikane x
Waipahu x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
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From the foregoing Table, it can be seen that most of

the soils included in the model are of the high and medium

intensity soil surveys. As such, the data obtained on these

should be the most reliable in the Soil Survey. According

to the Soil Survey, ~The areas shown on a soil map are

called mapping units. On most maps detailed enough to be

useful in planning the management of fields, a mapping unit

is nearly equivalent to a soil phase." The Soil Survey

defines a "soil Phase" as, "Soils in one series can differ

in texture of the surface soil and in slope, stoniness, or

some other characteristic that affects the use of the soils

by man. On the basis of such differences, a soil series is

divided into phases." Therefore, in most cases the soil

mapping is SUfficiently detailed to give a high degree of

reliability.

Rainfall Datal Rainfall data were assembled from the daily

rainfall records maintained by the u.S. Weather Bureau.

Forty rainfall recording stations in the study area were

selected where continuous daily recordings were maintained

between 1954 and 19720 The highest total rainfall during

a five-day consecutive period was obtained for each of these

stations and a map was drawn locating the statiomwith their

respective rainfall totals. Isolines were drawn by means of

interpolating rainfall values between stations situated far

apart taking into consideration the variation of rainfall

from the ridge crest of the Koolau. The rainfall map so
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constructed (Map 5.1) was used to obtain the rainfall data

for the model and the landslide probability map.

Since the rainfall data were obtained from the daily

recordings of the rainfall stations and since the interpola

tion of isolines was done by scaling the distances between

rainfall stations according to the variation of rainfall

between such stations, the values used in the model can be

considered quite reliable.

Proximity to Stream or Seal Data on this variable were

directly obtained from the 1124,000 Topographic Quadrangles

of Oahu. As such there is no sUbjectivity involved. The

data are as reliable as the maps are.

Conclusions drawn from Application of the Modell

1. The computed value for each of the sites where sliding

has taken place is above 0.40.

2. The higher computed values coincide with slides where

structural damage and/or high costs were sustained

(Fig. 4•13) •

3. The computed values for the random samples where develop

ment has taken place are around or below 0.40 except for

three cases (Table 4.14). These arel

a. Site #151 Nuuanu Pali - computed value 0.6826

b. Site #218 Haiku Valley - computed value 0.6468

c. Site #228 Waihee - computed value 0.6619

Site #151 covers the slope area above the approach road

to the Nuuanu Pali lookout. The road construction to the
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lookout has entailed removal of toe support of the slope.

Therefore it is seen that tension cracks are appearing on

the slope and displacement of material is noticeable.

Site #228 at Waihee was found to have a large slide cover

ing an area of about two acres. This is marked on the

slide location map (Map 3.3) as slide #32A. The slide

had been caused by the removal of toe support during ex

cavation for a housing site. The sliding surface is

shallow - about 10 to 15 feet in depth. The slide is

visible from a distance as a scar on the slope.

Site #218 at Haiku Valley is traversed only by a road.

No signs of slope instability are noticeable at the pres

ent time.

4. Some random samples where development has not taken place

as yet exhibit high computed values. These are sites

liable to cause problems if developed and if suitable

precautions are not taken. A case in point is site #147

Olomana which has a computed value of 0.8031. Shallow

soil slips are observed on this site which could be an

indication of the inherent weakness of the slope material.

Since subdivision is contemplated on this site, suitable

precautions have to be taken to prevent unstable conditions

if slope modifications are carried out for residential

development.
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5. A demarcation between "unstable" and "stable" could be

made on the basis of the computed values at 0.4000.

Slopes with values above 0.4000 could be considered

unstable and those below that value as stable. The

degree of stability could be ascertained from Table 4.14.

6. Where the computed value of a slope is 1.0 or above, the

slope could be considered to be in a state of delicate

equilibrium and very little modification is necessary

to create unstable conditions. Slopes with lower values

will require greater modification for stability problems

to develop or such problems could manifest themselves

if slope modification is carried out during inopportune

periods such as immediately before or after heavy rain

fall periods.

7. Sliding probability ranges can be calculated based on the

computed values of the sites where stability problems

have manifested themselves. The calculation of these

ranges are shown in Table 4.15 and they are diagram

matically shown on Figure 4.12.

Uses of the Modell

1. The empirical model discussed in the foregoing pages is

intended to evaluate any buildable plot of land in the

Hawaiian islands. If information on the five variables

used in the model is known, their numerical values could

be obtained from the Tables supplied. The regression
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equation could then be made use of to obtain the computed

value in respect Of the plot of land. Thereafter, when

the sliding probability table is consulted, the degree of

stability of the piece of land could be ascertained.

2. The model can predict the degree of stability or sliding

probability of a piece of land before human modification.

Therefore, when the probability value approaches 1.0, the

slope is liable to become unstable with little modification.

3. The model is intended to discourage slope modification

where the susceptibility to landsliding is high and it is

also intended to provide would-be developers or individual

builders knowledge of the slope stability conditions of a

particular slope where development is envisioned.

4. Since the model provides an initial insight into the slope

conditions of a selected site, precautionary measures can

be taken at the outset to prevent stability problems if

the slope conditions are found to be unfavorable.

5. The model does not imply that there could be absolutely

no landsliding below a computed value of 0.4000 or that

landsliding is absolutely certain where the value is above

1.0. This is because the most stable slope could be ren

dered unstable by human intervention if such intervention

is done with very little circumspection. On the other

hand, the most unstable slope could also be made safe if

the slope conditions are properly investigated prior to

development and if any tendencies for instability are
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taken care of.

Reliability of the Modell

The values for the categories of the different vari

ables in the model were derived from actual cases of slope

instability. What has been done by the computer is virtu

ally a comparison of these values with the "in situ" values

of similar variables of the land enclosed within each grid

square of the study area. As such, the computed value for

each grid square will be relative to the values of the sites

of actual landslides - equal, less or more. Therefore the

computed value for each grid square should reflect the ex

isting slope conditions in relation to the conditions of

sites where landslides have already occurred. Since no

theoretical values have been used in the model, the validity

of the model has to be empirically tested.

A few cases investigated point to the predictive value

of the modeli

1. Site near Pali lookout - computed value 0.6826. Predicted

sliding probability close to 25 percent. Tension cracks

are observed on the slope probably due to excavation of

slope to construct the lookout.

2. Site at Waihee in Kahaluu - computed value 9.6619. Pre

dicted sliding probability close to 25 percent. A slide

had already occurred by removal of toe support by exca

vation.
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The predicted values are for existing slope conditions

before human modification. Therefore a predicted landslide

probability of 25 percent or even less could be brought up

to 100 percent after the slope is modified.
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CHAPTER V

LANDSLIDE PROBABILITY MAP

The landslide probability map reproduced in sections

and assembled as appendix 2 is the final outcome of the

empirical model discussed in Chapter 4. The base for the

landslide probability map are the 7.5 minute topographic

quadrangles of the island of Oahu and cover the study area

shown on Figure 1.

The topographic quadrangles used as the base for the

map are on a scale of 1.24,000 and on each quadrangle a

grid was laid with each grid square having a dimension of

one half inch on each side. This means, every half inch

square grid covers an area of approximately 23 acres on

the map. The system of grid numbering is shown on the

index map to the landslide probability map (appendix 2),

the numbers starting from 001 at the south east corner of

the Koko Head quadrangle and increasing up to 142 West in

the Puuloa quadrangle and up to 170 North in the Kahuku

quadrangle. Therefore each grid unit is located by six

numbers. The first three numbers denote distance west and

the next three numbers distance north. For example, if the

grid unit is numbered 042107, the location of the grid unit

is at the intersection of 042 West and 107 North.

The single unit numbers from 0 to 6 inserted on each

grid unit indicate the rank in landslide probability in

respect of the land area within that unit. The percentage
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probability of sliding is indicated in the index map supplied

for the landslide probability map in appendix 2. The percen

tage probability is derived from the ~omputed values of the

empirical model discussed in Chapter 4. The computed value

for each grid unit was obtained by assembling data on the

different variables in respect of each unit and programming

them using the regression equation obtained from the empiri

cal model. Assembling data on the original seven variables

in respect of each grid unit was the major task in producing

the landslide probability map. The methods employed in

assembling this data will be discussed in some detail in the

following pages.

Methods of Assembling Datal

To assemble the data for the seven variables which con

stituted the original predictive model, the first step was

to assemble all the topographic quadrangles of the proposed

study area and insert half inch divisions along their bor

ders and number them west and north from a selected origin.

The next step was to construct a grid sheet of translucent

paper sUfficiently large to cover a topographic quadrangle.

Each grid unit on this paper was drawn one half inch square.

For data assembly the grid sheet was placed on each topog

raphic quadrangle so that the grid lines coincided with the

half inch divisions on the topographic quadrangle. There

after data on each variable had to be assembled in respect

of each grid unit using the methods explained below.
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1. Slope data. Slope data was assembled on the basis of the

percentage of slope; but this could be readily converted

to slope angle in degrees or slope gradient. Preliminary

considerations before assembling slope data from a topog

raphic map are (a) the map scale and (b) the contour in

terval. On Oahu quadrangle maps, the scale is 1.24,000

and the contour interval is 40 feet. From this scale,

a half inch side of a grid unit will measure a length of

1000 feet.

To calculate the percentage of slope a scale of

values was constructed based on the number of contours

encountered within a distance of half an inch. This

scale of values is shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1

Scale of Slope Values Based on the
Number of Contours per Half Inch and

Expressed in Percentage Slope, Slope Angle
and Slope Gradient

Map scale 1.24,000.

Contour Horizontal Slope Slope
height distance percentage Slope angle gradient

100' 1000' 10 5°45' 1.10

200' 1000' 20 10°20' 1.5

300' 1000' 30 16°45' 1.3.3

500' 1000' 50 26°35' 1.2

1000' 1000' 100 45°00' 1.1

The values shown on the Table above are limited to the
five categories of slope on which data for the landslide
probabili'ty map was assembled.
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Determining slope values for slopes with differing

slope gradients was time consuming because in most cases

actual counting of the contours within a half inch dis

tance had to be done before the percentage slope could be

ascertained from the constructed scale.

It was often seen that within a distance of half an

inch, sets of contours were encountered having different

spacings. Therefore it was found expedient to count the

number of contours within a quarter of an inch distance

and calculate the percent slope accordingly. This was

done by halving the values in column 1 and 2 in Table 5.1.

Before assembling data on slope percentage for grid

uni ts, a slope map for the study are,a was constructed.

This was done by drawing isolines enclosing areas having

slopes of each category. Very often isolines could be

drawn enclosing the slope category over .50 percent slope

and the slope category less than 10 percent slope without

actual measurement of the contour spacing. This was poss

ible only after a little practice. To determine the other

categories frequent measurement of contour spacings had

to be made. A slope map so constructed for the study area

is assembled in sheets in appendix A.

Slope data for each grid unit was obtained from the

slope map. Very often different slope categories were

represented in a single grid square and in such cases the

slope category covering the most area in the square was
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selected.

Technique employed in constructing the slope mapl

Each sheet in the slope map is a composite of five

different sheets. Each of the five different sheets had

only one slope category drawn in and the rest of the area

was masked. A photographic negative was made exposing

each category of slope. Finally, the five photographic

negatives so made were superimposed on one photographic

plate by exposing them in turn masking with a different

gauge screen during each exposure, the screen gauge deter

mined according to the tone needed to show each slope

category. The photographic plate when processed formed

the positive from which the slope map was printed by the

ozalid process. (Some cartographic errors were discov

ered in the map so assembled which rendered it inaccur

ate. Therefore the map was re-drawn and was assembled

in separate sheets - each sheet showing a single percen

tage of slope. Neither time nor funds permitted the

making of a composite map out of the sheets.)

2. Depth to bedrock or Soil depth datal Data on this vari

able was obtained from three sourcesl

(a) From Table 2 of the United States Department of Agri

culture Soil Conservation Service pUblication of the

"Soil Survey of the Islands of Kauai, Oahu, Maui,

Molokai and Lanai," 1972.

(b) From the Land Classification Maps of the Land Study
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Bureau Circular #14, revised 1969.

(c) From personal communications of Mr. Murabayashi, a

co-author of the Land study Bureau Circular #14.

From the above sources, depth to bedrock data for

each soil type was obtained and these data were evalu

ated according to categories and ranks as shown in

Table 4.6 and the values obtained were entered under the

respective grid units.

3. Soil type datal Soil type data were obtained from the

soil maps of the United States Department of Agriculture

Soil Conservation Service publication of the "Soil Survey

of the Islands of Kauai, Oahu, Maui, Molokai and Lanai,"

1972. The soil maps of this pUblication are based on

the aerial photographs of the islands and are on a scale

of 1124,000. On these maps, even though the coastlines

coincide with the topographic quadrangles, the higher

elevations do not coincide because of the relief displace

ments on the soil maps by virtue of their aerial photo

graphic origin. Assembling of soil data from these maps

therefore had to be very care~211y done, ccncantrating

on a particular small area at a time.

Separate translucent sheets covering each quadrangle

with the principal relief lines such as ridge crests and

rivers and also cultural features such as roads had to be

prepared positioning the grid sheet over each of them.

Thereafter the combined grid sheet and the translucent
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sheet had to be placed on each respective soil map and

adjusted until a good coincidence was obtained in the

marked features and those on the soil map. Good coinci

dence is possible only in a small area at a time. When

the data for such an area are obtained, then the combined

grid sheet and the translucent sheet are moved over to

cover another area and in this way soil data for each

quadrangle were obtained. Whenever different soil types

were encountered in a single grid square, the one with

the most coverage was chosen as was done in the slope map.

After the soil type data were obtained, they had to

be evaluated according to the soil type categories set

out in Table 4.9 and the numerical values assembled in

respect of each grid square.

4. Shrink/Swell potential datal Since the shrink/swell

potential of the soils is related to the soil type, no

special effort was necessary to obtain data on this vari

able. The numerical values for the shrink/swell poten

tial of the soils were obtained from Table 4.9 after the

shrink/swell potential was determined from Table 2 of the

"Soil Survey of the Islands of Kauai, Oahu, Maui, Molokai

and Lanai," mentioned above.

5. Geology datal Data on Geology were obtained from the

Geologic and Topographic map of Oahu prepared by Stearns

and Vaksvik in cooperation with the U.S. Geological Survey

and published in 1938. The map is on a scale of 1162,500
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and therefore the half inch grid could not be used for

assembling data. A separate grid sheet had to be con

structed making each grid square proportionate to the

half inch grid as 24,000/62,500.

The geologic map was marked off into sections, each

proportionate to the area covered by the respective top

ographic quadrangle. On these the grid sheet with the

reduced grid squares was placed in turn and the geolo~ic

data were obtained. Whenever more than one geologic

formation was encountered in a single square, the forma

tion with the greatest coverage was selected to represent

the grid unit as was done in the case of the other vari

ables. The geologic formation in each grid square was

evaluated according to the values in Table 4.9.

6. Rainfall data. An examination of Table 4.7 and Figure

5.1, indicates that on eleven out of the 23 sites where

landsliding had taken place, the sliding had been initi

ated by rainfalls having a duration of five days. Even

on the fifteen sites of Halawa and Aiea, outside the study

area, sliding had taken place during five consecutive days

of rainfall in November 1965. Therefore it appeared that

a five day consecutive rainfall was significant in pro

ducing the slides which have taken place on the island so

far. Therefore it was decided to compile a map of the

study area showing the highest rainfall incidence during

a five day period and using this map to obtain the rain-
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fall values.

Rainfall data were collected for forty stations

within the study area and immediately outside of it for

the years between 1954 and 1972. These were the only

stations in the area which had continuous recordings and

which were available at the u.s. Weather Bureau in Hono

lulu. The highest five day consecutive totals were

worked out for each of these stations and a rainfall map

was constructed drawing isolines coinciding with the

categories determined for the empirical model, i.e.,

5.4"; 10.4"1 15.4"; 20.4"; 25.4"; and over 25.4". (Map 5.1

and Table 5.2).

The rainfall map is drawn on the scale of 1162,500

and the same size of grid square used on the geologic map

(Grid square proportion 24,000/62,500) was used to obtain

the data from the map and evaluate them in respect of

each grid square as per Table 4.9.

7. Proximity to stream/sea datal Data on this variable was

assembled from the 1124,000 topographic quadrangles of

Oahu. As described earlier, a grid sheet with half inch

squares was placed on each quadrangle and streams and

shorelines were studied. Wherever a stream or shoreline

was included in a grid square, it was recorded as categ

ory 2 or category 3 depending on whether it is ephemeral

or perennial in the case of a stream or whether it is

open or enclosed in the case of the sea. Where no stream
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Table 5.2

Highest Total Rainfall Recorded During a Five-Day
Consecutive Period between 1954 and 1972 in

Forty Rainfall stations in Eastern Oahu

Highest
total

rainfall
Ele- in

vation five-day Date
Station# station Name feet period Recorded

707 H.S.P.A. Exper. sta. 50 16.50" Mar. 1958
709 Punchbowl 355 13.00" Feb. 1955
710 Nutridge 900 15.60" Jan. 1957
712 Manoa 300 17.00" Mar. 1958
714 Tantalus 1310 18.00" Nov. 1965
716 Manoa Tunnel #2 650 30.00" Nov. 1965
717 Black Point 90 17.00" Mar. 1958
718 Palolo Valley 995 28.00" Nov. 1965
721 Wilhelmina Rise 1100 13.00" Nov. 1965
723 Wailupe Reservoir 170 14.00" Mar. 1958
724 Makapuu Point 583 15·75" Mar. 1958
741 Ewa 42 12.00" Jan. 1957
750 Waipahu 59 13·50" Nov. 1965
756 Waimalu 200 13.75" Feb. 1955
761 Waimalu 500 450 13·50" Feb. 1955
770 Moanalua 75 15.25" Mar. 1958
773 Kapalama 540 16.00" Mar. 1958
775 Nuuanu Reservoir 910 18.00" Nov. 1965
777 Kalihi Reservoir 910 26·50" Nov. 1965
781 Kaneohe Mauka 198 25.50" Nov. 1965
782 Luakaha (Lower) 881 20.75" May 1960
783 Nuuanu Dam 4 1048 28.00" Nov. 1965
784 Pauoa Flats 1800 28.00" Nov. 1965
788 St.Stephen's Seminary 488 27.00" Nov. 1965
833 Koolau Dam 1150 16.50" Nov. 1965
836 Waiawa 725 21.25" Jan. 1968
837 Waiahole 750 22.00" Apr. 1963
838 Kaneohe Ranch 365 22.00" Nov. 1965
791(3) Kailua Fire Station 25 19.00" Nov. 1965
870 Opaeula 1100 17.50" Jan. 1957
871 Helemano Reservoir 1020 16.00" Jan. 1957
872 Wahiawa 920 12.80" Feb. 1955
880 Kawai Iki 1150 17.50" Oct. 1958
881 Helemano Intake 1274 15.50" Mar. 1968
883 Kahana 800 33.00" May 1964
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Highest Total Rainfall Recorded During a Five-Day
Consecutive Period between 1954 and 1972 in

Forty Rainfall Stations in Eastern Oahu
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Highest
total

rainfall
Ele- in

vation five-day Date
Station# Station Name feet period Recorded

884 Punaluu 30 21.00" Apr. 1963
885 Waikane 800 24.00" Feb. 1965
90.3 Laie 06 16.50" Nov. 1965
907 Kahuku Pump 2 07 11.00" Jan. 1957
912 Kahuku 25 14.00" Nov. 1965
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or shoreline was present in a square, the category allo-

cated was 1. The allocated categories were evaluated

according to the values set out in Table 4.9.

Compilation of the Landslide Probability Mapa

The landslide probability map is the applied version

of the empirical slope stability model discussed in Chapter 4.

This map is compiled from the values obtained in respect of

each grid square of the study area by programming the re

gression equation given in Chapter 4. As was pointed out

earlier, the equation covers only five variables, i.e.,

slope, depth to bedrock, soil type, rainfall and proximity

to stream or sea because the two other variables, i.e.,

geology and the Shrink/swell potential of soils failed to

give any added weightage to the regression square.

The map is divided into thirteen sections and placed

in appendix Be There are 3829 grid squares on the map

which contain some numeral from 0 to 6. These numerals are

ranks in sliding probability and the percentage sliding

probabilities indicated by these numbers are set out in the

index map in appendix 2 and also in Table 4.15. The squares

which are left blank in the land areas are those with out

cropping rock, rock strewn land or land which has been filled.

The filled land is mostly close to the shoreline. Since this

study is concerned with soil covered slopes, the empirical

model was developed for such slopes only and therefore the

landslide probability map has values allocated only for
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squares which have some soil.

Technique of the Landslide Probability Map production. Each

topographic quadrangle map was cut into two laterally (to be

of a suitable size for the dissertation) and every fifth

half inch division of two of the margins of each half quad

rangle was numbered with their respective grid numbers.

The half quadrangles were then photographically reproduced

with about 25 percent reduction. The half inch square grid

sheets were also photographically reproduced on the reduced

size and were superimposed on the quadrangle sections.

Thereafter a positive transparency of each half quadrangle

was made and on the grid units of these transparencies the

computer derived values were inserted according to their

ranks in sliding probability.

Uses of the Map.

The map could be used for a number of purposes.

1. For zoning for residential development. Areas with high

landslide probability could be avoided.

2. As an initial guidance for developers and planners in

locating suitable sites for various development projects.

3. As a guidance for home buyers or individual home builders

so that they could avoid high risk areas.

4. As an initial reference for the City Engineering Depart

ment to check on the suitability of a particular stretch

of land when application is made for grading or building

on it.
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5~ As a guidance for the forest department and the depart

ment of soil conservation to maintain a check on areas

susceptible for landsliding from being deforested or

otherwise modified by human action.

6. As an indication to developers or other intending slope

modifiers to initiate precautionary measures against

possible slope stability problems when slide prone areas

are selected for development or for other purposes need

ing slope modification.

Guidance for the use of the Mapa

Each square on the map either contains a numeral from

o to 6 or is left blank. The numeral "0" denotes that the

land area within that square is stable. A landslide prob

ability exists on squares containing any other numeral 

the difference is in the degree of sliding probability.

The squarE's having the numeral "1" have a landslide prob

ability of 0 to 25 percent. Even though this is a low

probability, a degree of caution should be exercised in

developing such slopes. Since landsliding has taken place

in such areas having a low sliding probability a good pre

liminary investigation before development of such sites is

indicated. Needless to say areas having ranks greater than

"1" need better investigation; but the areas with ranks ".5"

or "6" are better left in the natural condition.

Land areas with blank squares indicate that they are

rocky, rock strewn or filled land. Blank squares situated
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closer to the shoreline are invariably filled land whereas

when they are in the hilly areas, they belong to the other

category.

Limitations of the Mapa

Each grid square on the map represents a land area of

nearly 23 acres. As such, the sliding probability rank

indicated on a square may not be true of every little plot

of land within that square. The rank is indicative of con

ditions on a larger percentage of the land covered by a

square. Therefore it is very necessary that smaller pieces

of land within a square which is indicated as slide prone

be checked out by further investigation. This could be done

if data on the five variables comprising the empirical model

are obtained and evaluated as set out in Table 4.6 and then

assessed by applying the regression equation. The resulting

value should indicate the sliding probability of the partic

ular piece of land.

The map needs evaluation of its predictive value. This

could be done by visiti.ng sites which are already developed

and which are indicated on the map by a high sliding probabi

lity rank and checking whether any slope stability problems

have developed. Where adequate preliminary investigations

and necessary precautions against slope instability have been

taken, no signs of distress would be apparent even though the

map may indicate a high sliding probability rank.

The map does not indicate the slope stability conditions
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for rocky areas and filled land. Because the model was

developed for natural soil covered slopes, rocky land and

filled land were not evaluated.

The map attempts to predict slope stability conditions

on the existing natural slopes before modification other

than alteration of plant cover by man. The ultimate slope

stability may depend on the degree and nature of human modi

fication of any particular slope. The map does not claim

any authoritative slope stability predictions; but should

be considered as an instrument for the wise utilization of

natural slopes whereby many unwanted losses to person or

property could be averted.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Landsliding and other types of mass movements on

natural slopes by which material is transferred by gravity

to low lying areas is a process by which the slopes main

tain an equilibrium with the forces of denudation which

unremittingly continue to act upon them. Sudden disloca

tion of massive amounts of materials from natural slopes

signifies a release of tension Which has been building up

over a period of time in the contest between slope strength

and denudational process. A secular adjustment of natural

slopes to stresses imposed on them by forces of denudation

is more in conformity with the progressive evolution and

modification of slopes; but adjustment by instantaneous

mass transfer is not such an uncommon occurrence.

When man invades natural slopes, modification of the

slopes becomes necessary to a greater or a lesser degree

to accommodate his many faceted activities whether they

are connected with agriculture, animal husbandry, mining,

or building operations. Depending on the nature of modi

fications and the inherent physical properties of the slope

forming materials, the natural propensities for mass trans

fer from slopes may be aggravated or quickened. If aggra

vated, a minor mass movement which would have occurred in

the natural state would be turned into a massive one and

as to quickening, a mass movement which would have occurred
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during a geological time span under natural processes would

occur within a few decades or years.

population pressure in favored urban centers resulted

in the enlargement of their peripheries to include the ad

joining land which was often marginal. In the case of

Los Angeles, up to 1952, the slope stability problems which

developed in the hilly areas of the urban periphery were

insignificant because of the small percentage of slopes

modified for human occupation by that time. However, by

1962, the slope stability problems reached massive propor

tions placing a severe strain on the City's revenues in

paying for property damages, litigation and repair and

maintenance to public utilities. A result was the enact

ment of a new Grading Ordinance wherein the inclusion of

Engineering Geology in site investigations became mandatory_

A surprising reduction in slope stability problems resulted

from this piece of legislation.

On Oahu, the urban periphery had started to move out

into the surrounding land fairly rapidly after 1954. Hilly

slopes as well as valley bottoms were utilized but few of

these areas presented slope stability problems because the

hilly slopes were mostly spur scarps where rock outcrops,

and the valley bottoms were mostly of low angled slopes.

But a few areas presented problems in slope stability--these

are areas floored with recent or older alluvium and where

the soil is of the expansive type. Even though the areal
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distribution and the frequency of slope stability problems

manifested so far are not of such magnitude as to cause

undue concern to the pUblic or the state generally, yet

two of these slides at Palolo Valley and Aina Haina have

created sufficient difficulties to the state in the form

of expense and litigation, that they could portend prob

lems of a much larger scale if unbridled encroachment into

unsafe slopes are allowed in the fUture. Therefore it was

considered opportune to investigate the feasibility of

developing an empirical model having a predictive capacity

to indicate areas of unstable slope conditions so that

development of such areas could be discouraged or if devel

opment of such areas is indispensable, the stability con

ditions of such areas could be kBcwn beforehand so that

adequate measures could be taken to avert possible disaster

at a future date.

An empirical model was developed based on 23 studied

cases on the eastern half of the island of Oahu and seven

variables were included in the original model as they were

determined as the variables instrumental in producing un

stable slope conditions. The variables included were slope,

depth to bedrock, soil type, Shrink/swell potential, geology,

rainfall and proximity to stream or sea. When a multiple

stepwise regression program was run with these variables,

the reSUlting regressioll square showed that Shrink/swell

potential and geology contributed very little over and above
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therefore these two variables were dropped and the model

was amended accordingly. The resulting regression equation

was utilized to compute f~ope stability values for the area

under study, the values being computed in respect to each

unit in a grid system covering the study area.

A landslide probability map was compiled as an applica

tion of the predictive model. The map is based on the 7.5

minute series topographic quadrangles of Oahu and the map

area is enclosed in a grid system, each grid unit represen

ting an area of approximately 23 acres. The computed

values were ranked according to the percentage probability

of landsliding and these ranks were entered in each square

according to the landslide probability value of the square.

For rocky terrain and filled land, no values were computed

and squares covering these land areas are left blank.

It could be stated that both model and the map have

their uses and limitations and there is scope for improve

ment. With regard to the uses of the model, the sliding

probability of any plot of land can be obtained by apply

ing the regression equation of the model when the values of

the five variables are obtained. The limitations of the

model are that it can be applied only to the slope condi

tions obtaining in the Hawaiian Islands and to places having

similar conditions. The model could be improved by includ

ing the pre-existing vegetation type and the frequency of
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slope distress.

Regarding the uses of the map, it forms a ready refer

ence for ascertaining slope stability conditions in any

desired area at a first glance. Its limitations are that

each grid square covers too large an area when compared with

a single building unit, and the rank indicated on any square

is not representative of conditions on every small plot of

land within that square. The map could definitely be im

proved by making the grid squares half thei~ present size.

This would also improve the utility value of the map.

In conclusion, it can be stated that the empirical

model and the landslide probability map are developed with

the intention of reducing and if possible eliminating un

stable conditions on hillside slopes of Oahu induced by

human modification. A model of a map alone cannot accom

plish a reduction in slope stability problems unless there

is legislation to support the findings. It was pointed out

in Chapter 2 that the adoption of the new Uniform Grading

Code by the City and County of Los Angeles resulted in a

marked decline in the slope stability problems the City and

County had to face over a period of years.

The Hawaii Grading Ordinance, excerpts of which are

given in appendix C, contains many of the features of the

Uniform Grading Code; but does not seem to cover some of the

local conditions which give rise to slope stability problems.

Therefore, based on the conditions which led to slope
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movements of the 23 cases studied, and which were discussed

in developing the empirical model in slope stability in

Chapter 4, the following suggestions can be made to improve

the Hawaii Grading Ordinance.

1. Excavation of Slopesl Excavations should be limited to

those with less than 25 percent slope when the soil depth

is 15 feet or more. With less soil depths excavation of

steeper slopes may be allowed.

2. Expansive soilsl Locating building sites on expansive

soils should be discouraged. Using expansive soil as

fill material should also be considered a hazard and

therefore should be avoided.

3. Subsurface investigations I If buildings are to be located

on expansive soils or unconsolidated materials such as

talus, then subsurface investigations should be made

mandatory.

4. Period of grading operationsl Grading operations on weak

soils should be limited to dry periods and suitable meas

ures against slope movements should also be completed

during such periods.

These suggestions are discussed in detail below.

Suggestions for improvement of the Hawaii Grading Ordinancel

1. Excavation of Slopesl In the 23 cases of landsliding

studied, the frequency of slides on the basis of slope

percentages is as follows I
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Initial slope % Frequency of slides

°- 10 1

10 - 20 3
20 - 30 4

30 - 40 9
40 - 50 5
Over 50 1

It can be seen that there is an increase of slope

instability with increasing slope angle. There is a

marked increase in sliding when slopes over 30 percent

are excavated for building purposes. The apparent de

crease of sliding on slopes over 40 percent is because

of less grading operations conducted on such slopes up

to the present. From the figures given above, slopes

over 30 percent steepness are hazardous when excavated

for building purposes.

Associated with slope steepness is soil depth which

is instrumental in producing unstable slope conditions.

Of the 23 cases of landsliding studied, 21 cases occurred

where the soil depth is more than 15 feet. Therefore it

is necessary to take into consideration the soil depth

too when restrictions are made on the basis of slope per

centage. A suitable amendment in this connection would

be to specify that slope excavation be limited to slopes

less than 25 percent steepness when the soil depth is

15 feet or more. With less soil depths mOdification of

slopes of higher angles could be allowed.
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2. Expansive Soilsl The costliest landslides of Oahu took

place on expansive soils, e.g., Lualualei clays. The

Hawaii Grading Ordinance is not specific enough in the

restrictions or requirements for proposed slope modifi

cations on this soil. It was shown in Chapter 4 that

Lualualei clays rapidly lose their shear strengths with

an increase in the moisture content. Therefore these

are poor soils to serve as foundations for buildings.

Also it was shown that expansive clays can be very

destructive to structures when confined with concrete

slabs, asphalt or other coverings. Another aspect of

expansive clays discussed in Chapter 2 was that expan-

sive clays are more destructive when compacted.

Since the Hawaii Grading Ordinance provides for

slope excavation on expansive clays and fillings with

expansive clays, it is evident that the potential des-

tructive capacity of expansive clays has not been fully

appreciated. A suitable amendment to be included in the

Ordinance would be to specify that no building operations

would be permitted on these soils. If for some reason,

building on these soils becomes unavoidable, then it

should be specified thatl 1. building footings should

be located on bedrock; 2. continuous covering of the

clays, e.g., with concrete slabs, should be avoided and

3. if covering is done, it should be done during a period

of optimum moisture content in the soils.
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The Grading Ordinance also should be amended so that

filling with expansive soils will not be permitted.

Fills have to be compacted to some degree depending on

the slope angle. Since in expansive soils expansive

pressures increase with increased compaction, these soils

are not suitable to serve as fills (Fig. 2.15).

3. Subsurface Investigations I The Hawaii Grading Ordinance

is not specific as to when subsurface investigations are

required. In the case of Waiomao and Hind Iuka slides

exhaustive subsurface investigations were conducted after

trouble started. Experience gained frOm these landslides

should indicate that subsurface investigations should be

made mandatory when buildings are to be sited on expan

sive soils and/or on unconsolidated material such as

talus.

4. PeriOd of Grading Operationsl The small earth slips

(slides #14 to 28) in Aiea and Halawa occurred during

the initial grading operations which coincided with a

rainy period. In both Aiea and Halawa the soil involved

is the Lolekaa silty clay and the slope percentage before

excavation was 10 to 20. Ordinarily, slope excavation on

these locations during a dry spell would not have pro

duced these slides.

The slides which took place during construction of

the Likelike Highway (slides #40 to 42) were due to road

excavations during a period of wet weather. The sliding
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material was well saturated and was at a time of very low

shear strength when the road cuts were made (Chapter 3).

Vegetation plays an important part in holding the

soils in place on the Hawaiian slopes. Removal of vege

tation during a wet spell brings about immediate conse

quences such as soil erosion invariably and mass move

ments occasionally. The grading operations conducted

on the Niu Valley slopes during a wet weather spell in

1972 led to heavy sedimentation of the Maunalua Bay.

The stream valleys in the area were also choked with

sediment. Th~refore it is appropriate that the Grading

Ordinance specify a time for grading operations on slopes

exceeding 10 percent in steepness and also limit the ex

tent of land to be graded at one time to such acreage as

can be completed within a dry spell.
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APPENDIX C

ORDINANCE NO. 39681 (1972) AN ORDINANCE RELATING
TO GRADING, GRUBBING AND STOCKPILING

Sec.23-2.2. Application for Permitl

A. 8. In the event a proposed cut or fill is

greater than fifteen (15) feet in height or the

proposed grading is on land with slope exceed

ing fifteen (15) percent or in the event any

fill is to be placed over a swamp •••• or in the

event the fill material will be a highly plastic

clay, or whenever the fill is used to support

foundations for residential or other buildings,

submit an engineer's soils report, to include

data regarding the nature, 1istribution and

engineering characteristics of existing soils,

the subsurface conditions at the site or the

presence of ground water when detected, and rec-

ommending the limits for the proposed grading,

the fill material to be used ~nd the manner of

placing it, including the height and slope of

cut and fill sections.

9. The permitee shall submit to the Chief Eng

ineer a copy of any environmental impact state

ment required by the United States or State

agencies.
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Sec.2J-2.J. Permit Limitations:

c~ The Chief Engineer may attach such conditions

as may be reasonably necessary to prevent cre

ation of a nuisance or hazard to pUblic or pri

vate property, health and welfare. Such condi

tions may include, but shall not be limited tOI

improvement of any existing grading to bring it

up to the standards of this Chapter; requirements

for fencing of excavations or fills which other

wise would be hazardous; the requirement of re

taining walls adequate to prevent loss of support

to, erosion of, and interference with natural

drainage patterns on adjacent properti.es; ••••

Sec.2J-2.2. Denial of Permit:

If the Chief Engineer finds that the work as

proposed by the applicant is likely to endanger

any property or pUblic way or structure or en

danger the pUblic health or welfare through en

vironmental damage, he shall deny the grading,

g~.~bbing or stockpiling permit. Factors to be

considered in determining probability of hazard

ous conditions shall include, but not be limited

to, possible saturation of the ground by rains,

earth movements, dan,~erous geological conditions

or flood hazards, undesirable surface water run

off, subsurface conditions such as the stratifi-
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cation and faulting of rock, nature cind type of

soil or rock. Failure of the Chief Engineer to

observe or recognize hazardous conditions or his

failure to deny the g!'8d;ng~ grubbing or stock-

piling permit shall not relieve the permitee or

his agent from being responsible, nor cause the

City, its officers or agents, to be held respon

sible for the conditions or damages resulting

therefrom.

Sec.23-3.1. Conditions of Permitl

The requirements of paragraphs A, B, or C

herein may be modified by the Chief Engineer

based on the engineer's soils report.

A. Heightl Where a cut or fill is greater than

15 feet in height, terraces or benches shall be

ccnstr~cted at vertical intervals of 15 feet

except that where only one bench is required,

it shall b~ at a midpoint •••••

B. Cut slopesl Under the following soil conditions,

no cut may be steeper in slope than the ratio of

its hori~ontal to its vertical distance as shown

below:

~ horizontal to 1 vertical in unweathered
rock or mudrock

1 h;):r.izontal to 1 vertical in decomposed rock

1~ horizontal to 1 vertical in soils of low
plasticity
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Cuts of any height in highly plastic soils
shall be as recommended in the engineer's
soils report. -

C. Fill slopes: Fills shall not be steeper than

the ratio of 2 horizontal to 1 vertical except

that fill using highly plastic clays shall have

slopes as recommended in the engineer's soils

report.

Sec.23-3.2. Special Requirements I

A. Any person performing or causing to be performed

any excavation or fill shall, at his own expense,

provide the necessary means to prevent the move-

ment of earth of the adjoining properties, to

protect the improvements thereon, and to maintain

the existing natural grade of adjoining proper-

ties.

B. Any person performing or causing to be performed,

any excavation or fill shall be responsible for

the maintenance or restoration of street pave-

ments, sidewalks and curbs, and improvements of

public utilities which may b~ affected. The

maintenance or restoration of street pavements,

sidewalks and curbs shall be performed in accor

dance with the requirements of the City and County

of Honolulu •••• At cuts frontir~ any street, a

suitable and adequate barrier shall be installed

to provide protection to the pUblic.
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